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DANCING AMERICA:
MODERN DANCE AND CULTURAL NATIONALISM
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1925-1950

1997

WILLIAMS COLLEGE

B. A.,
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Directed by: Professor Kathy Peiss

In 1930, the dancer and choreographer Martha

"dance as an

art

Graham proclaimed

the arrival of

of and from America." Doris Humphrey, Ted Shawn, Katherine Dunham,

and Helen Tamiris joined Graham

in

Confrontational and experimental,

shaping a

modem

new

art

form:

modem

dancers questioned their

dance.

own

roles in society,

the role of art in America, and the place of America in the world. This dissertation

about

how modem
In the

because of its

politics,

dance developed

wave of cultural
elitist

in the

is

midst of debates about national identity.

nationalism of the 1930s,

modem

dancers attacked ballet

roots in European courts. Influenced by communist and socialist

they danced in bare

feet,

with

unadomed costumes, and

privileged individual

expression and portrayals of abstract concepts over fairytale narratives and escapist
entertainment. White

women (many

of whom were Jewish), gay men, and some African

American men and women populated
of these groups negotiated what
gender, sexual,

racial,

it

modem

dance.

Separate chapters explore

how

each

meant to be an American through dance. Challenges to

and class norms coalesced

in idealized visions

of American

Dancing
democracy and pluralism such as Graham's 1938 "American Document."

vi

American

heretics, pioneers,

and workers toppled corps of European swans, sylphs, and

snowflakes.

The convergence of these marginalized groups
critical role that social identities

dancers found

in

played

in this

in

modern dance demonstrates

movement of cultural

nationalism.

dance the medium through which they could explore what

from the white male so often depicted

as the

set

the

Modern

them apart

consummate expression of American

individuahsm: their bodies. The case of modem dance highlights the interplay of different
identities

—

identity.

In this art form that attracted physically distinct groups of people, those

as

women, Jews,

distinctions, particularly

World War
nationalist

II,

or Afiican Americans

undercut a unified national

of race, fractured ideas of a national culture. In the wake of

Merce Cunningham

themes and

— that

led a

social purpose.

new phase of modem dance

In dancing America,

that rejected

modern dancers exposed

the

physical and social dimensions of nationalist beliefs in 1930s and 1940s American society.
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INTRODUCTION
"You do not

realize

how

"

muscles of the human body.
In

naming the

artistic

make daily history
- Martha Graham

the headlines that
'

geniuses of the twentieth century, the dancer and

choreographer Martha Graham most often

new form of concert

with inventing a

the twentieth century,

bom

affect the

in

near the top of the

is

dance,

known

as

list .^

Graham

modern dance. She

1970

at the

credited

lived

through

1894, dying in 1991, and very nearly performed throughout

the century as well; she began in the late 1910s and reluctantly gave her

in

is

age of seventy-three. In an

art

form defined by physical

last

performance

limitations,

Graham

attempted to obliterate the most obvious one: the aging of the human body. In her long
career, she

formed new ways of moving, collected accolades as the foremost

modem

dancer and choreographer, and placed dancing bodies center stage to reveal "the headlines

that

make

daily history."

Graham's invention, however, was not a solo discovery. The emphasis on
individual genius

masks the contributions of many others and the

conditions in which

modem

of massive economic and

World War

II.

dance emerged.

political turmoil

Graham and

other

dance. They questioned their

modem

own

Modem

developed

art

in the

solidified in the 1930s, a time

of the Great Depression, the

New Deal,

and

dancers grappled with these events through

roles in society, the role of art in America,

place of America in the worid. Writing in 1930,

"dance as an

dance

specific historical

Graham named

of and fi-om America."^ This dissertation
midst of debates about national identity.

1

is

and the

the mission: to

about

how

make

the art form

At the turn of the twentieth century, Isadora Duncan, Loie
Denis began dancing
freeing

in

ways

distinct

movement from both

Instead, they used

to liberate the

body

in

ballet

and the dance done

and Ruth

in vaudeville

the former's constraining technique and the

movement

Duncan drew on

Isadora

from

Fuller,

St.

shows,

latter's flashiness.

to convey philosophic, religious, or artistic ideas and beliefs.

Hellenic ideals of government,

art,

architecture,

reverence to the freedom of the individual

body from the corset and reinvented walking,

spirit.

skipping, and leaping.

and philosophy

She freed her

In so doing, she

elevated dance from a popular, "low" entertainment to the hallowed halls of art and
nature: she performed barefoot in flowing white tunics

on forested lawns to

classical

music. Loie Fuller experimented with early motion picture techniques to explore the

dimensions of light by creating shadows and refractions through a diaphanous, flowing
costume. Ruth St Denis moved

fluidly

from vaudeville to concert stages and perfected a

dance spectacle that mixed detailed gestures with exotic costumes,

~

lighting

mostly portraying Oriental themes and subjects.

Duncan and

Fuller received their greatest

fame

world with her Oriental spectacles. Both Duncan and

American but

it

was not

City, with a larger

original

and dramatic

sets,

American

until the late

St.

Europe and

art form.

Based on the
into a

more

modem dance

stylized technique.

St.

Denis toured the

their

coalesced

in

New York
worid as an

movement,

modem

The loose suppleness of

Denis hardened into forceful contractions

of the torso, angular thrusts of the arms with cupped hands, and strenuous
2

dance as

in the art

"natural" gestures of body

the detailed characterizations of

St.

Denis touted

number of participants and devotees, and a place

dance of the 1930s evolved

Duncan and

1920s that

in

falls

to the

Modem dancers

ground.

strived for "meaning" rather than "beauty," viHfying
ballet for

lack of relevance and inconsequential

fluff.

--

a

especially foreign ones. Ballet

American
for the

art form.

first

history.

was

Most of all, modem dancers

time and books appeared on dance

the earlier west coast

more

original

In this decade of consolidation, newspapers employed dance
critics

Dance schools emerged nationwide,

the

flouted traditions

European import; modern dance was an

in

education and dance throughout world

especially in universities and colleges, and in

New York where the major modem dancers were based.

among

its

homes of Duncan and

St.

Denis

The

transfer to

illustrated

modem

New York fi-om
dance's settling

established art forms of painting, music, theatre, photography, and

literature.

Modem dancers'
identity in the

time.

first

American

American

in the

artistic

to relevance, and attention to national

artists

intellectuals

and

and

intellectuals at the

forms and expression had been a constant

half of the nineteenth century and Ralph

intellectual finits.

But

commitment

1930s echoed the concerns of other

Calls for

since the

seriousness,

artists to

know the

same

refi-ain at least

Waldo Emerson's urging

for

land and turn experience into creative and

Walt Whitman invigorated the appeal

later in the nineteenth century.

1930s there was a new urgency. The economic troubles of the Great

Depression inspired renewed attempts to bolster

faith in the resilience

of the nation. And

the rise of fascism in Europe prompted Americans to herald the democratic promise and

tradition

of their country. Fears of intemal breakdown and external attack unified

in

an

emphatic search to identify "the American way," the resounding new phrase of the decade

The impulse was

projects
to group together as a nation both in active ways, such as in the

3

of the Works Progress Administration, and

in

promoting and embracing cultural

references to the nation. In so doing, Americans could gain
a sense of commitment and

purpose

in

tremulous times.

In support of these ideas, artists turned to finding an "American way"
in the

The

Regionalist school of painting, epitomized by the

Grant Wood, celebrated a

realist style that

work of Thomas Hart Benton and

contrasted sharply with the abstraction of

European modernists such

as Pablo Picasso and Wassily Kandinsky,

members heralded

successful

the

first

arts.

American playwrights, Eugene

Critics

and audience

O'Neill, Clifford

Odets, and Thornton Wilder. Aaron Copland began creating an American style of
classical music.

solos, catching

Modem

But

it

was jazz

that

most captivated Americans with

rhythm and driving tempo, and roots

dance blossomed

in this cultural

was

to be

new and

improvisatory

Afiican American

culture.''

ferment as a part of conflicts over definitions of

Americanism, Modernism, and "high" and "low"
their artistic offering

in

its

culture.

Modem

dancers determined that

relevant, therefore indelibly

"modem"; an

art

form, on the lofty end of a cultural hierarchy, and distinctly American.

For many

was American
in the

artists

stirred

up

1930s and some

and

intellectuals, including

political debates.

modem

the question of what

The appeal of communism and

socialism

grew

dancers choreographed Communist Party pageants and

offered dance classes to workers for ten cents.

choreographers did not participate

principles

modem dancers,

in

pushed them to debate the

Even

if the

Communist Party
utility

undergirded the beginning of modem dance

of art.

modem

functions, Marxist

dancers and

and

socialist

A concem with the "masses"

in the late

4

leading

1920s and early 1930s. Unlike

European-imported

with

ballet

its

highly stylized group movement,

individual expression and "natural"

of every body. Modern dance

modern dance

body movements and constituted

illustrated the social tension

in its

it

embodied the

and potential of creating a democratic whole out of distinctly individuated
heretics, pioneers,

form the worth

between the heralding of the

individual and the possibilities of "mass" appeal and participation,

American

exalted

units.

conflict

Dancing

and workers toppled corps of European swans, sylphs, and

snowflakes.

Commitment

to creating an American form of concert dance unified

dancers of the 1930s and placed them amidst other
similar issues.

But within the

the groups of people

it

artistic

artists

and

intellectuals

modern

concerned with

ferment of the 1930s, modern dance was distinct

attracted and the

ways

in

which these groups molded the

White women, gay men, and African American men and women populated

form.

art

modem

in

dance.

In the mid- 1930s, Miriam Levis, probably a college student, drafted a short biography of

Doris Humphrey, the

development of the
classifications

modem dancer and

art

form as Martha Graham. Levis

of dancers:

man whose job was

choreographer

1)

a female, a ballerina

who

who was

as important to the

identified three traditional

dances on her toes; 2) a male, a big

"to save the hapless female"; and 3) an American, "one

who

can tap

dance, truck, or kick higher than anyone else."^ Humphrey, Levis argued, created a

category;

woven

"Modem American Dancer."

into

dance

~

and

new

Levis' classifications reveal the social elements

modem dancers'

attempt to challenge them.

White women, gay men, and African American men and women were not often
considered the representative American, a role usually reserved for a laboring white man.

5

The character Tom Joad

in

John Steinbeck's popular novel The Grapes ofWr^ ih
captured

the combination of integrity,

work

ethic,

and family unity

in

the face of tough odds that

Americans of the 1930s embraced. The conjunction of women, gay men,
and African

American men and women
cultural nationalism

in

modern dance,

then, highlights other dimensions in the

of the 1930s. The story of modern dance complicates a unified

picture of America by taking into account other forms of social identity, particularly
those

of gender,

sexuality, race,

and

class.

Those dynamics worked alongside

impulses to shape modern dance as an original American

rely

I

on particular individuals

mixed with nationalism. The
role of

while

women

in

Humphrey

their lives to

in

women

gender, sexuality, race, and class

praise for her powerfiil stage presence

received accolades as the better choreographer

Both women devoted

developing a stylized technique, major dance works, and a company of

both

in

how

art form.

of Martha Graham and Doris Humphrey narrate the

modern dance. Graham gained

dancers (Graham's was

dance,

lives

to illuminate

its

all

women

until 1938).

concert and social forms.

Women

had been long associated with

Modern dance perpetuated

the domination of

dance but female modern dancers deliberately rebelled against playing the role

of sexual ingenue on stage which

Humphrey developed motions

ballet

expanded

they called "masculine," moving their bodies

their roles off stage.

Graham and

and vaudeville productions featured

with abrupt force. Alongside the challenge to femininity on stage,

also

nationalist

in

angles and

women modern

dancers

They were choreographers, managers, booking agents

6

--

In

leaders as well as performing stars. Benefactors were overwhelmingly

modern dance, women created an

art

women

as well.

form which gave them a forum for individual

expression.

Dance remained wedded
were considered
then most

commonly understood

many of those who
attracted gay

many male modern dancers

effeminate. This condemnation carried a connotation of homosexuality,

characteristics and interests.

men

did

to

as gender inversion wherein gay

Few men

were gay. The

modem dance

group of dancers and they,

movement

to ideas of femininity and

like the

gravitated to

life

modem

men

dance

displayed female

in the

1930s, but

of Ted Shawn provides one example of what

and what they contributed. Shawn formed an

women modem

all

male

dancers, wielded "masculine"

to counter accusations of femininity and homosexuality.

Shawn attempted

to

subvert notions of "sissies" and "queers" attached to male dancers by emphasizing the

virility

and heroics of American men.

By

the

1

940s, the few

men

involved had climbed to

leading roles as innovative choreographers of the next generation of modem dancers.

These white male and female
racial

modem dancers attacked gender

stereotypes but

ones largely unchallenged. The description of an "American" dancer

short biography betrays the

more hidden

racial cataloging that is also

in

left

Humphrey's

an indelible part of

the development of modem dance. African Americans notoriously excelled at tap dance

and

truckin',

supposedly exhibiting their "natural" dance

connotation to mark social dancing as "lower"

modem

ability.

art in the cultural

The author used the
hierarchy to which

dancers conformed. Despite racial prejudice, African American

found more professional opportunities

in

modem
7

racial

dance rather than

men and women

ballet,

from which they

were

virtually excluded.

African American modern dancers adapted their "natural"

dancing talent to help them become a part of a "high"

But the major modern

art form.

dance groups did not consistently employ African American dancers. They remained
segregated.

Katherine

Dunham and

Americans and succeeded
lasting careers.

Pearl Primus faced the prejudices against African

in establishing successful

Their lives also demonstrate

negotiated their role in the

movement of cultural

and Primus sought degrees

in

anthropology

careers.

Arguing against an "innate"

of dance

in African

diaspora.

African American

dancers

Dunham

nationalism of the 1930s. Both

at the

same time as they pursued dance

talent for dance, they did

promote the important

role

stories

the theme of African Americans* rise from oppression dominated

of white

modem

dancers*

American choreographic

and Primus brought to the concert stage what they viewed as

and the Caribbean. Dancing
differences.

modem

and Caribbean societies that persevered throughout the African

Even though

many of the

how

companies, dance works, and long

portraits

Dunham

of America depended upon and furthered

of race and the ways

in

which

of Africa

their tradition: that

As dancers-cum-anthropologists, Dunham and Primus

socially constructed nature

topics,

also

definitions

racial

exposed the

and meanings of that

term have been re-made over time.

Some
waging of a
active

white

modem

dancers did include a fight against racial injustice within their

larger political battle.

modem

Helen Tamiris was the most prominent of the

dancers and danced to Negro spirituals

in her

debut solo concert

Tamiris, the daughter of Eastern European Jewish immigrants,

8

politically

in 1928.

grew up on the Lower East

Side of Manhattan and attended dance class for the

first

time at a settlement house. Her

experience exemplifies the backgrounds of most of the radical

political activists in

modern

dance. Debates between "revolutionary" and "bourgeois" branches of modern dancers
infused the art form with political purpose and import and challenged the class-based

notions of "high" art on which modern dance was based

aimed to shape modern dance as an
masses to

whom

unadorned and

art

The "revolutionary" dancers

form for the "masses," but

it

was

the American

most modern dancers wanted to appeal. Those dancers named

egalitarian style as

Finally, these social

American rather than communist or

dynamics of gender,

sexuality, race,

choreographic pictures of America, the subject of the

1930s plundered American history for dance

topics,

their

socialist.

and class coalesced

in

Modern dancers of the

last chapter.

borrowed from the dance

traditions of

American Indians and African Americans, and choreographed to music by American
composers. They explored the theme of the individual and society

in the

context of

Puritanism, American Indian spirituality, racial injustice, and western pioneer myths. In

documenting America, these

American culture and

American

identity in flux

the ephemerality of dance reinforces the

nationalism.

In their dances of America,

and

fluid, fabricated,

modem

~

literally

Modem

how

In the context of

9

in

motion. In

national identity

dance productions

portrayed America as a society composed of heroic individuals, similar

WPA theatre productions.

~

and ever evolving nature of

dancers showed

effaced and sometimes distorted other social identities.

office murals and

in

society.

Modem dancers exposed
fact,

groups carved a place for themselves

socially marginal

in

theme to post

modern dance, however,

the celebrated individualism allowed a theoretical place for white

women, gay men, and

African American

men and women. But

and struggling

form based on physical expression. Modern dancers used as an

art

medium

exploratory tool the very same

more common symbol of America,

these marginalized groups flocked to a fledgling

-- their

bodies

~

that distinguished

the white male heroic individual

them from the

Defined by external

physical characteristics or "deviant" sexual practices, these groups enlivened an art form

dependent upon and devoted to exploring the potential of lived bodies. The attraction of

women, gay men, and
their social identities

And

African American

men and women

to

modern dance

points out

how

shaped the means by which they contributed to defining America.

the case of modem dance highlights the interplay of different identities

Jews, African Americans and Americans

~ that

~

as

women,

undermined the assurance of a unified

national identity.

While inherently

non-literary,

modem

dance presents some of the same issues

about American problems and worth as the social protest novels
regionalist school in painting in the 1930s.

were

familiar, perhaps, but the site

of display

on a page or images on a canvas. Dance
motion

in

The

time and space. If nationalism

in literature

portrayals of hard

differed.

Bodies

in

work and

social justice

motion replaced words

exists in the transient intersection

is

and the

of body

the idea of an "imagined community," as

realm of
Benedict Anderson suggests, dance takes the process of imagination out of the

words, neither dependent on a

literary

meaning.^ Despite

its

common

own

speaking language nor tied to conventions of

system of signs, movement remains more ambiguous

both elusive and
than words. Dances of America kept "the nation" abstract,

10

ftill

of

possibilities.

In this sense,

modem

dance does not

other examples of cultural

fit

nationalism that Anderson cites such as civic religion or public pageantry.

Modern

dancers did not lead parades and would not have deigned to choreograph to marches by

John

Philip Sousa.

Modern

dance, then, represents a kind of artistic nationalism wherein

change for the good of the

artists strived to inspire unity or

goal by reflecting on traits that they thought defined America and

devout embrace of individualism

~

often than not, as artists making a

in

which Americans

new American

full

art

form,

~

such as a

portraits.

modern dancers hoped

American history and

moment of dance

idea, practice, or historical era

and its

prompted poets, philosophers, and most

politics

More

to prod

and the

captures both the active embodiment

fleetingness.

an inherent sense of loss. Studying dance as a

is

The very

transience of dance has

recently, poststructural theorists, to

symbol of the general indeterminacy and only temporal

the historical record that

peoples

this

interacted.

In a very real sense, the

of an

its

and rendering synthesized, compelling

their fellow citizens in the audience to re-examine

ways

They achieved

society.

stasis

it

as a

of meaning.^ Dance contains

historical practice sharpens

our attention to

inevitably lost. Filmed documentation of dance

in earnest until the 1960s, so I

uphold

have pieced together dances by looking

at

was not begun

photographs,

film
reviews, choreographic notes, descriptions by dancers involved, and small snippets of

which have survived or
reclamation

--

later filmed versions

of a work. This

of "voices" expressed through bodies

in

is

a project, then, of

motion and groups of people

complicate our understanding of what being an American meant
In dancing America,

modem

in the

who

1930s and 1940s.

dancers rendered moving body images of nationalist beliefs

11

and exposed the physical and
words,

this is a story

social dimensions

of how muscles reveal

of those

history.

12

beliefs.

In

Martha Graham's
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CHAPTER 1
BIRTHING CUBES ON STAGE
An

illustration in the

Martha Graham with

Sally

1933 Chicago World's

December, 1934 Vanity Fair contrasted the modern dancer

Rand, the fan dancer fresh from a scandal over obscenity

Fair. [Figure 1, p. 16]

at

the

Describing a fictional "Impossible

Interview," the accompanying text to the illustration accentuated the differences between

the

two women

the same racket,

Graham rebuked
that

ain't

we?

to establish their commonality, saying, "we're in

Just a couple of little girls trying to wriggle along" while

The "conversation" ended with

her "haughtily."

Rand and Graham appealed

ladies' clubs,"

to different audiences,

and Grraham would "be a flop

of belly dancing done

now

Rand attempted

dancers.

in

in a

a mutual recognition

Rand would "be frowned on

cooch concession,"

in the

referring to the kind

burlesque shows.' Rand suggested dividing the audiences; "From

on, we'd better split 50-50.

You

take the ladies, and

I'll

take the men."^

This illustration and the fictional text provocatively captured the complications of

gender

in

dance

in the first half

of the twentieth century. Dance of all kinds, from

vaudeville and burlesque to the concert stages, generally featured

spectacle.

desire by

as the

main

This convention relied on female bodies as sexual objects of heterosexual

assumed male audience members.

but also played against

dancers.

women

many of the assumptions embedded

The dichotomy between

appealing to

women

representation of a

Women modem

dancers faced these norms

in the

sexual enticement attracting

performance of women

men and

elite

aestheticism

presented in the Vanitv Fair illustration was also a simplified

more complicated

picture.
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Although there were certain important

Impossible interview

(Iiuii^'lllily)

Siiy,

t
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yiiiii'

soul. Su.i.V:

lu ki!c|) .iiiiiifiliiun cdvlmuiI. Maiitiia:

yii

liliiiiiltl

si't'k

111
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—

Sai.i.y;

In ynin
'I'hat'a

Source: Vanity Fair (December 1934)

Figure

1:

"Impossible Interview" between Sally Rand and Martha
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Graham

distinctions separating them, the division

wide as

it

appeared

in

the caricature.

between the two dancers was not necessarily as

In fact,

Rand and

leading

modern dancer and

choreographer Doris Humphrey appeared on the same program when Humphrey was
in the

Denishawn company

suggestions from

in

the mid

1

920s and Rand

Humphrey which Humphrey

later

still

sought choreographic

did indeed provide

Both dancers

expressed admiration for the other.^
This chapter discusses what linked Rand, Humphrey,

dancers by focusing on

how

Graham and

other female

female modern dancers worked within and against

conventions of femininity on and off stage. Four issues dominate the discussion: the place

of women

in the arts, the effect

dance, the different ways

institutional support

dance

in

of women on the creation of the new

which

women

form of modern

dancers were viewed, and the patronage and

which perpetuated women's authority

solidified in the

art

in

modem

dance.

decade following the passage of women's suffrage

in

Modem
1920 and

manifested the influence of both the separatist strategy of the women's suffrage movement

and the

individualist ethos

of the

failed fight for

an equal rights amendment that followed.

While female modern dancers did not ardently embrace
status

of women

in

American

in the

women were

and

role

changing the

society, their roles as choreographers, performers, teachers,

and directors of companies placed them
capable

specific goals about

of, the differences

middle of ongoing debates about what

similarities

between men and women, and the

of women as creators of and commentators on American national

17

identity

.'*

Beginnings

Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, and Hanya Holm
often referred to as the four pioneers of modern dance in America.
particular techniques,

dance works

in

began and ran companies, and choreographed defining modern

I

will

depth, but for the purposes of this chapter,

partly

many

other

and choreographers of the period, particularly Helen Tamiris,

Katherine Dunham, and Ted Shawn.

Graham

These four developed

the 1930s. This grouping of the "Big Four" leaves out

significant dancers

most

are

be discussing most of these dancers

I

will

concentrate on

in

more

Graham and Humphrey .^

has been recognized as the foremost modern dancer of the twentieth century,

due to her long

honorific.

life.

But

in the

Graham drew accolades

1930s, both

for her powerful presence

received high respect for her choreographic

modern dance, Humphrey was

Bom in Allegheny,
daughters. [Figure 2,

enforcing

its

Graham and Humphrey

skill.

If Graham

Her

was

stage;

Humphrey

the mystical artiste of

unremitting theorist and engineer.

Pennsylvania, in 1894, Martha

p. 19]

on

vied for that

father, Dr.

strict discipline in religious

Graham was

the oldest of three

George Graham, dominated the household,

and scholarly

studies.

Jane Beers Graham, her

mother, purportedly was a descendant of Miles Standish. She was

fifteen years

younger

than her husband and a quiet, though substantial, presence. In 1908, the Grahams

moved

sister
to Santa Barbara, California, to relieve the asthmatic difficulties of Martha's younger

Mary.

California's

warm, relaxed atmosphere and

liberal

thought contrasted sharply with

differences
the rigid and constricted environment of Pennsylvania. For Martha, the
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Figure

2.

Martha Graham
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between the

and west coast would become polarized between suppression
and

east

paganism, restraint and liberation.^
Dr,

Graham delved

into the

burgeoning

twentieth century and he passed along

daughter.

much of his

of psychology

at

the beginning of the

intellectual curiosity to his oldest

Psychologists (especially those influenced by Freud) sought to understand

human behavior and

motivation, including sexual desire, as manifestations of subconscious

workings of the mind

As

to his daughter

lying:

field

It

was

this sense

the famous story goes,

"Martha," he said, "you are not

something

like this

deceiving me.

..

of a body's importance

1

Movement does

not

Dr Graham scolded

telling the truth

always know? There

is

Dr Graham imparted

five-year-old

Don't you

the mind, telling truths not communicable in other

Martha

for

know when you do

always some movement that

Graham

lie."^

that

tells

me you

are

learned that the body's actions revealed

ways This "dancing

lesson" formed

the basis of Graham's legend

Born

in

1895

in

Oak

Park,

pioneer Yankee stock. [Figure

Illinois,

3, p,

21]

Doris Humphrey,

An

like

Graham, came from

only child, Doris claimed to be a tenth

generation American on both sides of her family. Horace Humphrey, her father, held a

variety of jobs, mainly as a

primarily

was
she

grew up

in the

a graduate of Mt

who began

newspaperman but ended up

Palace Hotel

eight.

Chicago

Her mother,

Julia

Wells Humphrey,

Holyoke College and the Boston Conservatory of Music.

her daughter's training

when Doris was

in

as a hotel manager. Doris

in

It

was

the arts with dance lessons at the Parker School

Following graduation from high school, Doris taught ballroom and

interpretive dancing in her

hometown of Oak

Park.*
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Source: Dance Observer (January 1936)

Figure 3 Doris
:

Humphrey and
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Charles

Weidman

was

It

the riveting Ruth St Denis

Humphrey and Graham

St

Denis was

who would

forever change the lives of both

the rage in dance with her theatrical spectacles

all

most often on Oriental themes. After wide touring around the United States and the
world,

to

St.

form

Denis landed

in

Los Angeles with her husband and dance

their first school called

came and

stayed, in the

Denishawn

summer of

1917,

in

1915.

In the

partner,

summer of

Humphrey followed and

1916,

Ted Shawn,

Graham

stayed as well

The difTerent talents and temperaments of Graham and Humphrey carved
different roles at

drawn

face,

Denishawn

Graham was

woman

a short

with a long torso, a narrow,

and deep-set eyes, she was ever-watchful, intense, and determined.

favored the outgoing, vivacious Humphrey

Lithe,

tall,

St

Graham chafed under

the suffocating stardom of St Denis and

Shawn's,

Graham found

Denis physically and by personality

Follies."

She

let\

a role in the

New York

She

that for a teaching job in Rochester,

stayed with St Denis and

a two-year tour, then running their

Shawn

new

far

left in

more than Graham

Shawn and
1923

the contentious

Through

a friend

NY,

but

came back

in

in

show of her own choreography.

longer, traveling in Asia in the mid- 1920s

school

of

New York

to

New York

In 1928,

City

on

Humphrey,

Charles Weidman, and Pauline Lawrence squabbled with St Denis and Shawn and

start the

Denis

vaudeville show, "The Greenwich Village

1926, with a trio of students, to perform a complete

Humphrey

St.

with striking cheekbones,

Humphrey resembled

atmosphere between the unhappily married couple

their

left

to

llumphrey-Weidman Group

Both (^raham and lumphrey
I

rebelled against

Denishawn

in

the late

1

920s, but the

to dance, as a passion
training and support they received there cemented their devotion

22

and as a career. Both were teachers

Denishawn

concerts.

They formed

members, although not with each

at the

Denishawn school and often performers

crucial relationships with other

other, that

would shape

Louis Horst, the accompanist for Denishawn,

Graham's independent
Charles

Weidman became

Lawrence became

Why

efforts.

Two

left

Denishawn company

their careers

and

their lives.

there to follow, push, and

promote

Denishawn company members bolstered Humphrey:

her performing and choreographic partner and Pauline

their accompanist,

company manager, and

indefatigable champion.

Dance?

Graham and Humphrey came

to dance via a general interest in the arts.

Humphrey's mother was a devoted musician; Graham

going to Denishawn. The

class girls

and

women

of famous

arts

were a respected avocation

in

artists

high school

for white middle

and upper

Despite the

of any genre and the almost complete lack of women

administrative positions in major

many

in

Los Angeles, before

in the early twentieth century, but a rare vocation.

women

twentieth century,

drama

participated in

and attended the Cumnock School of Expression, a junior college

rarity

in

museums

social critics

in

or other arts institutions at the beginning of the

commented

negatively on what they

saw

as the

increasing femininity of culture.' Often concerned that the dominance of women in the

teaching profession produced "women-trained men" and a "feminized society," some

writers urged

men

to take back control of the arts from

"natural" traits of men as creative and

women

women.

as imitative,

profession; and stressed the importance of "great

23

Articles discussed the

promoted

museums and

art as a paid, useful

picture galleries" as "one

of the marks of a great
lines, in

191

American
cultural

1,

nation,"^" Alongside this breaking

the philosopher

literature

down of the

George Santayana decried the "genteel

arts

along gender

tradition" in

and philosophy and argued for a more vigorous and imaginative

life.''

The underlying

contradiction between the outcry against a genteel and feminized

culture and the actual lack of women actively involved in institutions of
art or higher

education spoke to tensions surrounding changes

in

enter fields previously dominated by or associated with men.

intellectual pursuits

abilities for

an imitative

and

activities as

which "women

categories by inventing a

excel. "'^

to produce "cultured" girls and

the arts were goals,

pursued the

arts

it

was not

When women

women, not

as

Ultimately, training in the arts

professionals.

Even

was

success and career in

if

be financially remunerative. Girls and

women

most often as another sign of education and manners.

and choreography were

their

main

into a career.

interests, but teaching paid the bills.

supported themselves financially v^thout help fi-om their

families.

for the arts had to pay, but

money

women, not from

primarily

their

came from

teaching, a

in fact, sent

women, an avocation

more common

choreography and performance.
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Performance

Both women

Humphrey,

to her parents throughout their lives. For these middle class

profession for

women

they aroused contradictory and impassioned

later in the chapter.

likely to

distinct

dancers challenged these

For Graham and Humphrey, a passion for dance turned

money

to brand

these debates, dance stayed tied to

new form of dance,

responses which will be discussed

The attempt

male reflected anxiety over maintaining

men and women. Throughout
art at

Women had begun to

'^

gender roles

The

attraction of

something more than

Graham, Humphrey and other women

just an interest in the arts.

Dance

modern dance bespoke

to

signified a less restrained attitude

toward bodies. Taking oil layers of petticoats, modern dancers put on bloomers

that

allowed more freedom of the legs and torso. The birthplace of modern dance on the
west
coast aided this liberation from binding clothes.

Isadora

Duncan grew up

in

San Francisco

and the

New

which

lumphrey and Graham pilgrimaged. The sun and warmth of the climate mixed

I

Jersey-born Ruth

St.

Denis ended up founding her school

in

Los Angeles,

to

with the more sexually open attitude of Hollywood to create a welcome beginning for

Graham and Humphrey. Humphrey's mother
after she

went to Denishawn

immoral or loose?
preponderate

but

it

seems

in

the

in

recognized

"Do you

1917;

work done

likely that

the remnants of their

there?"'''

modern dance

strict

me once

Humphrey

liberated

when

she wrote Doris soon

think the atmosphere of that place

have had that suggested to

1

this

or twice.

Does

is

the sensuous

did not respond directly to this query

Graham and Humphrey

psychically from

upbringing and physically from the residue of Victorian notions

of women's bodily weaknesses.'^

Modern

dance, as opposed to ballet and

show dancing

offered something beyond physical release. Ballet and

in

movies or on

show dancing allowed

stage,

for

some

individual expression in performance but the choreography greatly confined the range of

expression.

The purpose of a corps de

Berkeley's grand movies

was

to

show

ballet

and the chorus

girls in

one of Busbee

the unity of movement between the

women

synchronized parts.
to have each replicate the other in a pastiche of perfectly

dancing and modern dance were more

distinctly individualized.
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dancers,

Denishawn

Originally based

on solo

performances and improvisation,

of one dancer

style

And

showcased the personality and

it

with one's

of the performer came through as

own

well.

sure idea of self and

which they could express a

fuller

Denishawn

their

womanhood, they

New York

included "Three

with Asian cultures.

Humphrey continued

choreography taught to her by
into

body

style,

was

But

action.

inevitable.

Poems of the

their

training at age twenty-two.

gravitated to a form of dance in

sense of themselves. Their

1920s manifested the strong influence of Denishawn
in

movement

choreography, the mental outlook and creativity

Both Graham and Humphrey began

Grown, with a

distinctive

choreography

first

in

the

Graham's 1926 debut performance

East," emulating St. Denis' preoccupation

to

do "music

visualizations," a style

of

Denis which sought to translate a musical composition

St.

break from Denishawn, the company and the choreographic

Trumpeting the

call

of individual expression, Graham and Humphrey

soon ventured into new realms of movement and

creativity.

The Arts Revolt
In 1927,

Graham choreographed

"Revolt." Although

little

apparently portrayed an abstract fight against an invisible force.

"Heretic" (1929), the same theme surfaced.

To

Horst, stolid group actions of women dressed

moves of the

individual,

in

Two

later, in

black opposed the dramatic forceful

in white.

The group formed an

individual, in effect confining her.

individual's fight with the circle of

years

The piece repeated

masses three times and ended with the individual

26

it

simple percussive rhythms by Louis

danced by Graham costumed

immobile semi-circle around the

remains of the solo,

~

the

after a prototypical, agonizing

fall

backwards

-

on the

lying

floor face

down, conquered

and condemned. Graham relayed both the importance and the
impotency of the
individual.

and the

The music

reinforced this with

its lyrical

theme to which only Graham danced

pounding motif to which the group moved. While confirming the clash

forceful,

between the individual and society and predicting a
underscored the

inevitability

pessimistic end, "Heretic" also

of that struggle. The individual must

fight.

For Graham and Humphrey, leaving Denishawn was foremost an

Both

felt St,

viability

Denis and Shawn had lowered

by performing on the vaudeville

avenue of "high"

more necessary
genres,

art

circuit.

Graham and Humphrey sought

the

for sustenance than financial stability. Like modernist artists of other

Graham and Humphrey

not," exemplified

attraction to the

modem pianist-composer,

modem

The worth was

placed themselves within a tradition of "high" culture but

Humphrey's

she described as "an extremely

traditions.

their artistic standards to retain financial

and the avant-garde. Abstract thoughts and freedom of will were

broke with previous forms.

what

artistic choice.

music of Henry Cowell,

playing with elbows,

whom

fists,

and

dancers' affinity with other avant-garde artists flailing

of financial uncertainty or

in the revolt, regardless

artistic

failure.

Graham and Humphrey forged
show

a

new way of dancing

in reaction against ballet

and

dancing, decrying their lack of relevance and import. They followed Oliver Sayler's

mission outlined in his 1930 book Revolt

Through the

distributive agencies

remotest recesses of our daily

in the

Arts

:

"...art

of our Machine Age,

lives that

it is

more

27

it

has

become our

necessity.

has so insinuated itself into the

indispensable to us than religion, politics

or sport and second only to the fundamental requirements of food,
shelter and sex."'"

Modern dancers

involved themselves

in this larger

movement of change

in

the arts,

reading Nietzsche for inspiration, seeking out the music of contemporary
American

composers such as Wallingford Ricgger

for

accompaniment to

their dances,

the poetry of Hart Crane and William Carlos Williams for provocative

works. Otto Luening, a composer and conductor
leading

modern dancers

the dancers

were not

at the

I

had worked

in

titles for their

Europe, met the

Bennington Summer School of Dance and commented

at all interested in the

interested mostly that

who

and mining

knew James

European dancers he had

seen:

"They were

Joyce."''

Joyce's distinctive literary style of writing sentences which mimicked the

elliptical,

roaming way people think correlated to Graham and Humphrey's use of the body

convey

abstract, philosophical principles.

The

artistic

emotional process. For Graham and Humphrey,

life

grounded movements and intense faces embodied
Nietzschean duality of restraint and

their

movement

breathing.

styles

Centered

Graham

liberation,

let

product relayed the intellectual or

was

body

fall

More

and weighty. Their

specifically, the

Apollo and Dionysus, formed the basis of

in the torso, a contraction forcefully

towards earth

effortflil

this idea.

in

hollowed out the stomach and

again, straightening the spine

and recovery worked on the same principle of duality
the

to

devised contraction and release based on the example of

rounded the back; the release freed the body

fall

that

Following gravity, Humphrey

various ways only to reflect off and

unending repetition of these cycles through body movement

--

co-existence and sometimes unity of these opposing elements.
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Humphrey's

lift

dancing

again.

--

The

represented the

If Nietzsche

was

their philosophical guide,

and Humphrey followed Gertrude

minimalism was

Stein's aphorism, "so little is

against the theatrical spectacles of Denishawn with

Graham commented, "Like

costumes.

stripped our

medium of decorative

seen on buildings, so dancing

is

the

modem

unessentials.

its

their style.

more." They rebelled

numerous props,

settings,

painters and architects,

They danced on bare

dresses with stark lighting. Graham's 1930 solo, "Lamentation,"

was

and lush

we have

Just as fancy trimmings are

no longer padded.

Graham

no longer

stages, in plain

a landmark example.

A solitary dancer sat on a bench enshrouded in a tubular costume which confined the arms
and legs and covered the head so

that only the feet

and face were

emanated from the torso and reverberated through the
distilled

one emotion

With scorn

~

soul,

we

~

in

settings,

thought and aesthetic
culture, a

instead of an art

and an

interest in "primitive" cultures.

style inspired

in

many modernist

more depth

in

modem

finit

expressed their appeal

decoration in

for simplicity in

explore Afiican art and

chapter three. Following this impulse,

dance as an American

America which would be

little

The search

artists to

sought that same "primitive" inspiration within the United

cultures in

which was the

had entertainment."^^ "Being" translated into a concern with such

theme taken up

dancers define

This dance

1930, "...we have had a

elemental philosophical principles as duality, a minimalist style with

costumes or

Movements

movements of a confined body.

Graham wrote,

ballet,

dance of 'appearance' rather than a dance of 'being'
of a people's

fetus-like shape.

grief ~ into the strained, yearning

Denishawn and

for

visible.

art

useftil, that

in dualistic terms:
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form.

States, as a

She

identified

way

to help

Graham

modem

two "indigenous"

of the Negro and the Indian, and

The Negro dance

a dance

toward freedom, a dance to forgetflilness,
often Dionysiac in its abandon and the raw splendour of
its rhythm -- it is a
rhythm of disintegration. The Indian dance, however, is not for
freedom,
is

or forgetfulness, or escape, but for awareness of Hfe, complete
relationship
with that world in which he finds himself, it is a dance for power,
a rhythm

of integration.^^

While a way to

American

signify "America," this attention to African

traditions also revealed the attempt to find elemental

philosophical principles supposedly

Graham

more obvious

American and Native

movement and

in "primitive" cultures.

In 1931,

created one of her masterworks, "Primitive Mysteries." With music by Louis

Horst, the dance examined contemporary Indian religiosity which mixed the influence of
missionaries' Catholicism with tribal beliefs. Like the earUer "Heretic," the structure of the

piece contrasted an individual

woman costumed

with a large group of women surrounding

harmonious

interaction, both physically

in

white (abstractly, the Virgin Mary)

her, in darker costumes.

Unlike "Heretic,"

and psychically, existed between the individual

and the group. The dance affirmed the oneness of the group and the significance of the
ritual itself

Turning from the pessimism she saw around her and displayed

Graham found

the

harmony she wished

for in an idealization of Native

Modem dancers appropriated the
their

spiritual traditions

in "Heretic,"

American

culture.

of Native Americans using

"rhythm of integration." In movement terms, they took from African and African
of the whole body or

American dance

traditions the "freeing"

disintegration."

African dance and spiritual traditions utilized

jointed motions that highlighted the impulse and origin of the

concentrated on

its

stylized continuation.

Modem
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their

frill

"rhythm of

body shaking and loose

movement

rather than

dancers propounded the importance of

the torso and pelvis as the center and instigation of
movement, this differed greatly from
ballet's tightly held, rigid spine, its stationary hips,

vertical extensions.

White modern dancers did not endorse the

hips which African American

fluidity

and active legs moving

modern dancers would

circular

in circular

and

motions of the

later utilize, but their

embrace of the

of the body, where one motion spawned a reactive motion, echoed the kinetic

principles underlying the rhythmic impulses of African-related dance.

White

modem

dancers did not consciously appropriate whole movements; instead, African and African

American examples of moving
Talk of rhythm

American and white

in

bare feet and exploring

full

body motion

inspired them.

more widespread blending of African

in general reflected the

traditions and the porousness of these categories, particularly in the

realm of American culture. In the work of sexologists such as Havelock

Ellis

and the

poetry of Hart Crane and Theodore Roethke, rhythm often connoted sex and was linked
to essentialist notions of animalistic passions and urges which they believed "primitive"

people exemplified.

spiritual

Crane, Roethke and

modem dancers

also believed that a

rhythmic force formed the foundation of life of which sex and dance were

manifestations.

in evolution,

inherent

Ellis,

...

As Humphrey

put

it,

"I

and that therefore rhythm

am
in

perfectly sure that

the

human body

is

it

[rhythm] preceded mind

kinesthetically

dancers must be trained to recapture their feeling for rhythm."^' In their use of

angular, often disjunctive movements,

modem

dancers hoped to signify the pattern and

connectedness which rhythm implied.

To

create a dance of "being,"

modem

dancers worked between what they

conceived as two unsuitable alternatives: the purity of whiteness, femininity, and blandness
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of ballet and the vulgarity and baseness of ethnic and AfricanAmerican dance traditions of

show

As Humphrey

dancing.

put

it,

"ballet is as out

sleeves" and "colorful, easy entertainment"

was

of style as bustles and leg o'mutton

"absolutely hollow."^" Although she did

not want to censure "taste," the "lowest wiggle" of a "colored stepper" was
not

worthwhile "when
clearly a part

it is

disgusting or filthy or banal."" In

of Modernism with

its

this,

modern dance was most

demarcation between "high" and "low" culture, which

denigrated working-class, ethnic, and Afiican American cultural expressions even as
utilized

and drew from these

it

traditions.

Graham and Humphrey

revolted:

from Denishawn, from

ballet,

from show

dancing, from entertainment. But they stayed within notions of art as a realm which

afforded special insight on the

human

condition.

The task was

comment on

to

contemporary issues and problems, to make an active and relevant

opposed to one of "appearance." The
devised

all

characteristics

art

of "being" that

modem dancers

established the ultimate distinction and significance of this

was American. When Humphrey saw a Denishawn performance

in

of "being" as

new dance

form:

it

August, 1930, she

gave a damning judgment: "They are only good when they are imitating the dance and
costumes of some other nation. "^^ In notes for a

talk entitled,

"Purpose of my dance... in

the social scene," she spelled out what she hoped would be her contribution.

modem

American dancer. In the two words 'American' and
'modem' are packed the whole meaning of what I am trying to do.

I

am

a

believe that
artist is

one

modem
who

means... breaking with tradition and that the

has a

new viewpoint about

his

work due

I

modem

to an extreme

American because it is bom and bred
and stimulated by the shapes of things American. Given one loves
movement as a medium, has sensitivity and imagination, is stimulated by
sensitivity to his environment.

.

.

It is
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contemporary

life,

has

come down

a direct line from the

first settlers

who

rebelled against royal rulers and struggled to create an independent
state
you have inevitability a modern American Dancer. This I am proud to be."

An

Art Form Created by

Women

Humphrey's comment about

of style as bustles and leg o'mutton

ballet as "out

some of the gender assumptions embedded

sleeves" hints at

in the creation

of modern

dance. If bustles and confining dress styles connoted a restriction of women, physical and
social, the leotards

Modem dance was an art

freer roles.

women

and bare legs of the practice clothes of modern dance heralded looser,

had gained prominence

in

form

modem

By

the

enjoyed urban

1

920s, white American

nightlife,

individualist ethos

1930s.

She

~

Georgia O'Keeffe

in

they did not dominate any art form as

women

voted, attended college in record numbers,

amendment of 1920, many women

felt that

the battle

won. The cohesion among some groups of women which helped

pass suffrage began to disintegrate

spirit infiasing

example

~

and worked as a larger percentage of the workforce than before.

for equal rights had been

modem

women. Although

dance.

In the years following the suffrage

what

with and led by

other artistic fields by the 1930s

painting, Gertrude Stein in writing, for

they did

filled

in the

emerged of which

wake of that accomplishment.

modem

dance was a

part.

A strong

Humphrey opined on

dancers should dance about and her answer could be used to describe the

many

said,

arenas in which

"There

is

women were

involved in the late 1920s and into the

only one thing to dance about: the meaning of one's personal

experience and this experience must be taken

in its literal sense as action,
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and not as

intellectual conception."'*

that celebrated

The

Action and individualism fomented a wave of self-expression

and explored new definitions of womanhood.

artistic

movement of Modernism

paralleled this emphasis

focused on the alienation and isolation of the
proudly exposed

Modernism

this

differed

theme

from

in "Heretic.

"

earlier notions

artist

on individualism but

from the larger society

The powerful

subjectivity

of the individual

of the individual

Moving from

century idea of the individual as rational, public citizen, the defining unit
political system, early twentieth-century individualism included

Graham

more

in

the nineteenth-

in

a democratic

interiority

and

expressiveness. Psychologists insisted on the complicated workings of the individual

mind; sexologists insisted on the strong sexual desire of both

Dewey
and
for

called for a joining of mind and matter, connecting "overt.

feeling. "''

The newer emphasis on

more female

with

men and women; and John

women

participation

~

.

.

activity [with] thought

the expressive and internal forms of self allowed

not only because these

traits

had long been associated

but also because the process of internalization which Modernism inspired

required no public forum.

Modern dancers of the 1930s

did not differentiate between male and female

differences in the process of artistic creation but they did emphasize a different kind of

subjectivity.

Picasso

made

visual the contours

of his psyche on a canvas while

dancers grounded individuality and self-expression
general no one can dance like another

whose experience

because the body, mirror of every thought and

from

its

movement

habits.

in bodies.

Here the dance

is

feeling,

unique
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lies

Humphrey
outside his

explained; "In

own and

cannot disassociate

in the aesthetic

modem

this is

itself readily

world. "^'

Or

as

Humphrey's husband put
them. "^^

it,

Women modern

womanhood

"the artist's

medium and

subject are one, and the art

dancers combined the active

with the modernist internal perspective

in

spirit inflecting

expressive

new

is

to unify

of

definitions

movement of their own

bodies.

In fact,

Humphrey and Graham beHeved

because their source material

-

bodies

--

that their art set

existed prior to

and basic elements of "being" which modernist
her father's dictum that "movement does not

artists

lie,"

the author Sheldon

"mother of all the

Cheney

articulated the

arts," as did

Havelock

insisting that bodies

state.

it

was because dance stemmed

through western philosophy, Eve's

and Isadora Duncan

side

fi^om bodies.

sin precipitated

tied

belief of the time that dance

From

women's

If

was

the

earlier in the century.^*

in declaring

and universal. But the gendering of dance cannot be ignored.
arts,

raw

needed "only to

Graham and Humphrey

This view reinforced the opinions of Graham and Humphrey

of the

closer to the

In a theatre history published in 1936,

common

Ellis

words and thus

sought to expose. Graham lived out

stand revealed" to manifest this inherent significance."

bodies to an individual's essential, "natural"

them above other genres

dance as basic

dance was the "mother"

Judeo-Christian thought

identification with the

body

of a mind-body dualism. Women's bodies had "natural" significance through
expression through bodies, through dance,

childbirth;

women's

corollary.

Graham and Humphrey

affinity for

connection to their bodies. But

in

did not declare that being a

woman

led

was

a logical

them to a closer

espousing beliefs that body movement revealed

"natural" instincts and feelings, they reinforced the reduction of women to their bodies

while

at the

same time celebrating the uniqueness and profundity of bodily expression.
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If

dance was the more "natural"

many women
some

to pursue dance as a career.

capacity in

modern dance

dancer after marriage,
the

field,

artistic

money

alone

realm of women,

it

was

In oral histories and letters,

still

women

involved

in

indicated the difficulty of remaining a professional concert

While the horrendous pay frequently prompted

was not

difficult for

sufficient

reason to end a

modem

women

to leave

dance career: women's

departure often coincided with marriage. Moreover, the complicated personal lives of
leading

modern dancers required

career in

ingenuity and untraditional gender roles to maintain a

modern dance. Hanya Holm

lived with her adolescent son,

Graham

lived alone,

Tamiris lived unmarried with a man. Humphrey pieced together an unconventional family

with a long-distance marriage to a seaman; Weidman, Lawrence, and Jose Limon were her
living

companions

for

much of the

~ late in life at the age of 37 ~
Humphrey,
people

in fact,

in her

Humphrey bore

for attempts to

for the restrictions

it

woman"

five

weeks

later.^^

combine motherhood and career by

placed on their careers (in her resisting long

tours, for instance) and by people outside the dance field,

called her a "maladjusted

a child during her career

and was back performing on stage

was harassed

company

1930s. Only

most notably a doctor who

for "...hanging onto this dance studio in contrast to

doing something fimdamentally necessary and

vital in the

world, such as rearing a

good

son.""
Personal complications about gender roles carried over into these women's
despite their adherence to a universal vision of the

telling letter to her

husband

in

artist that

artistry

transcended gender. In a

which she discussed the book of popular philosophy

Defense of Sensualitv by the British writer John Cowper Powys, Humphrey agreed with
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the book's main thesis that "the ecstatic union between
lovers

is

that of possession in the

male, submission in the female." "However," she qualified,
"submission must stop short of
annihilation of the self

out by overindulgence

We've

seen and read about

voracious mates.

No man

Similarly, leading

modem

is

women, from

new

art

art

modem

placed on their

I

dance but female

women

anyone

else.

women

fluctuated from pioneers to pioneer

played a fundamental role in the creation

also sought to

Graham and Humphrey

it

in rehearsals

it is

other, so that they

very definition, groups

this

laid

bare

from an individual expression grounded

~

to

move and

necessary to contradict

may move

dancers succeeded in doing

this individualist,

succinctly in a letter to her parents: "With one

encourage them to be individuals

And

By their

artistic vision

explained

move beyond

squarely faced this conflict and quickly

solo pieces to group choreography.

aware of each

modem

artists

modem dancers

o\m body. Humphrey

try to

also conscious of themselves as

They

lives.

the problems of forming a collective

hand

were

While they ascribed to

Self-expression remained the inspiration and motivating force behind

intemal perspective.

in one's

women.

strong inner selves to struggling egos fighting submission to men.

form.

moved from

are."^^

form from American sources. But they interchangeably

Their complicated lives as

of the

women

dancers often invoked the trope of the "pioneer" to describe

idealizations of an artist or a pioneer, they

it

are completely wiped

ever in danger of losing his inner self as most

referred to themselves as pioneers and pioneer

and the hindrances

women who

surrender or have their precious egos gobbled alive by their

in

their efforts in forging a

all

in a

common

all

that

and make them acutely

rhythm. '"'^ Leading

by remaining tme to
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think regardless of me or

their vision as

women

choreographers of the group and requiring the members
of the company to perform
according to their direction. The name and structure
of the leadmg companies manifested
their

way of combining

the individual artist and the followers:

Humphrey-Weidman Group, Hanya Holm and Group,
dancer-choreographer remained the prominent,

Martha Graham and Group,

Tamiris and Group. The individual

distinctive,

and defining feature of an

otherwise anonymous group. Similarly, the dances themselves often featured
a soloist
(usually the dancer-choreographer for

dancers.

whom the company was

As Hanya Holm wrote of the work of the German dancer Mary Wigman,

group was "a

single

Humphrey

body with one head, the head of the

it

"New Dance"

the third for

men and women

relationships.

The

"With

all

revealing aspects of

(1935) presented the world

A dance in three sections, the first for women,

should be.

the second for men, and

together, the piece celebrated the possible

My Red Fires"

harmony of

(1936) was an expose of romantic and jealous love.

ended with "Theatre Piece" (1936) which depicted the present world,

trilogy

the

master.'"*'

created a triumvirate of works in the mid- 1930s,

the relationship of individuals to one another.

as

named) amid a corps of

in her

words, as "a place of grim competition." In viewing filmed versions of these dances ft^om
the 1950s,

I

believe the final section of

solo and group.

The

around a small center

and

best relayed the interplay

section began with four lines, like the spokes of a wheel,

in a large circle

utilized as pedestals

which

filled

intensity in the

The crescendo rose

in the final piece

moving

in the

middle of the

with a speedier tempo

dynamic between solo and group. One
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between

the stage. Large boxes, placed apart

throughout the piece, were piled up together

stage at the end of the piece.

and a certain

"New Dance"

after another, dancers

broke away from the group and danced a solo
individually) as the rest of the

(that

each company member choreographed

group continued moving

in small steps, clustered

on the

side

or back of the stage. At the end of the solo, the dancer ended
up on the pile of boxes and

gestured with long, beckoning arms to the group, pulling out another
solo dancer
curtain dropped

on a picture of unified group movement. Dancers whirled from

side, facing staunchly front

and direct to the audience. Each turning on

their

The

side to

own

axle, the

combined force of the whole company spinning ended "New Dance" on a note of vital and
dynamic

action.

Grant Hyde Code, the Public Relations director of the Brooklyn
avid supporter of modem dance, noted the difference between

"perpetual flirting" of men and

contained both

one

and declared that even

if

the

.

.

the feeling of very strongly organized groups of people.

to be social groups, not choruses of men and

of it. The

soloist

dancers remain

women. The

modem

if

does not just come out and do a solo while the

in the

background. The solo seems to be aimed

group even more than
in

ballet's

modem dance group

usually has a very definite feeling of being related to the group

The group

dance and

and an

men and women,

gets.

seem

women

modem

Museum

They

soloist

not a part
rest

at

of the

the

at the spectators.''^

dance choreography formed the foundation from which the

soloist

could emerge.

In the 1930s, this

like

common theme

of the individual-in-the-group surfaced

those of John Steinbeck, and paintings by

school.

dance.

But

its fullest

Thomas Hart Benton and

formal exposition was in

Led by bandleaders

like

live
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the regionalist

performances of jazz and

Benny Goodman and Duke

in novels,

modem

Ellington, jazz orchestras in

performance

relied

on the same interaction between improvisatory

swinging harmonies and sounds of the

theme of the fundamental
These were

White

art

women

reciprocity

full

and the

group. In a performance of music or
dance, the

between individual and group became a

forms predominantly created by white

and African American men and

relations to modernist notions

soloists

women

women

lived reality.

and African American

men

had complicated and ambivalent

of the categories of artist and individual so dependent
on

ideas of alienation and isolation. According to

Humphrey, women were constantly

in

danger of "losing their inner selves", W.E.B. DuBois characterized African
Americans'
sense of themselves as one of "double consciousness."^^ The constant presence
of the
threat of submission or the eyes of others thwarted the peeriess insularity of the
individual

Instead, white

women

and African American men constructed

from personal impulses for expression and ended up

art

forms which sprouted

as patterns of people

moving

together, or playing instruments together, in a kind of harmony.

Seeing Cubes

Martha Graham

recalled that the

New York theatre critic

protested about going to a concert of hers, saying,

going to give birth to a cube on

modem
but

was

it

dancers to the

stage."'"

stylistic principles

"Oh must

The comment

I

Stark

Young once

go? I'm so

afraid she's

reinforced the connection of

of modernist painting and Cubism

in particular,

also revealed the complications of gender in Modernism. Giving birth to children

the biological domain of women, but giving birth to an

necessarily

fall

artistic

creation did not

within women's purview. And, according to Young, the
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new

life,

the cube,

was

hard, with fierce edges, and frozen in shape; in fact, a lifeless
form

comment placed

in

sharp contrast the

artistic,

creative contributions of

with their biological function as child bearers and

one

that lay

life-givers.

Women modern

on a page or canvas.

Modern

dancers reconciled

Young's

women

as lifeless

dancers' art

was not

womanhood and

birthing modernist art in the context of viewing female bodies in motion.

A caricature of Graham,

printed in Theatre Arts

Monthly

Young's comment and the association of modern dance with the
of Modernism. [Figure

4, p.

42] Certain cues linked

Graham

in

larger artistic

hooked back

left

arm shooting out

to the center of the body.

in a straight line

movement

to Picasso in this illustration

the flatness of the image, the strong geometrical angles of the right

the hand and the

1930, reinforced

arm perpendicular

to

from the shoulder and forcefully

While Picasso's "Three Dancers" (1925)

suggested the irrationality and alienation of the mind and the individual through the

broken images of bodies and disconnected forms on a

embodied

this

anguish

in physical

flat

canvas,

modem

dancers

motions of angular arms, contractions which hollowed

out the torso and strenuously bent the body,

all

performed with force and unease.

Manifesting a conflict with oneself, modern dancers intentionally created not a spectacle

for the audience's pleasure but a confrontation

within audience

members themselves.

The Graham

Graham

far larger

caricature conveyed stylistic elements of Modernism but

bust.

it

also gave

and more pointed breasts than she possessed. In contrast, the

caricature of Graham and Sally

Graham's

between audience and performers and

Rand published

Graham's female

attributes

in

Vanity Fair

were enhanced
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in

in a

1934 flattened out

depiction of Modernism

Source: Theatre Arts Montlilv

Figure

4:

(May 1930)

Caricature of Martha (Jraham
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but lessened

in a

comparison with another female dancer. The Vanity Fair

illustrator

connected Graham to modernist painting with references
to Edvard Munch's famous
painting,

"The Scream" (1895) with Graham's hollowed

straight linearity

eyes, ghoulish green face, and the

of the body from the outstretched arm to the opposing

flattened legs jutting sideways with sharply pointed knees.

From

circles.

derriere,

all

the slightly curved

the

way down

Rand stood swathed

in

and

this

in

and the

sharp contrast,

was

all

the rounded shoulder, back, and

to the arched curve of the foot and the painted red toenails,

pink swirls.

your soul," to which Rand
illustration

arm overhead through

Rand,

leg,

Graham supposedly

replied; "Say,

I

said,

"You should

learn to bare

got to keep something covered." The

exchange presented the baring of women's souls as a

far less attractive

option than the baring of women's bodies.

These caricatures manifest the contested reactions of critics and audiences to

Graham and Humphrey. The

modem

evidence

left

by

caricaturists, critics,

and writers shows that

dancers seeking to expose the serious expressive possibilities of bodies inevitably

challenged conventional perceptions of femininity on stage. Participants,

dance historians proclaimed

women

taking on what

this

many

kind of dance as

"sexless.'"'^

More

critics,

accurately,

it

and some

was

believed were masculine attributes, thereby complicating the

perceived categories of male and female physical gestures and appearances

Modem

dancers themselves consciously challenged gendered assumptions by directing the view of
the spectator in particular ways. In Graham's

call for

a dance of "being" rather than one of

"appearance," she endorsed the use of "manly" motions.
beautiful if it cries out with the voice of power.
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"^^

She argued, "ugliness may be

How

did "power," "ugliness," and "manly"
translate into

movement and

choreography^ Humphrey was the only one to
choreograph a whole dance
the theme of women in the 1930s.

Weidman and

the

Humphrey-Weidman Group was

company perhaps provoked Humphrey's

photographs and

little

when

Fruitful,"

of birth."

An

illuminates

it

was women

we moved

in

contrast of men in

Although only a few

how Humphrey
themselves.

Three sections comprised the dance,

Militant."

The

first

original dancer in the production described the

and branches of a tree form,

The

investigation of women.

in 1931.

"The Decadent," and "The

promment modem dance

until the late 1930s,

the subject matter

"Dances of Women" premiered

"The

the only

description of the piece remains,

altered ideas of women dancing

section

was an

movement

toes,

little

section,

women

as objects.

fingers arched,

women

rebelled.

spasmodic rhythms, with individuals breaking

first

The

fiill

Humphrey

In "tiny mincing steps," dancers performed "up on their

moving

in a boxlike

space to tinkling music." In the third

The group shot "one arm up

against our repetitious cogmill procession, Doris

fi'eedom."'*^

"abstraction

as "like the stem

out to the sides, like leaves." The second section depicted "pink ladies," as
called them,

on

Humphrey choreographed and danced with Charles

company with both female and male dancers
the

specifically

made

in the air as if striking,

while

a valiant solo attempt at

body movements of bent backs and kneeling

fetus-like shapes

of the

section contrasted sharply with the delicate, small motions of fingers and feet of the

second section. Straight arms bespoke strength and might as opposed to the
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balletic

curved arm which framed the

face.

Humphrey climbed on

contrast to a ballerina being lifted by a man.

a

box of her own accord

"Dances of Women" depicted

women

m
as

laborers in birthing and also as rebels.

Martha Graham's 1935 solo
themes.

It

offstage.

"Frontier" utilized

opened with Graham propping one

From

the

initial

leg

many of the same movement

up on

a fence, her face in profile staring

movement, the Pioneer conquered:

first

laying claim to the

fence, then delineating a space in front of the fence, and finally gazing proprietarily
at the

surroundings before taking a confident, assured seat on the fence again. The movements

echoed

this

theme with outstretched arms and

and glorified an

individual's strength

forceful high kicks, the dance celebrated

and resolution. The music by Louis Horst and the

by the sculptor and designer Isamu Noguchi reinforced

pounding chords,

strident

and determined.

Two

this

set

theme. Horst played simple,

ropes went off upward and diagonally

forward to the top comers of the stage from the center of a two-tiered fence. The simple
design created the illusion of space and open sky,

all

grounded

in

an individual's labor and

pioneering courage. In staking claim to the land, the American Pioneer had gained access

and sanction to the sky and seemingly

Costumes of both

limitless possibilities.

"Frontier" and "Dances of Women" enhanced the themes of

breadth and expansion and downplayed women's physical attributes of curvier breasts and

hips.

Modem dance costumes were long,

down

to bare feet.

for

more

The costume

leg extension.

The

fit

tubular dresses, covering the

body

in

one piece

the torso and opened a bit wider at the hips to allow

dress highlighted the actions of the chest and back, and the

reverberations of movement through the skirt attracted
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more

attention than motions of the

legs themselves. Ballet tutus, in contrast,

fit

like a corset

from the waist and ending near the thigh or knee
encased

The modern dance one-piece

divided sections of ballet and

particular

skirt

fanning out

to accentuate the intricate steps of feet

pointe shoes. Burlesque costumes mimicked the balletic design with a top like

in

a bustier.

with a netted

body

parts.

In

dress suited the

show dancing costumes

modern dance costumes,

In "Frontier" and "Dances of Women,"

full

body motions while the

highlighted the

movement of

linearity flattened out

body shapes.

Graham and Humphrey eschewed

heterosexual framework of desire between female performer and male audience
that defined ballet

the

member

and show dancing. Women's sexual attractiveness to men was deemed

unimportant and, more, distracting. Believing sexual movements signified "lower"

modem

art,

dancers' attempt at sexlessness betrayed the class and racial prejudices that

codified a cultural hierarchy of "high" and "low."

Graham and Humphrey determined

As women

artists

on display on

that serious artistic intent necessitated a lack

stage,

of sexual

provocation. They embraced strength, manliness, and ugliness.

But how were these

intentions perceived?

quality of sexlessness and also endorsed

it

Many

as a sign

critics

and writers noted

of artistic seriousness and worth.

While a journalist picked out the Federal Dance Project dancer Sue Remos as

most

beautifiil

of the

lot" in a

group of auditioning dancers, a dance devotee

declared that looks did not matter, "a dancer

difference

what she looks

however.

Many

like."**

considered

"Humphrey type was

is

a dancer, and

it

doesn't

"easily the

who

attended

make any

Variations existed within these pronouncements,

Graham and Wigman

prettier";

this

and the dance

the most "ugly" and "manly", a

critic
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Walter Terry found

in

Hanya Holm

a

"distinct delicacy

and an expressive lyricism." Terry even admitted that
for impact

modern dance performance,
article

"a blond has a

much

harder time than a brunette."

in a

In a 1941

he observed; "While the feminine contingent of other modern
dance companies

usually resembled a gang of sexless automatons, Miss Holm's girls
inevitably danced with

feminine grace and charm." The exception of Holm only reinforced the
more

disavowal of feminine characteristics and embrace of masculine (or

And

ones."''

dancers were

the continued

sexlessness indicated that

unfeminine)

women modern

judged within a framework of sexual attractiveness.

still

Although

comments on

at least

common

cries

generally did not

of "manliness" dogged modern dancers, suggestions of lesbianism

In the 1930s,

women

in

sport aroused the suspicion of lesbianism

they entered a "manly" and physically active

field. ^"

A

when

participant described the

homosocial world of the Bennington College Summer School of the Dance sessions as
having a "convent" quality, which reinforced the sexless image rather than suggesting

lesbianism.

In fact, within the

dance world, there may have been lesbian couples. Some

dancers believed that Humphrey and her accompanist and company manager Pauline

Lawrence were lovers before Humphrey married
the Bennington College

lovers."

Men

in

in

1932, Martha

Summer School of the Dance

Hill

administrators,

may

also have been

dance, however, received the insinuations and attention to their sexual

orientation, a subject taken

up

in

the next chapter.

In general, sexual experimentation and sexual relationships

probably more so

Graham began

and Mary Jo Shelly,

among

the

New York modern

a class talking of "free love" and
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dancers

A

were common,

student remembered that

Humphrey, Tamiris, and Graham had

eager

men

following them and had affairs with some of
them. They also espoused as their

prophet the sexologist Havelock
Ellis'

Ellis, in

Paulme Lawrence's words, "he sanctions me.""

sensual evocation of the "dance of life" linked sex, dancing,
and love, imbuing

all

these acts with religious and artistic significance.^*

Louis Horst, Graham's
to

influential

accompanist, composer, and lover

mid 1930s, defined another dimension of the sexual element

in

modem

in

the 1920s

dance as

heterosexual interplay. For him, music was masculine and dance was feminine
and their
joining as equal art forms in

modem

With music,

theatrical

set design,

and

dance was the most

management

romanticized characterization had some basis

confirmed the "natural" rightness of women

all

ftTiitflil

union

among

the arts."

generally dominated by men, Horst's

in reality.

in positions

The image and

the reality also

of bodily display accompanied

and completed by men fi-aming and directing the show.
Ultimately,

commonly accepted

performance, social dancing, and

perceptions of the heterosexual fi-amework of

ballet carried

over into perceptions of modem dancers

despite accusations of "manliness" and "sexlessness."

motions of modem dance,

women may

as female objects of male desire.

other dancers, mainly

women,

Even

in the

angular and hard

have stayed within a perceived heterosexual mold

Certainly audiences contained both

apparently

filled

the theatres. But

women

remained within a heterosexual tradition of female bodily display and
sexlessness bespoke the highbrow import of their
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art.

men and women;
dancing on stage

their

attempted

Bennington College and the Gymnasium Circuit
In the "Impossible Interview"

declared that

between Martha Graham and

Rand would be "frowned on

in the ladies' club,"

and

Sally

it

is

Rand, Graham

would

likely she

have been. Graham, on the other hand, greatly benefitted from the
support of wealthy

women. The drawing rooms of wealthy white women
the stage and audience for Isadora

Women's patronage continued

Duncan and Ruth

in the

leading

-- ladies'

Three-fourths of the patrons for 193

modern dancers known

as

St.

Denis

provided

earlier in the century.

1930s when aesthetic dance performances moved

from drawing rooms to more public forums
theatres.

in big cities occasionally

1

clubhouses but also commercial

season of a week-long grouping of the

The Dance Repertory Theatre were women. Many

were the wives of leading businessmen, including the wife of the current head of the
Stock Exchange (Mrs. Sidney

Price), the daughter

New

of J. Pierpont Morgan (Anne Morgan),

and the wife of William K. Vanderbilt.
Patronage of these concerts demonstrated that
part of the

highbrow realm of music,

modem

theatre, literature,

and the visual

to concert dance bestowed a civic-minded status on patrons.

women, most of them

modem

identified as

dance concerts

fijrther

wives

cemented

in the

dance succeeded

avant-garde

women

arts.

being a

Giving money

This concern was led by

programs. Women's sponsorship of

their "natural" role as

purveyors of the arts and

culture in place by the late nineteenth century. Historian Kathleen

wealthy white

arts.

in

McCarthy argues

that

such as Gertmde Vanderbilt Whitney piloted the sponsorship of

Whitney,

founding of the Whitney

in particular, assisted

Museum

contemporary American painters by her

of American Art
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in

193 1

.

Similarly, Katherine Drier,

who had

co-founded the Societe

to support

modern

Anonyme

began promoting

art,

with Marcel

art

Duchamp and Man Ray

through writing and,

in

1920

in

1933, put together

and subsidized publication of a book on Ted Shawn.^^
The patronage of modern dance
suggests that women's backing of the avant-garde arts
persisted
sense of experimentation and risk attracted wealthy
also a place

where

their beneficence

women to

would be keenly

felt

(and homosexuality) would cling to them

if

the avant-garde but

felt

modem

dance, as

Rand

called

it,

found

artistic

most enduring home

in the

theatres of universities and colleges. In 1914, Bird Larsen formed the

at

Bamard College and

a few years

later,

was

they supported dance." Individual patronage

medium.

crucial but the "intellectual strip-tease"

its

it

that the taim of effeminacy

of modem dance perpetuated the association of dance as women's

Women's support of concerts was

Perhaps a

and make a significant difference

Men, on the other hand, may have

to the artists involved.

in the 1930s.

of

gymnasiums or
first

dance program

Margaret H'Doubler finished her master's

at

Teachers College and retumed to the University of Wisconsin where she established the
first

dance major

departments

in 1926.

in the 1930s.

Education for

Women

These events augured the boom of dance

in physical

education

In April 1930, the National Society of Directors of Physical

devoted

their entire

meeting to dance;

in

1931, the larger American

Physical Education Association created a National Section on Dance; in 1932,

Bamard

College hosted a college dance symposium which included representatives from Bamard,

New York University,

Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley.

University of Michigan,

Wayne

Dance educators from

the

University, Michigan State, Western State, and Kellogg

School of Physical Education gathered

at the

University of Michigan the
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same

year.**

On

campuses with dance

word meaning

classes in the late 1920s and 1930s,
Orchesis clubs, using the

Greek

of the dance," appeared. The clubs were
H'Doubler's creation, meant

"art

to provide opportunities for

performmg and

socializing.

Careful to explain that the

productions should not foster unthoughtfbl entertainment
and display of these young

women, H'Doubler

dance composition required "genuine

intellectual

Moreover, the whole production was a model of a group working
together

activity."

toward a

reiterated that

common

end, with performers, costume makers, and people in
charge of lighting

participating; "in every case, the individual contribution

Little research has

is

subordinated to the whole. "^^

been done to show just what kind of dance was being taught

university and college physical education departments during the 1920s and
1930s.
likely, interpretive (also called aesthetic)

dance gave way to

modem

in

Most

dance beginning

in

the mid 1920s and with increasing frequency in the 1930s as the stylized technique of

Graham and Humphrey and

others replaced Duncanesque gestural movement.

participant of the 1932 Barnard

symposium declared

"New York modems"

later that the

had wrested control of college and university dance departments.^^
dance

in California colleges

and universities indicated that

A

modem

A

1939 survey of

dance received "twice

the emphasis of any one type of dancing. "^^ In a broader survey conducted in the mid

1

940s,

modem

dance was taught

at

66%

of the coed schools and

1

00%

of the women's

colleges."

The formation of Bennington College
students in the

Dance begun

fall

in

of 1932, and the highly

in

Bennington, Vermont, which opened to

influential

Bennington Summer School of the

1934, exemplifies the combination of factors which led to the dominance
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of modern dance

in colleges.

Ideas of starting a women's college

the 1920s, a time

when more women than

education." The

first

should be educated

Bennington began

in

ever were attending institutions of higher

discussions included persistent questions over whether

in single-sex or

in

women

coeducational institutions and the benefits and

drawbacks of progressive educational ideas espoused by John Dewey
and

The

others.

founders of Bennington eventually agreed that the pastoral location
provided an ideal
setting for

women

students to get

away

fi-om

"some

dirty,

congested

city," and, likely,

sexual temptations. But their decision to establish a women's college also

because of a desire to implement new educational

ideas.

John

Dewey

came about

favored "learning by

doing" and advocated experiential methods rather than rote memorization. In the decision
to try this in a

had taught
at

at

new women's

progressive

college,

Robert Leigh, the

Reed College and who

Bennington, explained: "parents would be

educations than with their daughters'.""

fi^eed

up the Bennington founders to

originally

president of Bennington

wanted both men and

less willing to take risks

Low

institute

Bennington began with four divisions

first

women

with their sons'

of educated

societal expectations

who

women

an experimental educational model.

(arts, literature, science,

and

social studies),

required no entrance exam, and admitted students primarily on the basis of

recommendations and school record. The
part of the population with the

women fi-om

affluent,

mostly

women who came to

Bennington reflected the

most opportunities to take advantage of these aims: white

New England Protestant families.

offered structured rebellion and experimentation within

format.
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its

Ultimately, Bennington

relatively loose educational

Bennington perpetuated the association of women with
the
interests

produced "cultured"

girls

arts,

wherein

and women. But the college established

practitioners of the arts rather than just amateurs or
patrons.

artistic

women

Modern dance was

as

a

fundamental part of this mission and a part of Bennington's physical
education curriculum

from

its first

semester. President Robert Leigh's daughter had taken dance
with an

adopted daughter of Isadora Duncan; Leigh himself had attended the Barnard
Symposium
in April,

1932, about the role of dance

in physical

education departments.

Graham's recommendation. President Leigh asked Martha
teacher of dance at

New York University,

Hill declined the director's position but

commuting from

New York

City.

Hill,

a

Upon Martha

Graham devotee and

to be the Director of Sports for the

agreed to teach

modem

new

a

school.

dance twice a week,

In the second year of the college, 1933-1934, dance so

dominated the physical education department

that the Director

a second dance teacher, and Hill set

dance major." In 1936, dance, music, and

drama seceded

to

form

their

own

up a

trial

divisions, raising the total

of Sports

left,

Leigh hired

number of divisions

in the

college from four to seven.

The success of the modem dance program
that the college facilities be utilized in the

dance.

On

June

3,

summer

1934, the sports page of the

Bennington's mission:

"Modem Dance

Athlete's Agility Required For

at

Bennington prompted

Hill to suggest

for a school specifically for

New York Herald

Gains Ratings with Sports

modem

Tribune announced

in Giris

Colleges:

Rhythmic Movements. "^^ Blossoming under the

of Hill and the administrative proficiency of Mary Jo
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Shelly, a

inspiration

prominent physical educator

of dance

Columbia University

at

at this time,

Bennington

took over the campus of Bennington College

The summer school

--

the

summers from 1934

to 1938 .^'

offered classes, lectures, workshops, and
performances to

modern dance students around

women

in

Summer School of the Dance

the country

Its first

summer,

in

1934, 103 students

-- all

attended, ranging from the ages 15 to 49, representing 26
states, the District of

Columbia, Canada, and Spain. Two-thirds were teachers, many of them
university and
college level physical education teachers

dance and returned to

their

who came

campuses to teach

it.

to learn the llindamentals of

The

total

the next four summers, reaching a high of 180 students

prevailed throughout the

first five

modern

number of students grew over

1938. Certain characteristics

in

years of the program: there were almost no male

students enrolled (the highest number

Men's Workshop which had eleven

was

in

1936 when Charles Weidman offered a

participants, six

of whom were

in his

New York

performing group), teachers outnumbered students aiming for a stage career, only one
African American

while

all

of the

(50%) and

states

attended and

many considered

her to be "passing" as white; and

ended up being represented, the vast majority came from the east

the midwest (35%).^*

The
the

woman

students of the Bennington

New York

"stars"

Summer School of the Dance took

classes with

of modern dance (with the notable exception of Helen Tamiris):

Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, and Hanya Holm. Beginning
1935, performances ended the

first

three years

culminated

in

(Graham

in

summer

1935,

in

sessions and featured one group per year for the

Humphrey-Weidman

a large production of all three groups
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in

in

1936, and

Holm

in

1937)

This

1938 before the summer school

relocated to Mills College

in California in

Some summer

1939.

school students performed

as adjuncts to the companies for Bennington festivals
but the leading dancer-

choreographers primarily seized the opportunity to choreograph
for

from the constant hassles and

The bucolic and

restful

classes sometimes took place

all the time.

put

it:

As

"After the

financial struggles

of New York.

atmosphere beckoned, occasional picnics occurred, and

on the roUing lawns, but people mostly remember dancing

the Bennington student Elizabeth

first

away

their groups,

Bloomer

(better

known

as Betty Ford)

few days our muscles were so sore we went up and down the

on our bottoms, "^^ Students were up
taught by John Martin, The

at

New York

8:00am

for a

Times dance
'

stairs

dance history or criticism class

critic.

Technique, dance

composition, music for dance, production classes and rehearsals for performances

squeezed into
running

[sic]

fi-ee

moments, followed. As Humphrey described

with dancers, one hundred and

conceivable thing about

Amid

it

fifty

women

from how to point your toe to

the enthusiasm, however, antagonisms existed.

"Graham crackers"

Weidman
campus

(as devotees

camps under

art

is

over

bent on learning every

sticking a pin in the costume."'"

that the

of Graham were called) never spoke to the Humphrey-

dancers and each group congregated under a particular

into

"The place

Some remembered

leafy fortresses.

More

decisive

P.E. teachers and the professional students and dancers.

an

all

it,

was

tree, dividing the

the separation between the

Modem

dancers striving to build

form worried about gym teachers who might not know or appreciate the difference

between

volleyball and dance but

who were

responsible for teaching their nascent

creation.
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Despite these divisions, however, John Martin
noted that the Bennington
experience promoted "a kind of unity [among modern
dancers]
It

resulted in

no choreographic collaborations between the

national network of women devoted to

"gymnasium
and

circuit," the label

late 1930s.

in spite

"stars" but

it

of themselves."''
did create a

modern dance. Out of Bennington grew

given for the touring routes of modern dancers

University and college gymnasia housed

many of the

concerts around the country and, most often, the Bennington

first

in

the

the mid

modern dance

Summer School of Dance

provided the connection. In January, 1935, Humphrey-Weidman toured; Tamiris gave
concerts in the midwest in 1936, Hanya

performing

in

1936; and

Graham gave

Holm and Group

her

traveled across the country

transcontinental tour in 1936 followed by a

first

tour with her group the following year. Out of the 140 venues where

Dancers had appeared

in

two years of touring

in

Shawn and His Men

the mid 1930s, 114 were associated with

higher education: 38 state teachers' colleges, 72 universities and colleges, and 4 teachers'
conventions.'^ Doris

Humphrey

ruefully

conceded the importance of the "despised

physical education section" at the Bennington session at Mills College in 1939:

something

like

a combination of a circus and a drugstore.

It

"[It] is

keeps you healthy and

occasionally provides amusement."'*

Regardless of what some

modem

dancers might have viewed as the tainted

proximity to sweaty athletes and competitive physical exertion, university and college P.E.

departments created a

the

vital

"New York modems":

base for

modem

dance.

Women physical

educators sustained

teaching adherents, proselytizing, creating audiences, and

giving needed funds in performance and class fees.
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Modem

dance, in tum, suited the

demands of physical educators. Deemed an appropriate option of physical

women, modern dance

also had intellectual roots and a seriousness of purpose

university and college educators could uphold.

agenda

set for

women

exercise for

students with

its

At Bennington, modern dance

emphasis on the significance of the

which

fit

arts

well the

and

to develop individual initiative, creativity, and independence. Bennington
students
part of something crucially important and exciting.

Connie Stein Sarason took

its

felt

aim

a

ballet

classes as a child in Toledo, Ohio, but joined the Orchesis Club at Ohio State University in

the early 1930s which inspired her to go to

dance.

The one year

in

New York

enthusiastically recalled,

was

New York

and the summer

the best year of her

at

to attempt a career in

Bennington

in

modern

1935, she

life.'*

American Cubes
Graham, Humphrey, and other women
emotional importance to dance and,

modem

in the process,

dancers gave intellectual and

created a place for

women

to

collaborate and communicate with others on the pressing issues of the day. Building on

historical

and ideological associations of women with

heterosexual pairing with

women

their bodies

as the object of display,

and dance as a

women modern

exposed and altered the potency of moving female bodies on stages

fi^om

dancers

forms of sexual

enticement or ethereality to ones of seriousness and profundity. As objects

in

a

performance, they were inevitably seen as female, sexual bodies. But as subjects and
inventors in a creative process

made up almost

these assumptions, struggling to

embody

exclusively of women, they

worked

against

abstract ideas of individualism and collectivity.
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new

In this, the

art

form of modern dance and the choreography of the
1930s conveyed

the contradictions of post-suffrage feminism. Groupings
were

still

generally separated by

sex but the aims of all female modern dance groups were not
to battle specifically for

women's

rights.

Modern dancers continued women's

fight for recognition

and change

under the rubric of individualism.

Graham was
task

women modem

a

woman

but her frontier pioneer

and American

It is

individual.

The

dancers set for themselves was to turn "manly" vigor into "American'

In 1936, a dance and theatre critic

strength.

was an American

made

this

connection between modern dance

identity self-evident, saying,

natural for such a dance to stress vigor and largeness of movement.

The American

is

large,

tall,

built for broad,

sweeping movement, well-fed,

a glorier in the experience that activity gives.

Therefore he has

little

use

in

the dance for the mincing steps of the traditional waltz or the delicate
patterns of ballet.

Bare

feet,

broadly planted; strong movements gathering

force and yet retaining lyrical elegance: these are the qualities of American

movement and

Women,

in fact,

for that reason shape the

seemed

ideally suited to

contemporary dance.

combine "gathering force" with

elegance" for the prescribed balance of "American" movement. In 1930

"lyrical

when Graham

promoted a dance of "being" she declared America capable of this kind of dance because
"its

urge

is

masculine and creative rather than imitative," thus linking feminine urges with

mere mimicry. Masculine,

creative urges transferred into female bodies

became

"virile

gestures," according to Graham.''^ While pushing against perceptions of femininity by

taking on masculine gestures,

modem

differences between male and female

promoted

dancers perpetuated the notion of essential

traits.

In so doing, they also

pronounced and

national (and masculinist) characteristics of fortitude and
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brawn which

emboldened

their status as

American

artists

and counteracted many of the negative

connotations of "ugliness.

Modern dance
creative impulses.

furnished a rare place to see and celebrate

The

Modern dancers were

status of modern dance also

choreographers and directors).
beginnings as an

gave an indication of women's

poorly paid or completely unpaid and modern dance

marginalized in the arts world where

its

women's thoughts and

art

It

it

itself

was

received even less notice than ballet (with

suffered then and

still

its

male

does today from the hallmarks of

form created and populated predominantly by women.
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place.
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was

"

CHAPTER 2
DANCE IS FOR AMERICAN MEN
In 1926,

Ted Shawn,

the male half of the dance pair and institution
Denishawn,

published The American Ballet

title

In the foreword,

.

"as an admission of defeat."

The word

dance and Shawn predicted that "the

The dance of America

birth

Shawn conceded

"ballet"

was too

of the dance

in

tied to

America

that he

had chosen the

European forms of
will

make new

forms."

be seemingly formless as the poetry of Walt
Leaves of Grass it will be so big that it will
will

Whitman, and yet like
encompass all forms. Its organization will be democratic, its fundamental
principles, freedom and progress; its manifestation an institution
of art
expression through rhythmic, beautiful bodily movement, broader and more
elastic than has ever yet been known.
^

Shawn

allied

himself with Graham, Humphrey, Weidman, Tamiris and the emerging

generation of modem dancers

--

even preceding them

Whitman, and naming national dance
carried

on

this tide,"^

dictum: "dancing

least since

1916

is

in

Shawn

.

There,

"A Defence

Shawn

his

described himself as "merely a

in the

[sic]

company. Shawm and His

modem

modem

of the Male Dancer"

who

in

wave

dancers. His

for

men

The

at

New

appealed to Parisians would not find

United States; "America demands masculinity more than

Shave's mission to create a masculine dance would culminate

Like female

heralding

declared that "the decadent, the freakish, the

feverish" Russian ballet dancer Vaslav Nijinsky

such an enamored audience

ballet,

American men."^ Shawn had promoted dancing

article entitled

York Dramatic Mirror

art."'*

eschewing

but his mission also differed from that of other

for men,

an

traits.

-- in

Men Dancers,

dancers, male

in the

formation of

which performed from 1933 to 1940.

modem

dancers faced assumptions about

masculine and feminine characteristics on stage and

69

off.

As shown

in the

previous

chapter, dance of all kinds remained

Humphrey accumulated

wedded

to ideas of femininity.

While Graham and

descriptions of their dancing as "masculine" and "ugly,"

accusations of "effeminacy" and suspicion of homosexuality dogged
male dancers
time, the delineation

more than

between "queer" and

"straight" signified an inversion

particular sexual acts or partners.

interest in the arts, especially dance.

also

more problematic

for

The

-

traits

and an

lack of financial security in a dance career

men because of their

this

of gender roles

"Queers" exhibited perceived female

and behaviors such as a high-pitched voice, a languid, swivel-hipped walk

At

was

traditional roles as breadwinners.

Financial instability and the gentility associated with the arts only further strengthened the

conventional union of dance and femininity. All these factors led to a dearth of men

dance

The

leading

men who

did end

up

Weidman, and Jose Limon, embraced
Americanism

among male

for female

dancers

~

in

dance

"virile"

at this time,

dance

Ted Shawn, Charles

in response.

Virility

meshed well with

modern dancers but the undercurrent of homosexual

both actual and perceived

male dancer into a near nude, Greek

ideal

of an

~

in

relations

shaped the image of the American

athlete-artist ^

Shawn's Story

Edwin Meyers Shawn was born

in

Kansas

City, Missouri,

on October 21, 1891,

the second son of Elmer Ellsworth Shawn, a journalist for the Kansas City Star and
,

Lee Booth Shawn. Shawn's mother traced her

lineage back to "a

nobleman serving under

William the Conqueror when he invaded and conquered England",

less aristocratic

German

folk

who had

his father

immigrated to the United States
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Mary

in the

came from
1

840s/'

The

Shawns moved

to

Denver

in

Ted's early childhood and there

Shawn decided

Methodist mimster, attracted to the high moral ideals of
a religious
year as a pre-theology student

at the

University of Denver,

Shawn

life.

to

become

During

a

his third

contracted diphtheria, a

bacterial infection that caused difficulty in breathing,
high fever, weakness, and in Shawn's

temporary paralysis of his

case,

To

legs.

rebuild his stamina and physical dexterity, he

sought out dance lessons.

Shawn had

displayed an interest in theatre before his bout with diphtheria. In

1911, for his fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon, he wrote a two act play entitled "The Female of
the Species," a satirical look at women's suffrage.

where men dressed

future (in 1933)

women wore

"men's

full

The play depicted a post-suffrage

in "ruffled trousers, laced waists, ear-rings"

dress coats and shirts",

women

and

ran the government as

commissioners of the "Bargain Counters" and "Manicurists and Beauty Parlors" and the
only

man

ran the tiny department of "Municipal Affairs." "Horrified and shocked beyond

expression," the rabid feminist character swore "to renounce suffrage."' In reinforcing

traditional roles for

men and women,

the play foreshadowed Shawn's

own

path through

the dance world.

Shawn's

ballet

and ballroom lessons led to

his leaving the University

forgoing of a ministerial career, and the launching of a life-long career

Isadora

Duncan and Ruth

mind and body
by the poet
spirit,

St.

Denis

in a spiritual union.

Bliss

at the

same

time,

Shawn found

art is possible

and no

life is

71

in dance. ^

his

Like

believed that dance joined

affirmation in

Carman. Carman praised dance for

without which no

Shawn

of Denver,

The Making of Personalitv

"that perfect fusion

fortunate," a

of sense and

view which prompted

Shawn

to write

one of the

him for advice about making a career

Shawn

difficulties

The men who have made

profession.

prestige of Europe.

pilgrimage to

Connecticut

am

faced: "I

it

in early

at the

in

America have been

in

to encourage

Shawn

New Haven, Shawn inculcated

who Carman

and sought out the dancer

men

foreigners, with

all

make

to

Triunian School of Personal Harmonizing in

Once

1914.

danced Carman's reply captured

not very sanguine about dancing for

The response was enough

Carman

in

as a

the

a

New Haven,

Delsartean principles

believed best embodied these ideals, Ruth

St.

Denis.

Shawn

first

Shawn requested

saw

St.

Denis perform

in

Denver

a meeting with her and danced his

Shawn,

auspicious audition.

captivated

St.

tall

and muscular v^th

in

1911

.

In

New York

"Dagger Dance."
soft

It

in

1914,

was an

cheeks and brown eyes,

Denis. Their mutual admiration soared as they began to talk through the

day and night about shared

Emerson, Mary Baker Eddy, and Delsarte. She

idols such as

asked him to accompany her on an upcoming tour; he quickly accepted. Their passionate
conversation continued and, after

him

later that

same

much

beseeching,

year, in August, 1914.^^

marriage but she also

felt

that Isadora

St.

Shawn convinced

was twelve

Denis to marry

Denis did not want the hindrances of

Duncan had damaged

her notorious love affairs and illegitimate children. Thus,

reftised to "obey": she

St.

St.

the reputation of dance with

Denis married Shawn but she

had the word stricken fi-om the ceremony.'^ Although

St.

Denis

years older than Shawn, they were linked by a belief in a passionate spirituality

for which the art of the dance

was

the truest

fiilfillment.
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St.

Denis gained a dance partner

and entrepreneurial acumen, Shawn benefitted
devotion to and success
Their alliance

in

Los Angeles,

1917.

A

in creating a

new, serious form of dance.

interrupted by Shawn's service in

school in

prominence and her

prospered. In 1915, they established the Denishawn
school

initially

New York

Denishawn schools sprouted
St.

fi-om St. Denis'

World War

City soon followed, in 1922.

in

Rochester,

NY,

Denis and Shawn published the Denishawn

I

(but never overseas) in

From 1922

to 1925,

Boston, Wichita, and Minneapolis and

Mag azinp

which promoted

their views.

Touring constantly, including a journey of Asia fi-om 1925 to 1927, they garnered
international acclaim, acquired glorious costumes

various countries, and earned

made up of fabrics and

some weahh which they

accessories fi-om

consistently reinvested in their

productions and their dream of a permanent "Greater Denishawn" school and company

New York City.
envy (most
them.

But

often,

By the

their personal relationship

was

continually fi-actious. Professional

Shawn's jealousy of St. Denis) and extramarital love

late 1920s,

in

affairs

by both

riled

they spent more and more time apart, eventually splitting

personally and professionally.

The Denishawn school and company ended

although they did not divorce, Shawn and

St.

Denis never lived together

in

1931 and,

after 1930.

Beauty and Brotherhood
While

younger than
affection for

St.

her,

Denis dallied with men during her marriage to Shawn, most of them

Shawn

one man

also pursued the affection and love of men.

that contributed to their

Denis met Fred Beckman

in

1927

in

Corpus

was

their

permanent separation. Shawn and

Christi,
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It

mutual

St.

Texas, while on tour. In early 1928,

Shawn
role,

invited

Beckman

to

become

his personal representative.

then became Shawn's lover. Although the dissolution of

company and marriage was imminent,

doomed

the partnership

Beckman

when Shawn found

St.

in their

in their

company, discussed

in

women

dancers followed them.

Shawn

fled to solo tours in

"fi-eshness, youth,

who

Denis to

St.

money and

troubles.

St.

in

chapter

Denishawn

left

five).

in the

the

many Jewish

Doris Humphrey,

summer of 1928 and many

Europe. German newspapers praised his American

even boyishness" which contrasted sharply with the Russian male

toured

the betrayal of

in

Germany and who were

Denis. In the

"sluggish, degenerate

flattery

wake of Denishawn's

He soon

...

[and showed the]

helped soothe Shawn's ego, bruised by

so toured in the United States with a small

Dancers" fi-om 193 1 to 1932.

in

Denis and Beckman

a romantic letter fi-om

more depth

weariness of civilization."''* The generous

bought

St.

company (an obvious rebuff to

Charles Weidman, and Pauline Lawrence

dancers

Denis and Shawn's

St.

Denis' attempted to institute moral guidelines about behavior and a quota

of 90% "Anglo-Saxon" dancers

Jewish

fulfilled that

Rancorous discussions about Denishawn added to the personal

Shawn and

women

a secret liaison between

Beckman

crippling debts,

company

as

Shawn needed

"Shawn and His

headed resolutely to the wooded

retreat

he had

1930 near Lee, Massachusetts, named Jacob's Pillow. Jacob's Ladder was the

highest mountain in the nearby Berkshires, a large, sloping rock on Shawn's property

thereby became Jacob's pillow. At the

fiill

attention to his earlier mission:

restfiil

men must

farmhouse
dance.
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in the

woods, Shawn turned

his

On

1931-32 tour, Shawn had devised lecture-demonstrations
for university and

his

college audiences advocating dance for men. During the
winter of 1932-33, he found a

way

to apply his ideas.

Nearby Springfield College (then named the

International

Men's Christian Association College) had a strong physical education program
and, with the enthusiasm of the President,

Shawn

offered a class in dance.

determined to overcome the charge that male dancers were
the class be mandatory for

all,

thus ensuring that

pressure would not arouse further divisions

strenuous exercises the

required.

He

first

day, pushing

all

among

"sissies."

for

Young

men

Shawn was

So he

stipulated that

suffered the stereotype and peer

the male students.

Shawn gave them

them to recognize the physical stamina dance

learned that simple, descriptive words about action

~

"leap," "turn"

~

translated better to his class than the French ballet terms such as "ballon" and "pirouette."

By

More

the end of the term, he "had his disciples."'^

performers. In quick response to an offer to perform

men from

On March

his Springfield

Shawn had

called

(including

Shawn and

his

in his touring

men

inspired

Shawn

company.

dancers debuted to

to arrange a formal

Shawn and His Men Dancers, and he immediately

choreographing, and touring.

men

Boston, Shawn pulled together

a glimpse of his dream.

The success of the Boston performance
company,

in

College classes and previous performers

21, 1933, at the Repertory Theatre,

rave reviews.

importantly, he had fellow

From 1933

to 1940, the

Shawn) held 1250 performances

in

set

about training,

company of either

over 750

cities in

eight or nine

the United States,

Canada, and England.'^ Throughout the seven years of constant touring, Jacob's Pillow

was home and

sustenance. There, each summer, the troupe built cabins, a studio, and
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eventually a theatre, took daily dance classes, refurbished
older works and created
ones, and each

Ouspensky

noon hour sun-bathed nude

(a disciple

as

Shawn

read from Havelock

Ellis,

of the theosophist Gurdjieff), and the philosopher Alfred North

Whitehead. (In a 1936 catalog for "Shawn School of Dance For Men"

was described

new

this last daily ritual

as a "required course in the principles of applied anatomy,

body mechanics,

corrective exercises and massage. held, as a rule, during the noon-hour sun-bathing
.

period."^')

.

At the suggestion of F. Cowles

Strickland, a friend of Shawn's and director of

the Berkshire Playhouse in nearby Stockbridge, the troupe began "teas" to

money. Shawn
afternoon.

invited the

make

dowagers of western Massachusetts to the Pillow

The "boys" would

serve tea, then retreat to the

tan trunks, and perform. These teas

would blossom

little

in the late

woods and emerge,

into the Jacob's Pillow

a

stripped to

Dance

Festival

that continues today.

Shawn's commitment to promoting men

male company encompassed

his idealization

in

dance and especially the

ideal

of an

all-

of homosexual love between men. Shawn

looked to the musings of Walt Whitman, and the British writers Edward Carpenter and

Havelock

Ellis,

the standard reading

list

the higher ideal of love between men.'*

among gay men of the

Shawn sought out Carpenter and

1924 tour to London and Walter Terry, Shawn's
meeting eased Shawn's mind about

his

era, to fortify his belief in

friend

Ellis

during a

and biographer, suggested that the

own homosexual

inclinations.''

In his book,

Love's Coming of Age Carpenter wrote of the "Intermediate Sex" which combined a
.

balance of masculine and feminine characteristics

love object.

Love between men

or between

in

one person and included a same-sex

women was
76

not a "result of disease and

degeneration," in Carpenter's view. In

fact, "it is possible that in this class

the love sentiment in one of its most perfect forms."

man who

Among

of men

we

have

men, the "intermediate sex"

unified masculine and feminine traits exhibited superior artistic
talent and

Carpenter named as examples Michelangelo, Shakespeare, and Marlowe.^^ This was
a
vision of homosexuality that

Shawn could

legitimation of his artistic talent.

sexual relations with both

ideal

from 193

was

Plato

who

men and women.

Terry argued that

Plato's

Symposium

in its

but

is filled

one.

Shawn

soul, stung in every part, rages with pain;

beautiful one,
it

it

cannot sleep

rejoices.
at night

.

.

his lover

recited this passage

it

sees

him and

is

and then again

perplexed and maddened,

It is

or stay in any one place by day,

with longing and hastens wherever

And when

Greek

:

madness

and

to the

To Barton Mumaw,

best captured Shawn*s feelings.

The whole
remembering the

Shawn clung

lover.^^

to 1948, and the principal dancer in his company,

1

for

idea of the "intermediate sex" also incorporated his

of a husband with a wife and a male
It

from

The

Shawn yearned

heartily embrace.

it

hopes to see the beautiful

bathed with the waters of yearning, the

passages that were sealed are opened, the soul has respite from the stings

and

is

eased of its pain, and

this pleasure

which

enjoys

it

is

the sweetest of

pleasures at the time.

Therefore the soul will not
beautiful one, but esteems

if it

him above

can help

all

friends, neglects property

and cares not for

all

despising

the customs and proprieties in which

is

ready to be a slave and to sleep wherever

possible to the beloved; for

it

is

it

him mother and
its loss,

and

formerly took pride,

it

allowed, as near as

not only reveres him

who

possesses beauty,

him the only healer of its greatest woes. Now this condition,
boy, about which I am speaking is called Love by men.^^

but finds
fair

it

alone by the

left

others, forgets for

brothers and
all

be

it,

in

This kind of heroic, physical love guided Shawn's relations with
relationship with John Christian

which lasted from 1949
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Mumaw and his next

until his

death

in 1972.

This

long

embrace of homosexual love did not include the

campy

makes me

"[It]

is

gestures), as

sick.

Mumaw put
It's all

essentially a noble thing.

other or

it

Our kind of love. must be
.

Edward Carpenter

six

of other homosexual men. Shawn wrote to

Mumaw:

wrong. That's the kind of thing that brings discredit on what

sinks to a lower level. "^^

heavily from

of $gx. In

it,

"fey actions" (presumably effeminate or

.

lived

on a higher plane than the

Shawn's vision of a "higher" kind of love borrowed

and, especially, Havelock

Studies in the Psvcholngy

Ellis'

volumes, published from 1897 to 1910, the British sexologist defended

sexual passion, including homosexuality, and attributed to sex spiritual qualities.

was

his ardent disciple,

even idealizing the love between

St.

Denis and him

in

Shawn

1948

after

eighteen years of separation, carefully noting that the marriage "has survived the passing

of the physical

tie

and has emerged a greater thing than

Shawn, dance emerged from
of Life was "the dancers'

this spiritual

bible"

and

It

was

ever

was on

also a Platonic ideal

sales

For

that plane.

view of sex and love,

Ellis'

and Shawn rarely missed an occasion to extol

group of men dancers, then, was more than a
men.

idealistic

it

it.^^

Dance
His

campaign for dancing as a career for

~ which included homosexuality ~

in action.

This purpose was clear to other gay men. Lucien Price, the gay male music

for the

"was

in

Boston Globe and a

novelist, first

an agony of desire to see

performance of Shawn and

it

right

his all-male

saw Shawn dance

his

"Thunderbird"

over again. "^^ Price attended the

troupe

in

in

critic

1931 and

first

1933, became an indefatigable champion

of the troupe, and a constant correspondent with Shawn throughout the 1930s. Price
recognized that they "serve[d] the same dieties

too,

commended and emboldened Shawn's

[sic] --

beauty and brotherhood."" Price,

effort to recreate a
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Greek

ideal in his

group of

men

dancers, combining athletic grace, philosophical import, and
the quest for "Beauty" in

the male body.

think the combination of high intellectual content and genuine spiritual
feeling in the dances, together with almost complete nakedness
of the male
body are letting people feel, if not see, for the first time that there need be
I

no

conflict

between

flesh

and

can be a vehicle for religious

and that an ennobled sexual attraction

spirit,

feeling.

"Sexual attraction" for Price was a homosexual one and,

like

Shawn, he ranked

it

"ennobled." Price praised the combination of intellectual stimulation and physical prowess
possible

among men

but he also exahed the closeted nature of homosexuality:

"Uncomfortable as one's position may often
this mass-exploitation

by

be,

it

has the comfort of not being exposed to

theatre, movie, literature,

and every crude device

down

to the

roadside advertising signs. "^' For Price, gay male sexuality, unlike heterosexuality,

remained free of corruption by mass

culture.

The example of Shawn and His Men Dancers
Legion

,

his series

you and the boys

I

had watched

it

being

lived. "^^

Other gay

inspired to be a part of the dance world. Walter Terry took dance classes with

one of Shawn's former students
Foster Fitz-Simmons

at the University

who was to become

a

Terry had decided on the career of a dance

encouraged him, helping Terry gain

moved on
Tribune

The Sacred

of four novels which chronicled love between men, some of whom were

dancers. Price recalled, "in

men were

inspired Price to write

in

of North Carolina and roomed with

member of Shawn and His Men Dancers.
critic rather

his first post at the

than dancer and

Boston Herald

to the coveted, powerful position of dance critic at the

1939 and Shawn never

tired fi-om

Shawn

in

1936. Terry

New York

commenting on Terry's reviews.
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Herald

Similarly,

Arthur Todd approached Shawn about writing

ahcady promised

to

1

crry.

1

odd ended up

biography, a duty which

primarily

photographed Shawn and wrote about dance
limes/^^ For

his

working

in

the fashion world but

Dance Observer and The Dancing

in

some gay men, Shawn and His Men Dancers was

loving brotherhood that inspired involvement

Shawn had

a triumphant

model of a

the dance world

in

Masculine Movement
Shawn's vision of brotherhood
attempt to dispel the popular

of women

in

link

in his

of dancing and effeminacy and to counter the dominance

the American concert dance

differences between

on an emboldened masculinity

relied

men and women and

he embraced distinctive, essential

field,

heralded "masculine"

Graham, Humphrey

traits.

and other female modern dancers also took on "masculine" movements

in

an attempt to

broaden movement vocabulary and the kind of dance often performed by and expected of

women They

did so to gain seriousness and import for their art

movement and denigrated

differences between masculine and feminine

influence to ensure a place for

From
divided

that

men

his earliest publicized

movement

into masculine

in

and feminine types

postures

is

reified

"feminine"

dance

thoughts on the subject, beginning

must be faced; the human body

human dances

Shawn

Dance had "one

the instrument and

are either male or female.

"'^^

Men's posture was "widespread,

in

1916,

Shawn

fixed limitation

medium of the

dancer, and

Male and female bodies engendered
feet

and legs apart, pelvis forward, chest

forward, a broad stance"; women's was "the concave receptivity

80

different

"'*

He pronounced

that

men and women had

always held very different roles

in society that

would

naturally lead

to different kinds of movement.

.modern people inherit movement impulses from thousands of
generations
of ancestors who did all the labor of the world with hand implements.
.

.

Thus the women's movements

are conditioned by cooking, sewing, tending
babies, sweeping, etc., small scale movements which use comparatively

through the trunk of the body and a greater use of the small arm
movements, with resultant greater flexibility of wrist and elbow. The

little

stress

man of today, in his office,
forefathers who wielded scythe, axe,
executive

movement uses

still

inherits

movement impulses from

plough, oars,

etc.,

and the masculine

from the ground up through the entire body,
culminating in big arm movements from the shoulder out, and with much
less flexibility of elbow and wrist joints.^''

Starting

from

stress

this different

base of movement, then, men's dancing was

sweeping gestures mimicking

movement of men should

their outdoor, adventurous,

project itself beyond the

and oflen dangerous

lack of it in "masculine

dancers from

this sign

"The

lives.

body of the dancer and create

mind of the audience a sense of spaciousness, great distances and

The emphasis on

made up of broad,

in the

invincible strength.""

the "flexibility" of the wrists in the above description (and the

movement") seems

to be another attempt to disassociate male

of "effeminate" homosexuality. George Chauncey charts the

development of coded signs that were linked to popular notions of homosexuality but
also constituted a system of divulgence and communication

wrists, flamboyant dress

and colors (especially a red

tie),

that

among gay men. "Limp"

and an exaggerated walk

bespoke effeminacy and possible homosexuality.^^ Shawn condemned men who danced
"with pinked toes and wisps of white chiffon [who] writhed and skipped to our mingled

amusement and disgust.""

woman

dancer

is

Similariy, "to

most normal people masculine movement

just as repulsive as feminine

movement

81

in

a

man

dancer."^*

in a

The goal was

to achieve the unity between

functionally, emotionally,

men and women

and

...

inherited

dancing

in their respective "anatomically,

movement impulses

eternally different --

...

opposed and yet complementary."^^

Shawn
"limited to

and

Rome

retraced the history of dance, proclaiming

men

alone."

an occupation originally

Citing both the societies of western civilization such as Greece

and the "primitive"

claimed that only

it

societies

men had performed

of Native Americans and Latin America, Shawn

in theatrical

works and

courts that turned dance into a feminine art and removed

it

rituals.

from

its

was

It

the

European

ceremonial

importance. Dance became a form of entertainment and spectacle, "anaemic and

To

return to

its

could succeed

fullness.

.

.

proper status

if

at the

demands

gesture a feminine

all

quality."'*^

them away from

distinctly

all

masculine

women teachers

In fact,

it

was

feminine influence

Shawn even

let

go

his

No

art

~ away from

Dances emerged from the "masculine"
(1934) offered four portrayals of men's work;

Movement mimicked

actual

men

in its

needed to study

thoroughly:

in favor

wanted to

was bom.
"Labor Symphony"

in the fields, the forests,
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"I

of a male accompanist and

living at the Pillow.

if

body and

any chance to mimic feminine

Jacob's Pillow

work motions.

lurched forward, chest toward the ground, as

form

"unconsciously there crept into his

best to isolate

idyll at

Men

quaUties."'*^

female accompanist

composer, Jess Meeker. Thus, the male

factory.

dance needed men.

strength, endurance, precision, perfect coordination of mind,

dance with men because through

gestures."*^

arts,

"dominated by one sex" and, more importantly, "the dance

emotion, clarity of thinking,

get

apex of the

sterile."'*"

on the

sea,

and

in a

In "Labor of the Fields," a dancer

pushing a plow through the

fields.

Planting seeds followed with long swinging arm gestures
and the section ended
harvest, with

full

knee bends and scooping motions. The next sections matched

pantomimic approach: two men sawed
a

a tree with broad,

and, circular, alternating

shift in

arm motions of the group

in a

this

back and forth torso movements,

crew rowed as one man guided a rudder and another threw out

gear

in a

a net

and hauled

rhythmic pattern created a

it

in,

human

the final section.

Through Shawn's impressive

publicity drive and his dances, reviewers almost

always commented on the manliness of the performance where, as one

critic

noted, "the

female dancer decidedly was not imitated nor missed. "'^'^ Another waxed profusely:

Vigor limned by

motion controlled and balanced and
suggestive of mighty harmonies, muscular orderliness and pointed grace, a
hale and rugged lyricism whose line is gentle, but never efteminate or
restraint; furious

Hogarthian, energy, humility and bravura, suavity and simplicity, power;
beauty.

Which of these

qualities apparent in

Shawn's work can be called

effeminate?'*^

Effeminacy, with

and His

Men

its

connotation of homosexuality, was

still

the primary battle for

Shawn

Reviewers responded more covertly to the suggestion of

Dancers

homosexuality, and praised Shawn's success

in freeing

the dance 'Trom the purple tints

which usually hover around male dancing" and commented on Shawn's "expressive hands
and muscular

wrists."'*'^

Shawn promoted
have

athletic training

better for "masculine

the athleticism of the

and no dance background.

men and he

He

preferred that his

men dancers

believed that athletics prepared

movement." The 1936 application

for the Jacob's Pillow

summer

school included the questions "At what athletic games are you proficient'^" and "List
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men

which you have received awards." Wilbur McCormack was
a "former track

athletics for

man, wrestler and gymnast" from Sprmgfield College; Frank Overlees
was a swimmer and
all-around athlete; Dennis Landers held the record for pole vaulting
for Northeastern

Oklahoma/'

Athletics sufaised Shawn's choreographic ideas, too, and culminated
in

"Olympiad," for which individual members of the company choreographed their

McCormack choreographed

or group dances. Wilbur

own

solo

a "Boxing Dance", Fred Hearn did

"Fencing", Foster Fitz-Simmons danced the "Decathlon." "Olympiad" ended with a

Most

basketball "dance."

articles

reviewing the troupe mentioned the athletic

backgrounds of the troupe members, often comparing the performance of the male

A sportswriter for a Springfield, MA,

dancers with that of athletes.

Shawn

to a wrestler and concluded that

flexible craft

[who] makes the

For Shawn,

athletics

liveliest

prepared

Shawn was

wrestler

men

more

"far

seem

the master of a far

like a petrified tree

for masculine

communicated such movement. While female

paper compared

modem

stump.

Shawn and His Men Dancers most

permissible.

Shav^

nude body" to the
than revealed

it

the body,

stage.

(St.

Quoting Whitman,

Shawn

credited Isadora

dancers covered their body

St.

in long,

little

Denis with bringing the "almost

tunics that hinted at nudity rather

Denis did bare her midriff often, however,

Ellis,

best

often performed as close to nude as

Duncan and Ruth

Both women wore flowing

"^^

movement but dancing nude

tubular dresses, in effect downplaying their curvier physical attributes with very

display of the legs,

more

and noting the example of Greek

in her Oriental dances).

civilization

about the divinity of

protested that clothes always restricted the dancer and, more, limited

what a dancer could communicate; "There

is

no way of representing
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invisible form, the

idea of Man, except by the nude

human body.

We cannot

clothes, because clothing suggests classification

nationality, period

of history,

-

would place him

clothes

social or financial status

-

and

His 1923 "Death of Adonis" again drew on Greek ideals
as the epitome of beauty of the

associate the cosmic

in

wore only a

man.'"*'

a portrayal of a Phoenician god
the piece in a

his idea

was

powdered

The work consisted

fig leaf G-string.

mostly of poses, flowing from one into another and

as to race,

Man would become

human body. Shawn performed

wig, powdered his body white, and

Man with

to

convey a

fluid

sculpture.

But

it

was

the beauty of the male

describing the moderation and

good

body which

health that

around naked, Shawn picked an image of a
a nude

woman whose

particularly interested

would come about

woman

as the

breasts are flabby and discolored,

is

moved

at the

whose body

is

who

gross and

is

at

fat,

healthy, strong,

to experience a sense of divine revelation, and one

to something akin to exaltation."'"

Many nude

photographs of the dancers taken

Pillow as well as the noon-time nude sunbathing convey the continued fascination of

Shawn

for the male body.''

fascination.

The piece was

moves of shoulders,
and

is

had to walk

example of excess: "To look

produces only nausea and disgust. To see the naked body of one
symmetrical and of noble proportion

if all

Shawn. In

his

Shawn's 1935 solo "Mouvement Naif," personalized

a discovery of the motions of one own's body through isolated

torso, ankles, arms.

weight bounced dramatically

followed by

laxity.

this

in

Shawn continued

Off stage,

his

own body

preoccupied him, too,

response to intense periods of dieting and training

to send pictures of himself nude to a select audience,
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including one in a letter to Barton

fourth birthday. In the

The

Shawn kidded about

letter,

practicalities

Mumaw taken when

Shawn was

his "Narcissus

of performing nearly nude required

"natural" male body, however: a weekly all-over shave,

achieve a "sexless impersonality" but that effect

near nakedness and sexual allure of the
friend

you

it

of Lucien

Price's

remarked

curtain

You

would

the

one change to the

at least

Shawn claimed

dancers drew comment.

that this

was

to

As

the wife of a

"The show was wonderflil.

young men had next

might say they were naked. "^^ Barton

raise to

complex.""

not have always been achieved. The

(in Price's recounting):

was simply wonderful. Why,

nothing on.

men

may

nearing his seventy-

to nothing on.

Next

Mumaw claims that

I tell

to

often the

gasps and then stunned silence, the men's sexualized bodies

arousing the audience into watching them. Lincoln Kirstein remembered that "Ted Shawn

danced nearly naked

~

what

I

chiefly recall

is

bronze."'''

Only a few reviewers commented

noted that

"in the

his gilded jock-strap, a suggestion

derisively,

of molten

one of the Chicago Daily

opening group of dances the particular thing reminding

me

News

of the fan

dance was the absence of a fan.""

While Price and other gay men picked up on a homosexual
masculinity

Shawn and His Men Dancers

displayed

allure, the sexual

was appreciated by women

in

the

audience too, as the exclamation by the wife of Price's friend quoted above suggests. In a
February, 1932 performance of Ted

Shawn and His Dancers

Kansas

of the "patronesses" were women.

in

her

City, Missouri,

all

thirty-five

book on Ted Shawn, may have had

Shawn

"stands for a

at the

sexual imagery in mind

power of rhythm which

refills
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one with fresh

Shubert Theatre

when

in

Katherine Drier,
she wrote that

vitality.""

For these

women

and the dowagers

who

supported Jacob's Pillow, Shawn and His

Men

Dancers

offered a rare spectacle of male, sexual exhibition.

The

ironies of social attitudes

and female bodily display on

toward dance emerge

While Shawn and His

stage.

in a

Men

comparison between male

Dancers danced close to

nude, they rarely received admonitions of their performances. Price
attributed
fact that

Shawn

did not

accompany

his

performances with "frank discussions" (presumably

about sex or the divinity of the body), although no other modern dancers did

Shawn and His Men Dancers gave
Shawn had always

known

for

its

felt

this to the

their first

and

last

performances

in

either.^"

Boston because

such support from the audience there. Even though Boston was

puritanical attitude

toward

theatre, they never received censure, perhaps

due

to the influence of the Boston critic Price. In contrast, Lillian Hellman's 1934 play "The
Children's Hour," which portrayed an intimate relationship between

schoolteachers, had an 86

week engagement on Broadway and

from coming there the following
mayoral appointee
Katherine

Dunham

explicitness.

even

set

up to regulate

And,

in January,

1

Boston banned the play

944, the Boston City Censor (a

cultural events) forced the African

to take out part of her "Tropical

The perceived

in clothes

year.

yet

two women

American dancer

Revue" because of its sexual

sexual threat of lesbians and African American dancers

~ greatly overwhelmed that of Shawn and his near nude men.

~

Their

almost hyper-masculinity diminished the homosexual implications of their bare bodies

because

it

did not

fit

into the societal

framework of homosexuality as

inversion.''
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fey, effeminate

Nudity was also censored
officials

excised

policy

in the

allowed the use of nudity

it

from

artistic portrayals

more pointedly

WPA-sponsored

in paintings

art projects.

and sculptures

of contemporary

While

WPA

in allegorical settings,

they

Barbara Melosh suggests that

life.

targeted female nudity, apparently because

and represented a greater "affront to public decency."^" In

fact,

it

this

was more sexualized

WPA

many popular

murals and paintings featured the bare, muscular torsos of laboring men. This
celebration

of manly strength
Socialist art in

in portrayals

of manual labor workers was reminiscent of National

Nazi Germany and Soviet Realist

paintings and dancing

on stage projected an

accepted and even promoted

Shawn emphasized
persuaded Ruth

St.

if utilized in

art

of the 1930s.

inflated masculinity

his

nude men

in

and strength which was

the cause of workers or nationhood.

heroic heterosexual masculinity

Denis to keep

Partially

own

sexual

life,

off"

stage as well.

and the effect

it

He

had on

their

marriage, out of her 1939 autobiography because "definite harm would follow, and

nothing good to be gained by
also noted the secrecy

it."

She agreed.^' In

which surrounded

his autobiography.

their long partnership as

accepted that their mutual goal to advance the status of men
love were widely known. In an interview in 1938,

Shawn

attracted [to his troupe and Jacob's Pillow] are in every

foppish, courtly dress originally

worn

in ballet

in

Barton

Mumaw

both he and Shawn

dance would suffer

if their

declared that "the students

way masculine

"^^
.

He shunned

and stripped the male body to

its

the

athletic

musculature to banish signs of supposed effeminacy. Shawn helped change the definition

of homosexuality
of the male body

fi-om gender inversion to same-sex object choice, through visual display

itself

For some, however, male homosexual desire provoked unease.
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John Martin of The

New York

Times applauded Shawn's

dance but commented on a 1934 performance: "There
present program achieving those ends, for

approach

its

costuming scant to the point of non-existence

on the receiving

desires.

--

Shawn

For most, however, the

is

highly personal and

to

its

a combination not conducive to comfort

in finding sexual desire in

hairless

young men

grave doubt of Mr. Shawn's

of the footlights."" Perhaps Martin picked up on

side

"highly personal" approach of

own

is

effort to attract

men dancing

kind of heterosexual manliness far removed from

common

this

because the

male bodies paralleled

in tight

his

trunks epitomized a

notions of "queer"

effeminacy.^''

Men

Dancing American

By

the mid 1930s, Shawn's promotion of male dancers and masculine

resonated throughout the dance world. In May, 1935,

New Dance League

sponsored a dance

did not appear but most

men

recital

movement

New Theatre magazine

of men only. Shawn and His

active in the dance field in

New York

and the

Men

Dancers

City did, including

Charles Weidman, the ballet dancer William Dollar, and the African American dancer

Bates.

The program

cited

two purposes:

Add

"the definite recognition of men as an important

factor in the contemporary dance, and [the unification of] these artists under the banner of

two organizations whose

basic

program

is

against

War, Fascism and Censorship. "^^ The

concert included Charles Weidman's "Dance of Sports" and the only ballet dancer on the

program

elicited a great

many

hisses, reflecting the leftist slant

audience and perhaps the view that

ballet

of the sponsors and the

and "masculine movement" did not mix. Gene
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Martel, another concert participant and
the article

more

"Men Must Dance"

in

Ngw

modern dancer, took up Shawn's

Thgatre the following month.

strongly than Shawn, bringing out

its elitist

past;

He

cause, writing

scorned

"The Ballet was born and

flourished during the era of doublet and hose, lace cuffs, perukes,
and snuff

furnishings parallel

of the court

life

its

superficiality, its lack

of wholesomeness and strength

These

-

a reflection

of the period." Martel went on to embrace the distinction between

feminine and masculine

movement which Shawn had

teachers, and claimed that dance

The

ballet

New

was men's

Dance League sponsored

program the following year

in

March

Moona"

Negro

ballet

"^^

"Men

Johnson,

in

the Dance"

who would choreograph

dancer Vladimir Valentinoff, and a

of grouping

of promoting dance as a career for men

"Bassa

Project in December, 1936), white jazz dancer

modern dancers, headed by Charles Weidman and Jose Limon. The
styles illustrated the necessity

more male

This program featured a greater variety of dance

Momodu

Roger Pryor Dodge, Russian

"natural heritage.

a second (and final)

including African dancers (led by

for the Federal Theatre's

defined, pushed for

all

men

final section

by

variety of dance

dancers together for the unified cause

Female dancers could afford to maintain a

righteous distinction between ballet and modern dance (and even between the different

groups within modern dance). Male dancers recognized the bigger
these

two occasions

at least,

Times commented on the

overlooked aesthetic

variety and

dancers "made what followed seem a

deemed
bit

battles.

John Martin of The

that the thrilling

"^^

on

New York

opening by the African

pale and lifeless in spots.
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social barriers and,

Martin's

comment

reinforced the trend

among male dancers and

ethnic and racial cultures and stereotypes for
models of masculine
in dance.''

Shawn portrayed

critics to

plunder

movement and imagery

Indian warriors and Spanish conquistadors,
although not

African tribesmen, which betrayed his prejudice against African
Americans and what he

considered their "degenerate" contributions of jazz and tap to
American culture.'^ Jose

Limon, of Spanish, Mexican and Indian
group and Weidman's lover

in the

the cause, writing an article in

member of the Humphrey-Weidman

heritage, a

1930s,

was

often praised for his

Dance Mag azine

in

1948 on "The

virility

Virile

heterosexual display of Asadata Dafora's dance dramas also abetted

and he took up

Dance

common

"

The

stereotypes

of the hypersexuality of Afiican and African American men.'" The inclusion of African

and African American male dancers
Martin's praise

in the

1936 "Men

may have been prompted by

at this

Dance" concert and John

the belief that these

to the cause. Despite that "benefit," the leading

men

in the

modem

men would add

manliness

dance companies that included

time did not regularly employ any African Americans.

The male dancers

in these

concerts developed other

ways than Shawn's

separatist

strategy to counter accusations of effeminacy. Ballet dancers such as William Dollar and

the ballet choreographer Eugene Loring hoped to beef up male roles in

ballet,

focus on the male dancer to oppose the weight of attention to ballerinas.

Weidman and Limon

sought out equal pairing with

Weidman company. They

women on

also both lived with Doris

Modem

stage in the

Humphrey and

with more

dancers

Humphrey-

Pauline Lawrence,

and the group housing deflected attention from the sexual relationship of Weidman and

Limon. In

fact,

sexual tensions tore the group apart,
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first

when Humphrey married

in

1932, and then, for good,

when Weidman became

involved with another male dancer in
i

1939.

Limon

left

the

company and Lawrence ended up following

him.

They married

in

1941, to the surprise of many. The marriage reinforced the
heterosexual pairing of men

and

women on

stage, the strategy with

which both Limon and Weidman downplayed male

dancers' association with homosexuality.

Most male modern dancers
to promote

men

in

Shawn

dance.

York because of his more

did not consistently and clamorously

did.

He was

train

acknowledged

Shawn wrote

a campaign

not a part of the all-men concerts

in

New

conservative political views and also because the "moderns'"

wholesale denunciation of Denishawn inspired bitterness

needed to

make

and dance apart fi-om

women

Waher Terry

Shawn. His belief that men

included a defensive anger

as a crucial contributor in the burgeoning

to the dance critic

in

in

modem

at

not being

dance movement.

1938, explaining his version of the

emergence of modem dance:
Miss Ruth's contributions to Denishawn were mainly three ~ the Oriental
dances, music visualization, and the religious dance - all three of which the

modems

have most vehemently rejected. The American and contemporary
themes, pure movement for its own sake, and masculinity in the dance

were

entirely

my

contributions to Denishawn, and those they

still

use,

although denying where they got them.''

Shawn admonished Terry

to "straighten" this out in an article sometime.

petulance about being ignored would

him and the modems, most

condemned

the

modems

grow

notably, the

for their

Shawm's

but he did identify real connections between

American themes of their dances. Shawn,

dependence on the "German"
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in fact,

style (primarily referring

to

Mary Wigman). Undercutting

the status of modem dance,

an American dance was being formed but

While Shawn did not condemn

"its

name

ballet as

is

much

Shawn wrote

yet to be invented.

as other

shared with them the belief that ballet was not an American

in

that

"^^

modern dancers

art form.

1936

Shawn

he

did,

declared that

even the new enterprise of Lincoln Kirstein and George
Balanchine to create an American
ballet

would

He

mused,

wonder

if

the

with the word 'America'; for pure ballet

is

definitely

fail.

were American born, the

"I

style

word

'ballet'

can be harmoniously combined

European, and even

of the dance would be foreign to

us,

if

every dancer

and therefore not

American."'^ His wholesale denunciation of jazz and tap as entertainment and
not
paralleled other white

modem

persistent racist attitudes,

dancers' call to a racial and class coded "high"

more

overt than other

enduring nativist elements especially overt

Although he did not embrace

all

in the

modem dancers,

like social

his early recognition that

(upheld by Bliss Carman),

Lucien Price argued

of the male and the

1930s.

was

modem

neither European, like ballet,

and theatrical dancing.

his

advocacy of dancing for men. Starting

male dancers with European names more often succeeded

Shawn waged

in reaction to

glorification

stimulant for idle Continentals.

in the

of the movement vocabulary or goals of the other

Shawn's patriotism was bound up with

from

Shawn's

demonstrated the

1920s that lingered

dancers, Shawn, too, sought an American dance that

nor easy entertainment,

art.

art also

artistic

war on behalf of American men. As

a performance of the Ballet Russe: "Always denigration

of the female which

It is

identifies the old ballet as a sexual

an ignoble tradition, and our country would best drop

it."'^
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Again, Shawn's all-male troupe epitomized the
pioneering labor and courage, outdoor

living,

ideal.

Combining

and entrepreneurial

spirit,

athleticism,

these men,

according to Shawn, were the "ideal type of young representative
American manhood
Life at Jacob's Pillow bespoke the hard physical labor and
pioneer adventurousness of

American men dancers. Price wrote
homestead of an 18th century

in

1933, "Is

New England

it

entirely

pioneer

now

early 20th century?"'^ In addition to pioneering fortitude,

had business acumen as

two

cars, the

trucks, set

costumes and

up the stage

American men were

Shawn
his

well.

and

split profits fi-om

midwestem

Shawn and His Men Dancers
itself

the tours.

and shared ownership of

On

for the day's performance, and then danced.

tour, they

roots.

An

and active.

American manliness by publicizing

apparent draft of a press release declared that fi-om his Kansas

City birth and Denver upbringing "no beginning could have been purer U.S.A.

his

consequent career and entire personality

patriotic early

drove

These young

self-sufficient (including financially), responsible,

also cultivated a populist basis for his

in this

dwells a cultural pioneer of the

They incorporated the group

sets,

an accident that

is

— just

as

of the flavor of the hardy and staunchly

American pioneer. "^^ Charles Weidman

also publicized his

growing up

Lincoln, Nebraska and choreographed

some of his most

successfiil

My Mother's

Side" (1940) and

"And Daddy Was a Fireman"

based on

his family:

"On

in

Americana works

(1943). Weidman's all-male, 1936 "American Saga" best combined his

own midwestern

roots with an attention to American manliness. Recreating the tale of Paul Bunyan,

"American Saga" yoked the story of America

to a

and Pacific Northwest.
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husky lumberjack of the Great Lakes

Shawn

did not rest

on paeans to midwestern

claimed that he brought the
intense prejudice

still

new American dance

roots, as

"New York

did

Shawn

to the "hinterland of the States"

where

existed against male dancers and against dance
as an art form

1934 inten/iew with the Cornell Daily Sun, he chastised
attitude;

Weidman

is

New York

not as American as even other big

Dancers intended to appeal to

"real"

Americans outside

''

In a

artists for their elitist

Shawn and His Men

cities

New York

City.

The dances

created from the back-breaking outdoor labor at Jacob's Pillow "have a
quality of verity

about them," Shawn argued, "that convinces audiences out

in

Texas and Montana and

Wyoming. "*°
Reviewers around the country picked up on

Shawn

for

it.

this populist

A writer in the Dallas Times Herald in

shunning "the glib

way of the

demonstrating tenacity

appeal and praised

1937 commended Shawn for

high-pressured press agent," organizing his

in his annual

own

tours,

and

long winter tours throughout the States. "His

business has been to dance, and to dance, he has not been ashamed to appear in obscure

halls,

school auditoriums and

many

strange and humble places."

audiences should not take him "for granted" and celebrate the

Europe. The

article

ended: "...we salute him as

Terry, Shawn's champion,

named

still

The

writer cautioned that

"latest sensation"

from

the great American dancer."*'

Waher

the populist appeal of Shawn's dance as his greatest feat:

"he brings the most understandable art to the greatest number of people."*^
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"O, Libertad!"
The mere appearance of Shawn and His Men Dancers
the south, midwest, and west, to audiences

gives credence to Terry's statemem.

bolstered Shawn's success.

He

who most

The Americana

likely

in small

towns throughout

had never seen much dance,

folk flavor of Shawn's

works

also

created "Four Dances Based on American Folk Music"
in

1931, a solo piece which included an American country dance, choreography
to a Negro
Spiritual, a

"Battle

dance to a Methodist revival hymn, and culminated

Hymn of the Republic."
"O, Libertad!:

was

in a patriotic finale to the

his fiillest vision

An American Saga in

Three Acts" (1937), an evening long work,

of "America" and incorporated

earlier solo

Libertad!" depicted the past, present, and future in three acts.

and group dances. "O,

Shawn's "Past" mainly

consisted of dances based on those of the American Indian. "Noche Triste de

Moctezuma" and "Los Hermanos

Penitentes" narrated the impact of Europeans and then

European-Americans on the American

The west of Mexico and

Indian.

setting for the final three dances of the act

California

was

the

which ended with the "49ers," a rowdy square

dance mimicking the celebration of the newly

rich miners

of 1849. Act

"The Present

II,

(1914 to 1937)" started off on a college campus, and rambled through war and the jazz
decade.

Its

highpoint

and "Recovery

—

"Modernism" as
startling, for

step that

it

made

was "Depression,"

Credo."

"a

hag

proved a

a piece

composed of two

parts,

A critic of the Dancing Times described

in robes, ringlets

pitiless

and a fiightening mask.

burlesque of the Martha

her followers gasp and sent

more
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It

Shawn

in

was comic and

Graham manner,

rational observers

"Modernism"

a courageous

of the dance into

hilarity.""

Shawn's response to "Modernism" was "Recovery

autobiography

in

-

Credo," his

own

dance form. "Credo's" deep lunges, extended arm
movements, and leaps

swallowed the bent-over, grave and

"The Present" ended with the

suite

insistent

of dances

stamping of the previous "Modernism."
earlier

performed independently as

"Olympiad," which emphasized America's endurance and strength
through the keen
athleticism of its men.

The performance peaked
originally

this

work

choreographed
fused

in

in

Act

III,

"The Future." Titled "Kinetic Molpai," and

1935 (and captured on film that survives from the mid 1930s),

many of Shawn's

ideals

and hopes. Shawn drew on the work of Gilbert

Murray, author of The Clas sical Tradition

in

Poetry for the

title

and idea of the piece.

According to Murray, the Molpe (the singular form of Molpai) was an ancient Greek

art

form

it

that included poetry, singing,

was only

the yearning of the whole

drama and rhythmic movement but

dumb body

"in its

to express that emotion for

essence

which words

and harps and singing were not enough."** The piece began with the entrance of Shawn,
circling the stage with

pounding

side to side, as if discovering

time.

steps.

new

Stopping center stage, he moves his torso from

possibilities

of movement within

his

body

for the

first

This leader then beckons to the four comers of the stage with a strong upswing of

men move

in

and out of

geometric patterns of circles and squares and often trade movements

in

a kind of bodily

an arm,

men

enter in response. Different groupings of the

counterpoint. Later in the piece, the leader

the loss with small, stoic steps and balled

around the

stage, ending in a

falls

to the ground, "dying."

fists hitting their thighs.

lump of flesh,

falling
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They

The men mourn
circle aimlessly

over one another. The piece then

climbs to a crescendo with

men

whirling in "Surge," They create a

wavy fugue with

four

alternating lines falling to the floor and rising and
then repeat the pattern in side motions in

three lines. In a dramatic depletion of the frenzy, the
dancers dive to the floor and form a
circle,

each head to another's

leader

comes

forth

from

successively pulling up

The

finale,

feet, as

offstage.

all

"Apotheosis,"

the

bodily links in a circular chain.

Holding onto one man's arm, he runs around the

men and

moves

to a waltz and features big balletic steps of tourjetes,

Shawn

whipping turns usually performed by the leading
ballet).

(a difficult feat

of consecutive,

ballerina en pointe in the final minutes of

"Kinetic Molpai" finishes with a fierce run forward to the audience in a

straight line spanning the stage, a

center stage.

circle,

creating a simple but dramatic explosion of energy.

arabesques, and even a set of fouette turns for

a classical

Into this calm, the

Shawn

drop to the knees and broad side arms which spotlight

stands there, regal, arms stretched

upward and then sideways,

as if in

an embrace of the kneeling men.
"Kinetic Molpai" melded masculine

movement and Greek heroism

triumphant vision of "the Athletic Art of the Dance as a

American man," as

new movement
were doing.

it

was described

vocabulary, as

Instead,

it

in the

program

field

notes.

Graham and Humphrey and

wedded

stylized

to

of creative endeavors for the

The dance

did not introduce

other female

modem

this hopeful, idealized vision

wrote, in 1936, "'Another Athens

dancers

everyday movements and some traditional

steps in a performance of high energy and physical and emotional contrasts.

dance and men to express

form a

shall arise'

of American

prophesied Shelly.
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Shawn used

civilization.

Where

ballet

He

better than in

America, with the

And he

athlete, the artist, the philosopher

combined

in

one man

-

the dancer."*^

envisioned himself as that dancer.

American audiences
"Kinetic Molpai."

Shawn's

1930s loved "O, Libertad!," especially

in the

idealistic,

even

egotistic, vision sold in small

its final

towns across

America where the economic hard times of the Depression had corroded hope.
of American manhood, where men

lost

jobs more often than

being the breadwinner for the family and witnessing
the heroic masculinity

them. Even

dwelled

if

Shawn and His Men Dancers

the present

in its "kinetic,"

Dancing

in the

was a time of struggle,

women

women

section

In a crisis

and suffered from not

up jobs,

successfully scrounge

portrayed and embodied soothed

the hope for the future of America

heroic men.

Army

Shawn's troupe disbanded

in

1940

after

seven years of performing. Shawn's

increasing age, the exhaustion of constant touring, individual desires to go on to

something

By

1942,

else,

and the impending

many male modern

from Shawn and His

composer

possibility

dancers served

Men Dancers,

Jess Meeker,

in the

all

contributed to the group's demise.

armed

including Barton

forces: almost

Mumaw and

all

of the dancers

the accompanist and

Humphrey-Weidman dancer Lee Sherman, Jose Limon, Daniel

Nagrin (Tamiris' dance partner and,
Terry.

of war

after 1943, her husband),

Both Shawn and Chades Weidman escaped

dearth of men had always been a problem

in the

the shortage.
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and the dance

critic

service because of their age.

Walter

If a

dance profession, the war only heightened

The number of modern dance performances diminished

in

New York City

companies took no major tours around the country during World
War

armed

services

itself,

some of these men found ways of dancing. Barton

assigned to the Technical School of the Air Corps
in 1942.

and

and

on dance, was the

Mumaw.
in

at

But

in the

Mumaw was

Kessler Field in Buloxi, Mississippi,

Daniel Nagrin eventually served time there and Paul Magriel, an author
of books

articles

near

II.

and

librarian

on the base. Shawn

Within a few months, Shawn and

lived at the Hotel Biloxi to

Mumaw were performing at Kessler Field

nearby Gulfport. Performances and lecture-demonstrations

benefits to raise

money

be

for a "Reception Cottage"

at the

base were

which Shawn described as "a charming

home-like place dedicated to the purpose of providing privacy for boys to say goodbye to
their

womenfolk when they

commendations
effiarts

are shipped away."*^

fi-om Colonel Robert

to raise

money

for the cottage.

Shawn

did not

comment on

E M.

Shawn and

Goolrick, the

Mumaw both received

Commanding

the irony of two gay lovers raising

Officer, for their

money

for a

building devoted to "privacy" with "womenfolk," nor does Shawn's close relationship with

Mumaw seem to have caused consternation for the military officers at a time when
homosexuality was deemed a "mental

illness"

1943 Cornell Selectee Index created by a group of

a dishonorable discharge. In

fact, the

doctors to simplify the

psychiatric

initial

exams of inductees included a category on

"occupational choice." Interior decorators,

of homosexual

inclinations.^''

by the U.S. Armed Services and grounds for

window

dressers,

and dancers were suspected

Historian Allan Berube argues that gay

men and women

not

only populated the wartime military but even developed a stronger sense of individual and
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group

identity

through the forced same-sex

living circumstances

attempts to define homosexual characteristics and behavior

and prohibited some men

fi-om being admitted to the

armed

and the

military's

While definitions tightened
services,

once there,

regulation of sexual behavior and rigid gender roles loosened. Within
this intense and

unusual situation, female impersonators (many of them mimicking ballerinas)
flourished as
entertainment on bases in the well-known shows such as Irving Berlin's "This

Is

The

Army." Military and popular press reviews downplayed association of female
impersonation with homosexuality, more

common to

writings both before and after the

war. In the exigencies of war, the threat of homosexuality somewhat diminished.**
In this atmosphere,

Shawn and Mumaw's

"Interpretive Dancing" only roused cheers.

had bought tickets to see

relationship and their performances of

Shawn noted

their performance, "they

that 2,300

behaved

like a

men

at

Kessler Field

dance fan audience

Carnegie Hall, even to bravos."*^ The Humphrey-Weidman Company played as
entertainers at Fort

Monmouth

Camp Dix which prompted
never

knew

I

when he was

could be

in the fall

of 1942. The Dudley-Maslow-Bales

a soldier to write a letter to the

moved by

girls

dancing in bare

Dance Observer

feet."'"

fi-om the Littlefield Ballet, Ballet Theatre, Ballet Caravan, and

Dancers performed

in a rendition

The reviewer noted

that

of "This

Is

The Army"

Ted Shawn would probably have apoplexy
dancers, trained in the uncompromising

swish his

skirts as

if he

virility

in

trio

declaring, "I

Ted Shawn and His

1944

at

went to

solos

And male members

Men

an unspecified base.

could see one of his former

of the Shawn technique,

Betty Grable; yet on second glance he would
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USO

Mumaw performed

transferred to a base in England, to continued acclaim.

at

undoubtedly take pride

in the

dancing of Charles Tate, for Pfc. Tate
excellent as Betty Grable and, in matters of
dancing infinitely more
accomplished.^'

The

enthusiastic reaction to dance

--

even modern dance

-- in

probably had more to do with the boredom and stress of
military
passion for dance. But some

men may have

life

the

is

armed forces

than with a

new

also been interested in dance because

of a

sexual attraction to men, either because of the absence of women
on the bases or not

Walter Terry, stationed

in Africa,

well-known among "the boys"

wrote to Shawn

there.

The

soldiers

that

Shawn and His Men Dancers were

were reading Terry's recently published

book, Invitation to Dance which heralded Shawn's "O, Libertad!" as "the story of

America with

its

cruehies,

told through the bodies of

wound up over my bed

greatness,

its

success and

in the

in Stars

mind being a pin-up

manner of Shawn

&

Stripes

in

another barracks

The
minded
service.

I

failures told in

am

my

boy!)."^^

at the

was "gracing

buddies: one, Bill Joyce, an ex-Boston-cop has

and

its

American men." And a picture Shawn

(if you don't

performed an Indian dance
claimed that the picture

its

modem

sent of himself "has

When

Royal Opera House

photo sharing honors with

Ann

of sexual

in Cairo,

he

identity

his fiancee,

Corio."''

dance and female impersonation

military demonstrated the fluidity

Terry himself

the walls of several of my

flanked by Betty Grable and

positive reaction to

terms of dance,

in the

macho-

and behavior during wartime

Certainly homosexual contact flourished, from the tight sleeping quarters to the

"Find-Your-Buddy-Week"
dancers, the

war provided

that

a

encouraged close friendships among men.'" For gay male

way

to prove their patriotism and their
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virility.

But

at least

Terry recognized that Shawn had epitomized that ideal
long before the war. In a

Mumaw in

1944, Terry upheld the vision of

Shawn

as reason

enough to

letter

fight the war:

dance contribution [of Shawn] has stood for the very best in
America, has revealed our physical prowess, our spiritual heritage,
...the

vision and something that

New

can describe only as the clean freshness of the
World. Such dances being as they are distillations of America, are

worth

Gay Men

On

our

living

in the

I

and fighting for

.

...

American Arts

leaves fi-om military duty, gay

men

pick up men.^^ Both before and after World

War

coded way of indicating male homosexuality.
and to dance

often cruised opera houses and theatres to

II,

association with the arts

Why this

attraction of gay

men

was

often a

to the arts

in particular?

George Chauncey

traces the intertwining of bohemian, artistic enclaves, and gay

New

male urban culture

in

twentieth century.

He

York's Greenwich Village and Harlem

argues that gay

men

initially

came

in the early part

of the

to these areas as bohemians, not

out of a desire to create a specifically gay neighborhood. But, after the 1920s, Greenwich

Village

became

apartments.

that.

Bohemian

flaunting norms.

artistic talent

tradition

The

and

Village

lifestyles

was

also the

home of modem

dancers' studios and

encouraged sexual experimentation,

Sometimes these same

characteristics

originality, especially within

eccentricity,

were taken as indications of

Modernism which celebrated breaks with

and the uniqueness of individual expression. Gay men may have been

intimidated by the stigma of effeminacy assigned to the arts and

their artistic inclinations.

They

and

more

less

inclined to pursue

did not have to hide effeminacy or homosexual behavior as
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much

in

the arts and, through friendships with other
gay men,

prosper.

In the 1940s,

advanced

his

new

Shawn

heavily

it

may have

helped them

promoted Mumaw's solo career and Weidman

lover Peter Hamilton above older

general, artists tolerated difference and once gay

members of his company.''

men

In

filtered into the arts, other

probably followed. In a society which criminalized homosexual

acts, the arts

gay men

provided a

place of relative comfort, acceptance, and community.

Agnes de Mille boldly declared
express their "neurosis."

Jerome Robbins wrote

More

in a

that

gay men sought out the

surprisingly, the

1956

letter that

because of its delimited,

coded

lives,

and

alternative, "artificial" status.

The

way

to live and

expose the

instability

men

the arts

embody

And

for people living secretive or

camp and female

to flout the social conventions of the day,

of gender and sexual categories which defined

But drag queens symbolized the most threatening representation of the

stigma of homosexuality: choosing

all

stage liberated possibilities

a performance gave them center stage and rapt attention. In

especially,

lives.

stage.

to

dancer and choreographer

ballet

arts offered a

moments on

impersonation, performances allowed gay

way

he "somewhat agree[d]."'^ While

depended on expressiveness, the performing
"expression," even if for transient

gay

arts as a

men

their

social

as sexual partners and a wholesale (if playfijl)

adoption of a female persona. Drag queens thus often suffered condemnation fi-om both
the gay

community and the heterosexual

one.''

Gay men

in the

performing arts

may have

received the same satisfaction fi-om role-playing on the stage and yet they could more

easily

escape the stigma associated with drag queens, the highbrow status of art shielded

them. There

is

a specific element that

may have
104

attracted gay

men

to dance over other

performing

arts

-

the attention to bodies.

gay man found and expressed beauty

in

The

story of Ted

male bodies. With

Shawn demonstrates how

their bodies as sites

a

of

spectacle and spectatorship, gay male dancers could both
flaunt and entice homosexual

male

desire.

In the 1930s and 1940s, gay

Shawn

devised to heighten

virility

men succeeded

in

modem

dance due to the strategy

and thereby diminish the perceived threat of

homosexuality. "Masculine movement" suited both male and female modern dancers'
vision of a

new American

art

modem

form. In male

dancers' dancing portraits of America,

masculinity operated a variety of ways: as an example of America's potency; as a sign of
essential differences

between men and

homosexual love between men. In
achievements of women with

women

actuality,

and heterosexual pairing, and as an

men's success

whom they were

associated.

Shawn; Doris Humphrey shouldered Charles Weidman and,

Cunningham and Paul Taylor owed
them by Martha Graham. From

St.

later,

Denis bolstered Ted

Jose Limon, Merce

a great debt to the training and opportunity given to

this beginning,

men went on

to

command

the

newer

generation of modem dancers, led by Merce Cunningham and Jose Limon, and proved

that

American men could indeed dance, choreograph, and even

dominate

modem

of

1930s relied on the

in the

Ruth

ideal

dance.
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in their small

numbers,
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1967,
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Graham company member Dorothy Bird Villard, 12 May
1995, and Humphrey- Weidman member Lee Sherman, 16 December 1994, confirm that
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it

I
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I
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[gay]."

did not really matter and they had very positive experiences in dance.
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Both

98. Agnes de Mille quoted in Carol Easton,

No
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Life nf

Agnes de Milip

Brown and Company, 1996): 97-8; Jerome Robbins to Leland Heyward
Folder 1, Ballets: U.S.A., DC/NYPL. For de Mille's
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(Boston; Little
[1956],

and

sex, see chapter eight, "Ballet

and Sex,"
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autobiography, Agnes de Mille Dance

to the Piper (Boston: Little Brown, 1958).
99. Esther
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CHAPTER 3
A DANCING RACE?
"Negro Dancers"
II

'Tis best to

To

sit

my

and gaze,

heart then dances

the Hthe bodies gHding slowly by,

The amorous and

inimitable glances

That subtly pass from roguish eye to eye,
The laughter gay like sounding silver ringing.
That

A rush

fills

the whole wide

of rapture to

The

my

room from

tried soul bringing

floor to ceiling, --

—

deathless spirit of a race revealing.

Not one

false step,

Of their

great

no note that rings not true!
Unconscious even of the higher worth
art,

they serpent-wise glide through

The syncopated

Dead to the earth
And her unkindly ways of toil and strife,
For them the dance is the true joy of life.
waltz.

--

Claude

Claude McKay's poem, "Negro Dancers," appeared

Ngw NegrQ

McKay

in the

(1919)^ (excerpt)

1925 anthology The

assembled by Alain Locke, the master rhetorician of the Harlem Renaissance

of the 1920s and 1930s. Evoking the dancers of musical and show clubs of Harlem

New York City where he lived,

Jamaican-bom

McKay

motion and timeless continuity of "the deathless

spirit

in

painted a picture of ceaseless

of a race revealing." For many

African Americans and European Americans, African American dancers embodied the

essential elements

true!"

of a

racial spirit

McKay's poem suggested

McKay's musings
"amorous and

and

culture:

"Not one

false step,

that racial origins persevered

no note that rings not

most boldly

in dance.

also highlighted the role of the spectator in creating this image, through

inimitable glances."

performance and naming

it

And

"great art,"

in pointing to the "higher

McKay
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worth" of these dancers'

called attention to racial dimensions in the

continuing debate over

performed

"higl,"

in the cente. ol

and "low"

AlV.ean American conceit dancers

art

lhcse issues ioiming racial, cuUuial, and national
identities.

Scholars of Aliican American culture have pointed to
the importance ofdance
underslandini' the roles of and stereotypes about Afucan
Americans

Lynnc Faulcy l-mery and John
details

of Aliican Americans

Peipenei

()

in

III.

concert dance

among

in

in

Dance scholars

otheis, have recovered stories and

the twenlielh cenluiy.

Most

lecently.

liienda Dixon Ciottschild has traced the inlluence of African and African
Ameiican dance
traditions

on the development of ballet

(iilroy

have incorporated dance

shown

the religious and

in

in

America

'

I

listorians Steiling

Stuckey and Paul

broader analytical works on black culture

in

communal

Stuckey has

significance of slave dance, particularly the ring shout,

nineteenth century America, (iilroy has highlighted dance along with music and

performance as (he places to
inlluence

among

I'md a "lllack Atlantic," a transnational

How of culture

dark-skinned peoples of the African diaspora which

essentialism and ideological pluralism

'

I'his

falls

between

and

racial

chapter builds on these works which attemjit

to disassemble csscntialist understandings of race and goes beyond detailing of African

Americans' dance activity to discuss the role of African Americans

nationalist project

of modern dance

reconcile race and nation through

Ilnrlcm ns

Up

in

the IOK)s

I

low

in

the

American

did African American dancers

modern dance?

Huh
from the

fields

of the south, African Americans Hocked into the

north, lured by facloiy jobs

first

accessible to them during

113

World War

I

cities

of the

lames Weldon

Johnson,

in his

1930 book Black Manhattan, noted of Harlem; "Within

than two square miles

live

this area

more than two hundred thousand Negroes, more

of less

to the square

A rising population in crowded northern,

mile than in any other place on earth."'

urban

locales and unyielding segregation provided a sense of place
as well as an understanding

of the

rigid

boundaries of that place. Within Harlem, African Americans lived
these

opposing thoughts. Strolling the

performed a kind of communal

streets, well

ritual,

dressed and bedecked, Harlemites

exhibiting pride and sense of ownership.

sauntering the streets comfortably stopped at about
If black

New

Yorkers stopped

thrill

10th Street.

downtown, more and more white

strolling

Yorkers traveled uptown, imbibing the

1

But

New

and adventure of mixing with a separate,

seemingly distinct race and culture. Blues and jazz music trumpeted both the lingering
sadness and the carefree attitude of life after the Great War. The nightclubs of Hariem

such as "The Cotton Club" remain an enduring image of the 1920s with
sharp picture of white voyeurs of show^ spectacles

its

uncomfortably

made up of black dancers and

musicians. But the cultural activities of African Americans and, often, the whiteness of

the readership and audience, went beyond nightclubs. During the 1920s, African

Americans published books by presses which previously had denied publication to black
authors;

Broadway

theatres hosted

more and more Negro

"Showboat" (1927), Eugene O'Neiirs play

revues;

some shows, such

as

God's Chillun" (1924), and "Lulu Belle"

"All

(1926), had interracial casts, and even Afiican American painters (Aaron Douglas, Palmer

Heyden), a

later,

classical

composer (William Grant

Marian Anderson) began to enter the

Still),

and opera singers (Roland Hayes and

elite institutions
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which supported those

arts.*

James Weldon Johnson celebrated the recent success
of African American
rightly noted: "For

many

generations the Negro has been a creative

contributor to the nation's

"New Negro,"

a

more

common

cultural store."'

artist

What was new was

artists

and a
the label, the

positive response from whites, and a concerted
effort by

African Americans to inspire and guide African Americans'
Inspired by the recent publication of The

The

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

questionnaire on the purpose and status of African American art

some

output.

artistic

New Neg ro

but he

Crisis the
,

magazine of

(NAACP), conducted
1926.'

in

Two

a

recent

books by white authors, focusing on poor, uneducated African Americans, had received
considerable attention: Carl

Van

Porgy and Besg (1925)." The

Vechten's Nigger Heaven (1926) and Dubose Heyward's

Crisis questionnaire suggested that a

of African Americans was needed,

it

also

African Americans' concern with their

more varied

portrayal

exposed the class outlook which pervaded

artistic

image. The urging to represent educated,

middle-class African Americans followed the dictum set by W.E.B. DuBois, one of the

founders of the

NAACP,

inspire the rest

of African Americans.' The "New Negro" was both an invention and a

reflection

of educated, mostly male, middle and upper

DuBois saw
In a speech to the

Negro
The

to allow the "thinking element of Negro Americans" to lead and

Art,"

that art

was an

inextricable part

class black Americans.

of the broader

NAACP at its Chicago meeting in October,

DuBois addressed

Crisis questionnaire

fight for civil rights.

1926, entitled "Criteria of

a long-standing debate amongst Afiican Americans which

and The

New Negro brought to the fore:

representative of "Truth and Beauty," or

is it

is

"Negro Art"

"propaganda," merely another plea
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"art,"

in the

struggle to uplift the image and role of African
Americans?

answered,

"...all

Alain Locke

Art

is

propaganda and ever must

was more of a

be, despite the wailing

purist, believing in a difference

propaganda and urging African Americans

DuBois emphatically
purists.'""

between "Beauty" and

to pursue "Beauty."

"Beauty," Locke argued, would African American

of the

Only by being true to

artists define a cultural

and

intellectual

heritage equal to that of white Americans and Europeans yet specific
to African

Americans themselves " According to Locke, exuberance and sentimentality ruled
contemporary

artistic efforts

of African Americans, most often

in the

genres of music,

dance, and poetry. These expressions needed refinement and translation to other genres

such as literature and painting: therein lay the key to successftilly promoting a new face of
the race.

Henry Louis Gates,

Jr.,

has pointed out that the success of a

depended on the negation of the "Old Negro":

"New Negro" and the

in

"New Negro"

essence, a self-negation.'^

Both the

"Old Negro" were invented traditions which reshaped and

reinforced stereotypes. But Gates offers a provocative description of the formation of

identities as a reflexive process

identity.

The conundrum

which incorporates, while changing, previous

this presents

was

particularly acute in dance.

Americans and white Americans acclaimed the "natural" dancing

As one

African American dance instructor of the

everyone recognizes "the existence

among Negro

youth.

"'^

White

dance capacity: "Everybody

in

critics

Hampton

ability

Institute put

who knows

of

Both African
of black dancers.

in

it

abundance of great native capacity

more

definitions

[in

1937:

dance]

often qualified African Americans' "natural"

the

Negro

118

at all,

knows

that he

is

a master of the

cruder forms of dancing. "^^ In a search for

American concert dancers would have
dancing

ability

racial identity

through dance, African

to reconcile assumptions about their "natural"

being associated with "cruder forms" of dance. At the
same time, they

embraced dance

itself in

ways

may have

that

furthered beliefs thai black peoples were "a

dancing race".

The Dancing "New Negro"
In the

mid- 1920s, some African American dancers attained stardom

Josephine Baker

thrilled

audiences

at

the Theatre de Champs-Elysees in 1925 and the

Folies Bergeres in 1926 and reigned thereafter

dominated the tap scene
Florence Mills

made

in

In Paris,

In

Broadway shows and

New

York,

"Bojangles" Robinson

Bill

then in movies of the 1930s.

In

1924

a splash with her dancing and singing ability in the all-black revue

"Dixie to Broadway," which differed from previous shows that usually centered around

male comedians.

Two

years

Harlem, London, and Paris

relish

it,

Mills starred in "Blackbirds," a

later,

She had achieved

international acclaim but

dying of appendicitis soon after her return from Europe

That same year, a new dance craze

hit

show which played

in

was unable

breakaways

fijll

at the

the dance floors of New York: the "Lindy

Savoy Ballroom with

of improvisation

venues on stage and

in

ballrooms

its

airborne

In short, African

in the 1920s.
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lifts,

to

November, 1927.

celebrated Charles Lindbergh's solo hop across the Atlantic in an airplane.

dazzled spectators

in

fast

Hop"

The Lindy Hop

footwork, and solo

Americans dominated many dancing

In tap, in the "leg shows" of Broadway,
and on ballroom floors, African American

dancers gained praise, confirming stereotypes of
their "natural" dancing

ability.

But other

African American dancers sought to break from those
dance patterns. In 1924, Jessie
Fauset, one of the few

literary editor

of The

women writers

of the Harlem Renaissance and,

Crisis, published her first novel.

of Afi-ican American men and

women growing up

in

There

at that time, the

Is Conf^i<sion traced the lives

Harlem's middle

class.

main characters, Joanna Marshall, wanted to do something great with her

One of the

life

and she

chose dance: "Not ordinary dancing, you know, but queer beautiful things that
are
different

from what we see around

here, perhaps

I'll

make them up myself

Ballet remained a pristine, whitened playground of snowflakes, sylphs, and swans
that required the

money and time of years of training. Many

Americans were physically incapable of mastering
of their bodies. As

late as

stated that the difference

ballet

1963, John Martin, the dance

between the

linear spine

believed that African

technique because of the structure

critic

of The

New York Times

,

of Europeans and the curved spine and

protruding buttocks of the "African race" prevented African Americans from perfecting

ballet.'^

For Martin,

different

dance forms; thus, the European heritage of ballet barred Afhcan Americans'

participation.

different races

had

different physiques

which then resulted

in

Despite these barriers, ballet held appeal for African Americans, perhaps

also because of the fantastical ideals

Ballet schools in

which attracted white Americans and Europeans.

Harlem sprouted and African Americans

received basically no professional opportunities in

120

ballet.

trained themselves but they

Modern
ballet but

dance, on the other hand, offered more professional
opportunities than

fewer African Americans expressed

intellectual elitism that clung to

who

gravitated to

American

Modem

did so because of the possibilities

and inclusive

it

represented as a

new

dance promoted individual expression through movement,

theoretically offering opportunities for every body.

liberal

abstraction and perceived

modern dance deterred many. Those African Americans

modern dance

art form.

The

interest.

ideals in the late

This view incorporated politically

1920s and 1930s, including

racial equality.

Modern

dance allowed expression of contemporary issues and a wider variety of themes than
ballet,

with

its

fanciful story-telling tradition.

modem

American dancers,
Americans

in the

terms

Although new,
Isadora

Duncan

modem

dance

set

For educated, middle-class African

dance offered an opportunity to display new images of African
out by Locke and DuBois.

modem

dance was not "cmde." Early

in the twentieth century,

staunchly placed the improvisatory movements which formed the basis of

in the tradition

of "high"

art.

Modem

dancers

who

followed her continued

to emphasize the intellectual and aesthetic ideals which motivated them.

their

dance form as

"art" in opposition to social

"whiteness" which constituted "high"

steppers"

was not

this tradition

worth

art.

of "high"

and folk dancing, thus invoking the

As Humphrey

stated, entertainment

by "colored

African American concert dancers sought a place for themselves in

art,

despite

that the label "art" provided.

movement, emphasis on

American

art.

They ranked

its racial bias,

In

because they wanted the sanctioning of

modem dance,

they found enlarged possibilities for

individual expression, political

identity.
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concem

for the "masses,"

and an

Edna Guy and Hemsley Winfield
African Americans

in

1

93

Guy

1
.

into

dance via the

"little

occurred on March

performed

performed the

1,

movement

when

in the late 1920s.

Winfield's

in

Their

first

new company, The Bronze

Yonkers

in a benefit for

collaboration

Ballet Plastique,

the Colored

Citi:
izens

Relief Committee, probably to a predominantly African
American

thereafter,

"First

on April 29, 1931, Winfield's Negro Art Theatre Dance
Group

Negro Dance

of the Chanin Building

Recital in America" in a small theatre

Lexington and 42nd Street

at

and her

New

dancing

"New Negro" had

Negro Art Dancers followed with

Winfield's

modern dance performances of

first

received her training at Denishawn and
Winfield drifted

Saunders Trade School

at the

Soon
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6,

Unemployment and
audience.

theatre"

put on the

their

in

on the 50th

fioor

midtown Manhattan. Edna Guy

premiere

later the

same year

The

arrived.

Negro Art Theatre Dance Group and Guy's

New Negro

Art Dancers

carried out Alain Locke's entreaty to inject discipline and structure into African

Americans'

artistic activity.

"loose" dancing

ftiU

...I

shall

Guy

be the

[sic] girl,

to counter stereotypes of being capable only

of hip swings and

abstract, highly controlled

studied intention.

Hoping

flailing limbs,

—

first

colored

girl

make

to

beautifijl
I

so, they just wait for

the example, and

I

the world see that a

the

think they will follow.
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I

shall

~

negro

the

colored boys and

Dance and in every
someone to take the first

in

little

and with much feeling

shall give to other

thoughts and dreams of beauty
it

the

envisioned her importance early on in her training:

an American can do

they need

Guy performed

motions of modern dance that gave each movement a serious,

creative dances of her Soul, and

my

Winfield and

of

girls

beautiftil thing

step, to set

be the one to lead them.''

Creating

new images of African Americans

dance an evolving, nascent
dance

art

form

humanity of African Americans

in

in

Winfield found

theme and choreography, the

in

"Dance as an

Art,"

Guy danced

In a

modern

in

showcase both the broadened
abilities

and

in general.

the early 1930s, most likely, to audiences

In an evening organized by

lectured,

Guy and

discussions which addressed the purpose of African
Americans in

dance took place

entitled

dance,

that could be shaped to

of African Americans and,

capabilities

Two

in

Guy
Ruth

at the

Marlem

YMCA on

full

of African Americans.

138th Street

in

May

St Denis appeared as the star participant.

forum

after a concert

by Winfield

modern

at the

St.
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Denis

same Harlem

YMCA

October, 1933, the leading question was "What Shall the Negro Dance About?"

No

evidence exists that details the contents of these evening discussions. The topics do show,

however, that Guy and Winfield recognized the significance of African Americans molding
a

new

art form.

Here was an opportunity

to enter sanctified realms of art

which

at this

time conveyed values of education, creativity and sophistication to a degree many thought
African Americans incapable of achieving

The Problems

of Being an "American Colored Girl" in Concert Dance

In Jessie Fauset's novel, There

is

Confusion the character Joanna Marshall pursues
,

a dance career doing "queer beautiful things." But even after being

recommended by

Russian dance master, Joanna receives continued rejections from stage managers
protests she

is

too

make any money

light

a

One

and should be "corked up", another baldly declares, "Couldn't

out of you. America doesn't want to see a colored dancer
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in

the role of a

premiere danseuse

Too

too dark-skinned to

fit

light-skinned to

fit

into traditional "black" dancing
roles

the white ideal of concert dancers, Joanna

becomes

bitter

and

and

disillusioned.

Like the

women

fictional character

seeking to enter concert dance continually encountered
racial discrimination

Edna Guy was barred from

have

Guy

understand."

classes at the Portia-Mansfield dance

New York

a ballet school in

to

of Jessie Fauset's novel, African American men
and

in the 1920s.

but "some of the

girls

A New York ballet

and she would lose money

if

The camp

were southerns

camp

Guy

Colorado and

director claimed that she

[sic]

at

would love

and they just could not be made to

mistress alleged that white students

she allowed

in

into the class.''

would be

When

dissatisfied

dance teachers and

schools welcomed African American students, often buildings banned entry to African

Americans and forced out those tenants who allowed them

in.

In those rare places

where

African American dancers could take class, more often than not the studios were a long
distance from their

home and

the travel by public transportation and the cost of the class

became

prohibitively expensive.^" If African

beyond

their

American students made

neighborhood, they were probably limited

in

it

to a dance school

the activities they could

outside of the dance school. Miriam Raphael Cooper, a white Jewish

modem

do

dancer of

the early 1930s, remembered continually asking a black student out for coffee after class

and always being

woman

declined

women

felt

refijsed.

Cooper wondered years

was because

comfortable

in

there

may

later

whether the reason the black

not have been restaurants

in

which the black

the Union Square area of Manhattan where dance studios were

located.^'
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"Passing" as white or foreign

was one way

to take

dance

classes.

Lighter-skinned

African Americans seem to have had less trouble.
Florence Warwick, an African

American dancer who attended the Bennington School of the
Dance
lighter skin

and many

at

the

summer program

did not suspect she

the mid- 1930s, had

in

was African American^^

Katherine Dunham's mixed ancestry of French-Canadian, Indian,
and African American

may have

helped her gain entry into dance classes

her mixed ancestry claiming,

American

Many

Indian.

was French and

recommended

Guy

The

if

[sic]

~

camp

to

Guy

settled

girl.

it,

on

She also had continual problems paying

St.

Oh!

Why

Denis for loans and

where "there

Dance

in

in their

were another

alternative to all-

option but soon wanted "companionship."

for classes

St.

Her parents contributed,

as did a

in installments.

Denis seems to have obliged

Guy

for artists.

at times.^''

African American dancers schooled themselves.

established a dance school in

Harlem

at

35 West 134 Street

in

1932,

a well-equipped gymnasium, classes are given in the School of the

for those interested in

easily

are they like that.""

private lessons

this

come

Guy

exchange for classes and took an occasional job as a model

Most commonly, however,
Hemsley Winfield

Arabian and

which she wanted to apply

patroness from her neighborhood, and St Denis allowed her to pay

She even asked

is

My grandfather

they are colored.

every other foreign nationality

will let

American colored

white dance classes. Edna

in

she

also trumpeted

send a photograph and perhaps "pass" as East Indian.

For those few who could afford

performed duties

Guy

Chicago. Edna

not a negro

director of the dance

recognized the hypocrisy, "They
classes expect [sic] an

is

people ask her and mother

colored."

that

"My grandmother

in

Negro

Art."^'

The Harlem branch of the
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YWCA at

Negro

137th

Street offered dancing classes for adults and
children.

And

the school of Grace Giles at

Lafayette Hall on 131st Street even taught ballet
and pointe.^'
In Chicago, Katherine

Dunham, who was

to

become one of the most famous

African American concert dancers, offered classes to black
studems.
prejudices

among

African Americans as well.

Dunham

fought

She thought students dropped out too

early

because they assumed they were "natural bom" performers and dancers.
In a 1938
interview,

Dunham

stressed the need for discipline and training in dance and
criticized

white viewers for praising African American dancers "too quickly." She also
recognized a
mistake she

"the

made

in

naming one of her

first

dance companies the "Negro Dance Group":

Negro mothers immediately disapproved! They

for fear they might be taught

Negro dancing! "^^ The

refused to send their children to

definitions

me

of "Negro dancing" as tap

and social dancing pervaded African American communities as well as white ones and
challenged Dunham's attempts to teach and choreograph

modem

Dunham formed

"Ballet Negre,"

her next

company

in
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1,

she

named

it

dance and

ballet.

When

borrowing the

sophistication conveyed by the term "ballet" and the exotic quality of "Negre."

African American dancers also faced exclusion from white dance companies.

None of the major modem dance groups employed
1920s and early 1930s. Katherine

Dunham

had the most success

integrated productions (although not as official

lighter skin.

cast

Dunham

Ruth Page, a prominent white
in a small

African American dancers in the late

in

appearing in

company member), perhaps because of her

ballet

dancer and choreographer

in

Chicago,

but important role in her "La Guiablesse" in 1933. "La

Guiablesse," with music by the noted African American composer William Grant
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Still,

depicted a folkloric tale of love from Martinique.
Page

When

the production

the next year,

moved

performed the leading role

to the Chicago World's Fair and the Chicago

Dunham danced

As

the lead

"authenticity" to the production set

in depictions

first

a special guest dancer,

on a Caribbean

island.

Grand Opera

Dunham added

Page gave Dunham dance

of African diasporan cultures, but did not use her beyond
those

One of the few

roles.

places where white and African American dancers performed
side

by side on the stage was
Fight," a dance

roles

in

Communist Party

pageants.

by Edith Segal, a Brooklynite

bom of Jewish

Europe, depicted a proletarian revolution against

combined force of white and black workers.
Rockland Palace Ballroom on 155th

"Black and White, Unite and

In

racial

immigrants from Eastern

and labor discrimination led by the

March 1930,

at

an interracial dance

at

Street in Harlem, Segal and Allison Burroughs, the

daughter of a black Communist leader, performed "Black and White, Unite and Fight."

Miriam Raphael Cooper
different ages"

As

a Jewish

remembers occasions when people of "different colors and

performed the piece, due to the lack of African American

woman

with dark

the "White" at another

Most

also

hair,

Communist

modem

dancers

she played the "Black" opposite a "very blond boy" as

function.^'

theatres practiced segregation in

two ways. The

seating of African

American audience members remained separated from white audience members. African
Americans often had to

When

sit

up

in the gallery

and enter or leave by a side or

alley entrance.

"colored shows" appeared in the theatre, seating space for African Americans

increased only until the "colored show"
present concerts of African Americans

left.

Also many of the bigger theatres would not

if they

did not conform to minstrel, vaudeville or
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comedy

musical

standards.

African American stars most often performed
in theatres

in

African American neighborhoods. In 1933, the white
fan dancer Sally Rand went from
her success at the Chicago's World Fair to

New York's Paramount

the "Sepia Sally Rand,"

a similar success in Chicago to Harlem's

Noma, went from

Theatre

in

midtown;

Lafayette Theatre.'" Although these practices of segregation varied
from theatre to
theatre, they continued throughout the 1930s.

Even

if white

modem

dance companies had employed African American dancers,

they certainly would have encountered problems

St.

Edna Guy accompanied Ruth

in touring.

Denis on a tour, but not as a dancer; she was a personal

such as costume

argument

is

repairs.

On tour

The exact cause of the

in 1930, a rift occurred.

unclear fi-om the surviving

letters,

assistant attending to details

but Guy's skin color seems to have been

at

the root of the incident:

You

say I'm ungratefiil to

all

you've done for me.

And

not honest.

What

do you know about anything outside of your Hotel. All I have ever been
or hoped to be is lost in these weeks ~ because of the south and its high
.

standards.

Mary

[a

childhood

fi-iend?]

.

always said not to put so much

you and you were like all other white people. But because you
had beauty I stayed and wanted to stay near you.'^

belief in

St.

Denis probably went along with Jim Crow segregation policies that persisted

restaurants, and transportation in the south.

avowed

Clearly

Guy

felt

in hotels,

betrayed. Despite their

respect and adoration for each other, this tension underlay their relationship and

severely restricted Guy's career with Denishawn.

company although she

did appear in

some

She was never an

student recitals.
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official

member of the

The problem with touring

exposed the menial
and

roles

which Guy actually

fulfilled in St

Denis'

life:

that

of

maid.^"^

The Arrival

of

"The Primitive"

Edna Guy and Icmsley Winficld surmounted
I

training

and putting on

showed

that African

their

own

a

productions. Theirs

Americans could master

different

number of obstacles

was

in

obtaining

a path-breaking success.

dance

styles

and

treat

They

many

subjects with choreographic themes, ranging from abstract studies such as
"Plastiquc" and

"Song Without Words"

to evocations

of Negro Spirituals and "African Themes

influence diminished after Winfield's untimely death

of 27. Guy continued
In 1934, the

to

1890.

in

first

black

England, he studying

elite

family in the colonial society of Freetown, Sierra

at

was

the

mayor of Sierra Leone
Oxford and

European schooling, Dafora received

his

City

in

first

the age

Leone

Queen

African to be knighted by

Dafora's mother and father met while

she, the piano.

Following

this tradition

a British education at the local

Freetown and went on to study music and dance

New York

at

performances of Asadata Dafora commanded attention. Dafora was

Dafora's great-great grandfather

Victoria and the

1934 of pneumonia,

Their

dance throughout the 1930s but her prominence also faded.

born into a prominent black

in

in early

"

in Italy

of

Wesleyan School

and Germany. Dafora moved to

1929 with a troupe of African dancers from the Temne

tribe

In 1934,

production "Kykunkor" propelled him to the forefront of the dance scene.

Only
review

in

sixty people

The

New York

showed up

But

John Martin's favorable

the

first

night

Times on May

9th,

425 people appeared
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in

afier

at

the theatre that

evening, 200 of whom had to be turned
the

show moved from

away because

the theatre

"the proletarian Unity Theatre""

of City College because the large numbers had violated

was

full.

On

on 26th Street to the auditorium
fire regulations.

From

show reopened

at the

on to the

Theatre on 44th Street. "Kykunkor" ran for four months, from

Little

end of May and sold out

the 17th,

at Chanin's Theatre.

It

there the

eventually

moved

May to

August, most often to sold-out audiences.

The

story of a tribal

wedding

ritual in

drumming, dancing, and drama. The story

West

itself

Africa,

"Kykunkor" combined

contained some intrigue but mostly

allowed for vibrant group dances and pantomime solos. Kykunkor, a witch woman, cast a
spell

on the groom

for a jealous rival eager to marry the bride himself

doctor saved the groom from death. The wedding and a celebratory

A male witch

festival closed the

drama on a note of gaiety.^"*
"Kykunkor" appealed to many
audience members and

"semi-naked black

— vitally.""
tempo

critics,

senses.

Continuous drumming, according to

provided relentless aural accompaniment to a visual feast of

men and women,

posturing, writhing, crazily whirling, dancing insanely

Dafora's AfHcan dance consisted of vigorous movements often at a rapid

that included flat-footed stomping, isolated actions of hips, torso, and shoulders in

rhythmic patterns, and bodies bent forward from the waist on deeply bent legs with
protruding buttocks. Vastly different from the linear and tightly held backbones of ballet

and even
the body.

modem

dance, African dance stimulated interest merely in

Compared

to the austerity and starkness of Graham and

its

contrasting use of

Humphrey-Weidman

concerts, the African dance of Asadata Dafora offered different pleasures.
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A story added

a

fi

amc of rclcrcncc and

narrative progress unlike

emotion such as Craham's "Lamentation
of romance and mating

rituals

A

"

The

modern dancers' evocation of one

story itselfovcrtly depicted the

group ofeighteen men and

women

bright costumes, in a colorful setting, and joined by live music

I

lumphrey,

Weidman and

flirtatiion

the stage with

filled

in contrast,

(iraham,

others prided themselves on stripping the stage of adornments

which they viewed as distracting from the dance,
Dafora's vibrant performance neatly

critics

fit

into

contemporary conceptions of white

and audience members of "primitive" and black peoples

to nature, to animals, and to the basic functions of living

--

that exalted their closeness

especially sex

African Americans' celebratory embrace of many of these characteristics
reinforced preconceptions of white audience

members

A

Africans' and

in

the

drama

certain ease pervaded the

reviews and descriptions as white intellectuals praised elements that they could
legitimately

name

as distinctly "black" and "primitive."

"A

to the well-respected music critic (iilbert Seldes in lisquire

real sexual

,

drama," according

"Kykunkor"

audiences within the sanctioned walls of the theatre."' White

titillated

critics also

proclaimed that

the American-born performers could "trace their lineage back to the tribes from which

their forbears [sicj came."^'

Thus they

linked

all

the cast by their innate racial talent

dancing barefoot to pounding drums on African ground

excelled

at

African dance

African Americans "naturally"

The same month "Kykunkor" premiered,

purchased "African Dancer," a sculpture by the African American
Rarthe

I'he ties

of "natural" dancing

the Whitney

artist

Richmond

ability to alleged racial characteristics

origins tightened.
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Museum

and African

Africa fascinated

many white modernist

artists

and intellectuals

in

Europe and the

United States. Marianna Torgovnick argues that white
anthropologists and
displaced onto the African jungle the dislocations created
by modernity.

artists

Interest in

"primitive" cultures manifested a "rhetoric of control and
a rhetoric of desire."

Colonialists denied the complexity of Africa by asserting

its

status as pre-historic.

"Africa" exemplified unadulterated, unspoiled, and a clearly Utopian
vision of simplified
"nature."^' Dafora's performance fortified this modernist interest in Africa.

Proclaimed for

its

authenticity in representing the rituals of the Afi-ican jungle, the

concert attracted "scientists and explorers of Afi-ica" as well as leading theatrical managers

of New York and other

artists

and

intellectuals including

George Gershwin, Sherwood

Anderson, Theodore Dreiser, and Carl Van Vechten.'"^ So impressed was he by the
authenticity of the performance,

"Kykunkor" to appear

in

Edmund

Giligan, a white novelist,

a film version of his book.

wanted the

One Returns was

Museum

of

the story of white

explorers' journey into the Afi-ican jungle fi-om which only one survived."' Dr.

Chapin, the curator of the American

cast

James

of Natural History, declared:

Never outside of Africa have I ever seen or heard anything so typically
Ethiopian. the drum rhythms and most of the singing rang so true as to
carry me back to the dark continent. Asadata Dafora has shown a real
.

.

genius in giving us here so authentic a picture of African native
especially in dancing.

Dr. Chapin's

all

comment

life,

''^

exhibited the tendency of many white viewers and critics to

lump

Africans together as inhabitants of the "dark continent." For white viewers, Dafora's

"Kykunkor" provided

"authenticity" of a distinct culture and a distinct race.
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The

brilliancy

white

all

critics.

of the colors and action overwhelmed African
American

But

in their praise for

African authenticity, these black

critics as

critics did

it

did

not include

dark-skinned peoples as indistinguishable "natives" and
saw instead variations of "black

and brown." They made particular mention of the
in the

different

West African

tribes depicted

drama, the Mendi and Temini. They distinguished between the
"Harlem origin" of

some of the dancers and

the "native-born African artists," while crediting Dafora
with a

presentation "devoid of New

World

One

influence."

article

exposed the attempt by some

dancers to prove their "authenticity," noting, "Although many of the actors are
obviously

of Harlem

origin, the theatre

program

lists

them

in the cast

with

beautiftilly

euphonic

African names."''*

This remark lacked condemnation. While African American

critics

pointed out

variations in the "native" picture Dafora presented and differences between African

American and African

What was most

culture, they also recognized connections.

praiseworthy about "Kykunkor" was the authenticity gained from
Dafora. African American

critics

acclaimed Dafora as "the

first

its

black originator,

Negro

to write, direct and

produce a genuine Broadway success."*^ While "Kykunkor" offered new perspectives of
Africa,

its

American

An

success heralded the arrival of black

stages.

artists

commanding

artistic

authority

on

Racial categories overwhelmed national ones.

Established Presence
African-inspired dance and themes gained favor in the mid- 1930s. Dafora and

Clarence Yates, the dance director of the

WPA's Negro Theatre
134

Project, choreographed

dances for Orson Welles' Haitian version
of "MacBeth." Often called the
"Voodoo

MacBeth," the production opened

in April, 1936.

That December, the Federal Negro

Theatre Project produced "Bassa Moona,"
with choreography by

Yoruba

moved

A Nigerian dance drama,

fi-om Nigeria,

fi-om

its

home

original

in

in the

racial discrimination within the

in

Europe, American

prejudices in their

modem

own

dance world. As

plight

had been

American have been
development

Few

new

at the ethnic

attention to Afiican

The

1936 passed a resolution

first

of creative dance, be

Aspects of Negro Dancing"

racial

dancers, such as

American dancers,

"Whereas the Negro people

it

resolved that the

in

in concert

in

which she

Dance Congress

in the creative fields."*'

Instructor,"

called for

more

gave a

training

the mid- 1930s a few

more white dancers took

Afiican Americans. Felicia Sorel and Gluck Sandor,
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At the

talk entitled

"On a

of Afiican

dance techniques. Edna Guy danced a solo

evening performances which accompanied the days of meetings and

By

and

National Dance Congress held in

stating:

Lenore Cox, a "Negro Dancer and

American dancers

became more widespread

subject to segregation and suppression which has limited their

in the field

itself,

at the

dancers began to decry

fascist policies

encourage and sponsor the work of the Negro People

Congress

rave reviews and

The success of a few African American

easily ignored before.

New York City in May

modem

dancers looked more closely

society.

a

district.

mid- 1930s, more white

Winfield, Guy, and Dafora, also brought

whose

Moona" drew

Harlem, the Lafayette Theatre, to an
extended run

Ritz Theatre in the Times Square theater

At the same time

"Bassa

Momodu Johnson,

in

one of the

lectures.

particular interest in training

modem

dancers

who became

involved in the Federal Dance Project,
trained Randolph Sawyer (a dancer

and Edna Guy and included them
Grona, a German dancer

who

in

Ballet

20, 1937.

company

emigrated to the United States

in the

1920s, taught twenty-

Negro

Ballet

on

The name of the company was misleading The
American Negro

did not dance en pointe. Instead, the

presentation of the

"MacBeth")

performances with white dancers, Eugene
von

three black dancers and presented them in
performance as the American

November

in

modem Negro

company was "dedicated

modem

through the

dance,"'' but

it

to the

gave only a few

performances.

The "Negro Dance Evening" on March
since

Edna Guy's discouraging attempts

7,

1937, illustrates

much of what occurred

to train in the mid 1920s. Given at the

Kaufman

Auditorium of the 92nd Street Young Men's Hebrew Association, the most prominent

new

theatre for white

modem

dancers, the occasion proclaimed the formal inclusion of

African Americans into the largely white concert dance scene. Edna Guy, Allison

Burroughs, and Lenore Cox organized the evening. All three were prominent African

American dancers who had gained recognition among white concert dancers: Guy through
her contact with Ruth

St.

Denis, Burroughs in

Communist Party

functions, and

Cox

at the

National Dance Congress. In their press release, they stated that "the program

commences

in Africa.

This

is

to

make immediately apparent

to the audience the roots of

the dancing in the Americas today." Then moving across to North America, slave dancing

and

spirituals

made up

the next section.

dances, such as the Lindy

Hop

The

final section

began with contemporary

social

and Tmckin', which "help to brighten drab moments."
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"And then comes

the contribution of the
contemporary

Negro

artist,"

the

modern dance

pieces/^

Providing a history of the dancing of
dark-skinned peoples, the "Negro
Dance

Evening" reinforced the importance of
dance to African Amencans

in the past

and the

present by crossing the globe, from Africa
to the Americas, from African
rituals and
depictions of chattel slavery to the high jinks
of Harlem.
at the

As with McKay's poem quoted

beginning of the chapter, dance offered a ceaseless
thread of "a race revealing"; the

constancy of dance was a foundation of racial identity
and expression. The variety of

dance

styles,

and particularly the inclusion of more abstract

modem

dance, went beyond

stereotypes of the "natural" dancing ability of African
Americans most
associated with tap and social dancing.

commonly

The dancers and choreographers of the evening

did not deny these traditions. Instead, these dancers provided
a narrative of African

American

identity

through and

in dance.

foundation of later dance

styles,

emergence of a combined

style

And by

presenting African dance as the

African American concert dancers set the scene for the

of African and

modem

dance.

Reclamation via Anthropology

The "Negro Dance Evening"

Dunham from

Chicago.

An

in

on

even Dafora,

Dunham

New York City Katherine

established dancer and choreographer in Chicago,

New York and found

set her sights

1937 presented to

Dunham

a receptive audience. Unlike Winfield, Guy, and

secured long-term fame.
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Dunham stmggled

against racial

discrimination to achieve formal
training in ballet and

expand upon

to create a distinctive African
American

it

Dunham was bom
light

a

skimied

few years

modem

woman

old.

Her

near Chicago

in

modem

1912. [Figure

owned

ATpuch

Her darker-skinned

who

Her mother was

died

By

her

own

she

was only

report, in the

of Innocence, subtle color differences tore the
family

Dunham went back and

forth

apart.

between her father and her mother's

Track, basketball, and the Terpsichorean Club occupied
her

Besides planning and directing a cabaret for a church
specifically to

when

a

father battled with her lighter-skinned mother's
side of the family.

Finances fluctuated and
relatives.

style.

a laundry business and promoted
the educational

achievements of Katherine and her older brother,
Albert.
autobiographical

dance
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5, p.

of French Canadian and Indian ancestry
father

dance; she would utilize and

dance or

theatre. '°

social,

in

she devoted

Following her adored older brother,

high school.

little

time

Dunham

attended

the University of Chicago beginning in 1928. She took sociology and
anthropology
classes

from Robert Redfield and dance

Chicago

ballet

At

dancer Ruth Page,

college,

Dunham

who

classes

from Ludmilla Speranzeva and the famous

eventually cast her in "La Guiablesse."

pursued two interests and found a way to combine them.

Anthropology interested her because

it

was

the "study of man" with the purpose of

recognizing "universal emotional experiences." But dance and
similar reasons: "Every person

impression of universal

human

who

art pulled

her too, for

has a germ of artistry seeks to recreate and present an

experience

~

to

fulfill

either

human needs

or wants." Thus,

she thought that the intersection of artistry and anthropology would be mutually beneficial

to both.

More

specifically, she

wanted to know "why [people] dance as they
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do."^'

Source: Souvenir Program, 1945

Figure

5:

Katherine
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Dunham

Anthropologists began exploring these
kinds of questions
twentieth century.

cultural traits

this

By

that time, the study

were acquired and

theme began to

of male and female

By

roles,

the 1920s and 1930s,

most famously

through the work of Margaret Mead. Ruth
Benedict applied cultural

America with her 1934 P^tgrns of Culture.
and

still

influential in the

Columbia University,

relativity to

This represented a radical leap

in

work on

field

at

the cultural roots of racial distinctions.

common

regard to

North

Franz Boas, one of the founders of the

1920s and 1930s as mentor to many graduate
students

inspired important

of the

of anthropology rested on the
belief that

learned, not necessarily innate.

affect understandings

in the first part

understandings of race: refuting the

biological determinism of eugenics, cultural relativity
overturned the idea that skin color
signified fundamental dissimilarities (and for

many,

inequalities)

Melville Herskovits, a white Jewish student of Boas,

known

among people."

became one of the most

well-

anthropologists exploring the heritage of dark-skinned peoples.
Herskovits

contributed to

The

New Negro with an

article affirming

"The Negro's Americanism."

Concluding that the Hariem community of New York was "the same pattern [of other

American communities], only a

different shade," Herskovits

Americans had acculturated successfully

in the

United

argued that Afiican

States.'*

Steriing Stuckey has

noted that Herskovits began to emphasize the survival of African
(despite "The Negro's Americanism") in the mid-1930s."

charted the

his

common

behavior and

abilities

among

1941 book, The Myth of the Negro Past

.

He

From

traits in

the diaspora

then on, Herskovits'

black peoples, particulariy prominent in

chronicled the differences, judging the

extent of interaction with white or European cultures and describing the resulting
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work

syncretism. With

form carried over

little

formal research, he declared tha,
"dance

into the

New World

itself

has

in characteristiIC

to a greater degree than almost
any other

of

trait

African culture.

Herskovits

Herskovits worked

may have been convinced of this by
Northwestern University. Not

at

the

work of Katherine Dunham.

surprisingly,

Dunham

contacted

Herskovits because of his prominent work on
black peoples and cultures. In a 1932

letter,

she asked his opinion about the worth of a
"comparative study of primitive dancing-

Do you

feel that intensive

study of primitive dancing would be a
valuable
contribution to anthropology*^ I am particulariy
interested in dancing aside
from anthropology, which fact would facilitate my field

work, which
would, of course, begin here among the American Indians
and such
primitive groups of American Negroes as remain."

Dunham

never accomplished

huge comparative project but she tackled parts of it.

this

Through Herskovits' advice and help
Foundation,

Dunham

most of her time
Prince and the

in obtaining grant

money from

the

Rosenwald

traveled to the Caribbean in 1935 to conduct field work.

in Haiti

ritualistic

continuing with graduate

and Jamaica, going between the
dancing

in smaller villages.'*

work but decided

"L'Ag'Ya" (1938) showed

She spent

social dancing scene in Port-au-

In 1937,

Dunham

debated

to devote herself to performance.''

how Dunham's

studies affected her choreography.

"L'Ag'Ya" premiered on January 27, 1938, as part of the Federal Theatre Project's

Chicago

unit.

Program notes from these

that "L'Ag'Ya,"

named

eariy productions and a later filmed version

show

for a Martinique fighting dance, presented a variety of Caribbean

dances such as the Creole mazurka and the beguine. Scene one gave a sense of a

Caribbean market with pantomime, gesture, costuming and lighting slowly exposing the
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daily rituals

ammal
step

in a

cries

of a small fisWng vUlage. The second
scene took place

jungle where

accompanied a steady drum and slow
dancing. Dunham repeatedly
used

from a Maroon, Jamaican dance.

A male dancer moved back

deep second position, legs wide and turned

portentous but open stance. The

final

mazurka and beguine matched the

moving

in the

forth, right

and

left

scene depicted a festival day with
the reveliy more
first

scene.

bright light and vibrant costumes.

The

energetic

But a jealous lover

menacing second position from the jungle scene,
and conducted a

fighting dance, L'Ag'Ya,

Dunham

and

a

out, knees bent, hopping:
a grounded,

persuasive because of its contrast to the even
routine of the

entered,

in the

which resulted

created a

ftill

in

a death.^°

picture of a Caribbean village, with joy and
pathos and even

the tedium of life. Although she had combined dances
from various places in the

Caribbean,

many of the

particular dances.

steps used

were taken

directly

from her own observances of those

"L'Ag'Ya" joined Dunham's anthropological

choreographic and dancing

skills.

It

was

variety of ways, and dance

was

where

skirt tossing

and whiriing moves.

gesture, sound, and color existed in a

a sensory experience

Dunham's fame continued

and her

neither an exact rendering of the dances as she

had seen them nor a flashy spectacle of constant
Instead, she created a sense of a place,

sensibilities

among many.

to rise in the late 1930s.

She moved to

New York in

1939 and became the dance director of "Pins and Needles," a show of the Labor Stage, a
theatre

workshop of the

opened

at the

International Ladies

Garment Workers Union. In 1940, she

Windsor Theatre on Broadway vAth "Tropics," "Le Jazz Hot," and
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"Bre'r

Rabbit,"

Her success

eventually resulted in the attention
of the famous impresario, Sol

Hurok, and a contract.

As Dunham gained

success, another African American

modern dancer

leapt into

the dance scene at the beginning of the
1940s with a spectacular talent for high,
airborne

jumps. Born

in Trinidad, British

to the United States

when

she

West

Indies in 1919, Pearl Primus

was two.

[Figure 6,

p,

moved with

Her mother's
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father

her family

was

a

leader of the Ashanti religion in Trinidad and Primus
later reflected that his interest
and

involvement

African and Caribbean cultures presaged her own.
Her parents, however,

in

did not guide her towards the arts specifically. Primus'
father held various jobs in

Brooklyn and Manhattan, ranging from building superintendent

to

war

plant employee,

seaman, and carpenter. Apparently, the family emphasized education.
Primus took a B. A.
in

biology from Hunter College

To

University.

obtain

money

any because of racist hiring

in

1940 and prepared to go to medical school

Howard

at

she sought jobs as a laboratory technician but did not get

practices.

National Youth Administration

She ended up

initially

in the

wardrobe department of the

working backstage on "America Dances"

productions but soon was on stage as a performer. Assuming that Primus would
the latest swing steps, one night she

was asked

to replace a dancer

who had

not

know

shown

up.

Rather inadvertently, her dancing career began.

Primus

The

won

a scholarship for dance classes fi-om the

New Dance Group kept the leftist

abandoned

after the 1930s.

commitment

to

They

political

trained

many

focus which

New Dance Group
many

1942.

schools and companies

Afiican American dancers as part of their

open up concert dance to people unable to afford
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in

classes.

Primus even
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Source: Dance Observer (February 1944)

Figure

6:

Pearl Primus
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Peterii

appeared with the company of the

New Dance

Group

six

months

after her arrival but she

developed a solo performing career quickly.
She made her debut on a program
with four
other solo dancers

was testament

at the

92nd

Street

YMHA on February

14, 1943.

to her ability but also to changes in the
dance

field,

Primus' quick rise

where

racial prejudice

had eased since the 1920s. She trained with white
dancers, performed with them, and
appeared

in the

same

institutions

where most white

modem

Like Dunham, Primus offered a range of dance
solo debut in April, 1944 at the 92nd

"Primitives," then

went "through

St.

dancers produced their shows.

styles in

one performance

Her

YMHA began with four dances called

studies in the traditional

American Negro forms to the

dances of protest and exaltation which [she] has made out of the
idioms of her
heritage in organic union with those of the

modem

racial

dance."" Critics almost always praised

her rich talent and those flying leaps. Her programs were similar to
those of Dunham and
the 1937 "Negro

halls,

Dance Evening." Primus

and ended with

From

modem

started with Afiica,

went to Hariem dance

dance evocations.

the beginning. Primus included Afiican dances in her program, absorbing

information about Airica and recreating the dances fi-om books. She eventually switched

from medicine to psychology and,

Columbia University
had

earlier

supported

anthropological field

in the 1940s.

finally,

For

Dunham) funded

to anthropology, beginning graduate

its last

grant, the

Primus'

first trip

at

Rosenwald Foundation (which

to Africa in 1948.

The

work experiences of Dunham and Primus strengthened

in the forceful ties binding the African diaspora together.

work

their beliefs

In the language of

anthropology, these dancers were true "participant-observers." They went to the places
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they investigated and entered deeply
into the societies they observed.
Part of the ease

with which they did

this

was because they were black people

investigating other black

people. For Dunham's trip to Haiti in
1935, Melville Herskovits wrote

introduction to people there.

much need

Dunham wrote back

for the letters because she

met people

that she

and ways of doing
thought

this

her dancing

won

field

ability.

easily

the

way

ability

she

societies.

find."

first

have

and they led her around. Closer

way

quite comfortably, she

unconventional methods, but "there are ways

Her great-grandparents were

They

of

thought she had

there, she

was

Haitian, and she

spiritual

initiated as

powers because of
an

obi, a sort

of

symbolized her acceptance into that society.^^

Watusi dancers of the Belgian Congo renamed Primus "Omowale"

journey there. Meaning "child returned home," "Pearl went native

effortlessly.... She

dancing

I

At the end of her time

Similarly, the

first

work,

her fiiends too.

spiritual guide, that

on her

may have used some

letters

that she discovered she did not

to Haitians because of similar skin color and finding
her

acknowledged

many

braided her hair native

breasted."^'*

Her

reflected the very diflferent place Primus secured in these

If she could not pick

movement. "^^

went bare footed and bare

consolidated her connection with the Africans of the Belgian Congo. Even

was taught dance

native dancer

style,

up a move exactly through watching and

would hold her body
It is

against his or her

own

so she could

imitating, "a

literally

absorb the

hard to imagine that a white anthropologist, even a dancer, would have

achieved this closeness.

The

writer Zora Neale Hurston also pursued anthropology but spent

more time

investigating the religious beliefs, folklore, and language of black Americans in the south
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in the 1930s.

summer of

In the

1944, Primus traveled to Georgia,
Alabama, and South

Carolina and, posing as a migrant worker,
picked cotton. Like Hurston, Primus
wanted
"to

know

her

own

people where they are suffering most."^^
Primus utilized her experience

to add "authenticity" to her choreography
about sharecropping, lynching, and
evocations

of Negro

spirituals.

Except for

Primus, Hurston, and

this excursion,

Dunham

all

however, Primus focused on Africa.

found

in

anthropology a

past and explore the heritage of peoples of the African
diaspora.

many women,

foreigners, and

way

to uncover their

Anthropology attracted

Jews who because of their marginal

status in

America

felt

compelled to examine the roots of that marginality .^' Under
the rubric of cultural
relativism, they defended other cultural patterns and held
out

of people

who had

secondary status

Dunham, and Primus

relied

in

hope for changing the

lives

the societies of which they were a part. Hurston,

on ethnography and

their personal experiences as black

participant-observers to validate their conceptions of the black peoples they surveyed.

They

transferred their

knowledge and experience of African diasporan

African American setting and,

in the process, re-created

cultures to an

notions of blackness. Hurston

romanticized the rural folk of the American south, finding words and speech patterns

around which to conceptualize an

essentialist

view of blackness.** Movement, the

cultural

patterns of bodies embodied as black, stretched past the American south. In Afiica and

the Caribbean,

Dunham and Primus

beyond words and preserved

in

re-imagined the "deathless

alive

of a race revealing"

dance.

Through anthropological, choreographic, and dancing

made

spirit

and present "primitive"

societies

skills,

Dunham and Primus

which seemed buried and
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distant.

In their

performances juxtaposing African
different societies next to

rituals

with jazz dancing and modern
dance, they put

one another and displayed what was
self-evident to them:

that

these "primitive" societies were exceedingly
relevant to contemporary
American society

and to conceptions of black identity

In a 1938 interview,

Dunham

dance as a "more natural medium of racial
"^"^
expression.
But she
identity together again

in

dance would

It is

make

ability

be, in a large measure, to predict the future

became

tied

dance and

racial

she wrote that same year, "To predict
the future of the Negro

impossible to separate the two concepts."'" For

dancing

to

when

rejected the notion of

of the Negro as a

Dunham and

social entity.

Primus, "natural"

a cultural attribute rather than a biological one."

The

real task

was

African-inspired dance "high" art in America, thereby utilizing
a heritage of dance

and raising perceptions of African Americans'

Race-Making

in

Black and White

Dunham and Primus
and 1940s

capabilities.

in their

did not alone construct aspects of racial identity in the 1930s

recovery and celebration of the continuity of dance amongst peoples of

the African diaspora. Reaction to their performances, from black and white

critics,

added

other dimensions to the complicated, continual process of race-making.

White

critics

almost never missed an opportunity to comment on both the

anthropological studies of Dunham and Primus

explicit,

dance

movements they included

critic

of The

New York

Dunham's report seems

in their

Times put
,

and the

sensual,

sometimes even sexually

choreography. As John Martin, the influential

it:

"As an anthropologist the

to be that sex in the Caribbean
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is

doing

gist

all right.

"'^

of Miss
Reviewers

coyly slighted the seriousness of
Primus' and Dunham's academic
study by continually
using

it

to justify the sexy movements.

"primitive"

movements

At the same time, anthropology
legitimated these

in the sanctified

realm of the theatre for white

case, as anthropologists uncovering
"primitive" dances and

rotating their hips. Primus and

Dunham

critics.

movements or

In either

as black

women

decidedly affirmed white cntics'
conceptions of all

black peoples as inherently more sexual.
Critics also noted differences

sexually explicit movements. Primus'

between Dunham and Primus and

body more broadly conformed

male or female "Negroid": broad nose, large expressive
muscular thighs and buttocks. Although only
rather than petite.

Commentators often

lighter color, taller

and leaner

build,

5'2",

she

use of

to the stereotypical

eyes, dark pigmentation,

was described

differentiated her

and narrower

their

and

as strong and sturdy

form from that of Dunham. Of

facial features,

Dunham more

closely

fit

white ideals of dancers and beauty.

Perhaps largely due to Primus' distinguishable "Negro"

characteristics, descriptions

of her dancing generally pointed to how well she performed the

movements which conformed
White

critics

rhythmical

to

what most whites expected was

noted the use of the pelvis

drum

"primitive rhythms" and

in hip rotations

"natural" to blacks.

and as the bodily base of the

music. Criticism of Dunham often focused on her over-use of the hips,

prompting attacks of vulgarity, lack of artistry, and sensationalism.'^ (Martha Graham
early labeled the "High Priestess" of modem dance

Priestess of the Pelvic Girdle.
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~

reportedly called

Dunham

~

the "High

With

visual evidence

judgments today about the
impossible.

What

of the dancing of both

women

the criticism might suggest

identifiable

-

"Negro" features

discomfort than Dunham.

ways they might have used

different

Certainly, black

is

Dunham and Primus
hip

virtually extinct,

movements

are

hinting at sexual impulses roused
puritanical

way

the

in

which Primus

-

ire.

because of her easily

reinforced expectations and stereotypes
and provoked less

Dunham was

"always lovely to the eye" but Primus' "technical

equipment" apparently overwhelmed her sex appeal.'^ Muscular
and bare-footed, white
reviewers described Primus as a "strong, rhythmical, wild creature,"
a "young

romping over the pasture showing
from "jungle distances"

as, in

all

filly"

the signs of being a "thoroughbred," and looking
out

Martha Graham's words, a

sometimes may have re-created an image of an animal,

"panther."''^

Even though she

identifying her as a

member of the

animal kingdom reinforced prejudices confining African Americans and women.

Dunham, on

the other hand,

taunting, splashy theatrical style.

Broadway
"She

is

it

full

She was the originator of the

seductress."''''

role

of Georgia

in

the

The City Censor of Boston, John Spencer, even forced

to drop a part of her "Tropical

too sexually
the

"hot" and described as performing in a sexually

version of "Cabin in the Sky" (1941) about which John Martin proclaimed:

100%

Dunham

was

explicit.^*

show

In fact, the impresario Sol

"Tropical Revue."

too heavy, and

Revue" on a 1944 tour there because of its being

Dunham

He

persuaded

included the

more

Hurok

Dunham

lively "Rite

influenced the

works comprising

to leave out "L'Ag'Ya," thinking

de Passage. "

Dunham

perform and choreograph more revue-like dances and she played up the

steel

did

drums and

flashy colors of Caribbean cuUure. This apparently better appealed to Hurok's sense of
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what would

sell, at least

outside Boston.

Dunham's anthropological background

Even

there, though,

Boston

critics pulled

out

to legitimize the sexual moves;
to counter the City

Censor, Elinor Hughes of the Boston Herald

listed

Dunham's work toward a master's

degree, her winning of research fellowships,
and her brother's position on the faculty
of

Howard

University 7^ In comrast, Primus

-

stockier build that helped her "outjump any

provoked

of "unmixed African descent" and with
a

- was

man"

seen as less sexual and thus

less criticism.*"

The obvious

talents

of Primus and

Dunham

also challenged

some white

critics to

rethink assumptions about the capabilities of African American
dancers and the difficulties

they faced. Lois Balcolm, writing
time, the

in

in the

more

intellectual

of the dance periodicals of the

Dange Qbsgrvgr, reported comments she overheard during

October, 1944: "[She's] at her best

the primitives --just a

modem

when

she

is

most Negro" and

dancer's approximation."

members were more comfortable

a concert by Primus

"[she's] at her

worst

in

Seemingly most audience

seeing Primus dance jazz. Balcolm, on the other hand,

advised Primus to continue to explore the more "serious" avenue of modem dance, seeing
neither "tribal ritual" nor "Hariem high spirits" as expressing the "things of most

importance."*' Franziska Boas, the daughter of pioneering anthropologist Franz Boas

who was
clear

herself involved in

modem dance,

urged the African American dancer to steer

of African and Caribbean dance material as

this is the well-spring

it

encouraged the "mistaken notion that

of his inspiration and he must return to

it

from time to time." Boas

argued that black dancers needed to step beyond the folk-dance
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level

and continue to

explore the aesthetic principles of modem
dance and thereby challenge the
expectations of
the white audience.

If Boas and

Balcolm illuminated some of the preconceptions
of a predominantly

white audience," they also betrayed judgments
about the difference between
entertainment and art that haunted African American
concert dancers. They attributed

African and Caribbean dances ("folk dance," according
to Boas) and "Harlem high

spirits"

as lacking aesthetic elements; these judgments upheld
distinctions between entertainment

and

art

based on class and

racial prejudices.

attempts to imbue the popular dances with

They even

rejected

artistic intention

Dunham's and Primus'

(by choreographing, not

improvising, them and by performing the numbers on the stage
alongside other kinds of

choreography).

Some of the

negative criticism

Dunham

received

alignment of erotic appeal and sensuous display with "low"
the sexlessness of white

Boas and Balcolm

women modem

insisted

on the

may be

art, just

as

comments about

dancers reinforced their inclusion in "high"

superiority of the "higher" art

manifested some similar elements. They, too, focused on

Dunham upon

her successfril

1940, and

was

American

soldier

down the

artists.

Commentary about Dunham and Primus amongst

represented "the race." The

art.^"

form created and

sustained by white critics and dancers as the path to pursue in breaking
discrimination facing African American

attributed to an

African American critics

how Dunham

and Primus

New York African American community quickly embraced
show

in

1940.

She graced the cover of The Crisis

hailed as "the leading colored dance artist in the country."*^

wrote Yank magazine

in 1944, claiming "there are four
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An

in

March,

African

or five

battalions, three or four regiments

would

like for

you to put

in a

and two or three division of fellows
around here

photo of Katherine Dunham," following
one of Lena

Horne.^^ Dunham's whereabouts in

house

at

tenant

was musician Noble

New

York aroused

interest

because she lived

in a

43 West 66th Street with African American actors
and cartoonists. Another new

sculptor Selma Burke.«^

in

who

New York even if she

Sissle

Dunham

and former tenants included Zora Neale
Hurston and the
resided

mthm the

also attracted the interest and support of
prominent

African Americans. In a concert benefitting the

attended.

African American community

did not live in Harlem.

Dunham's performances

well-known black

artistic

New York Urban League in May,

philanthropists, judges, doctors, and the tap dancer Bill

The Haitian

1940,

Robinson

minister to the United States, Elie Lescot, traveled from

Washington, D.C., just to join the celebration.

A black critic stated the key to Dunham's

success: "simply the use to fullest advantage of the natural dancing technique
of the

Negro

instead of the copied ideas of the whites."** Black critics and, apparently, black dignitaries

heralded this innate talent which they

felt

differentiated black

Americans from European

Americans.

As with white

among

black

"Primitive

critics.

reviewers,

Dunham's "Tropical Revue" provoked some discomfort

One recognized

Rhythms" but

the lack of "authenticity" in "Rites de Passage" and

rationalized that "the inadequacies of material are

surmounted for

the sophisticates by the beauty and vitality of the production and for the barbarians by the

hip-swinging that

between

is

a hallmark of the show." While the

"sophisticates" and "barbarians,"

it

comment

recreated a dichotomy

also recognized that both types might be in
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the audience. In the end, the
reviewer strongly endorsed the show,
saying "hip- wriggling
is

relegated to

"proper" place

its

in

proper place.- The unnamed

insights.

the black press gave only passing

above remark. They did not

In fact,

comments on

rate the loveliness

Primus' rise aroused comparison with
Critics contemplated differences

As with white

classic dancer"

let

recognized that hip rotations had a

dance, in contrast to white reviewers'
toilsome efforts to justify such

movements with anthropological

strong talent.

critic

and "an

in

the sensuality of movements, as in
the

of Dunham or Primus.

Dunham

between the two now

in the African

that there

American

press.

was more than one

reviewers. Primus fared better, being designated
as a "strictly

artist

of the people."

Hollywood and commercial success

extravaganza and mimicry.

most reviews of Dunham and Primus

Don

Deleighbur worried that

inspire a taste for "the glitter

The worry masked a concern

that

Dunham had

and glamour of the

Dunham had

fallen

sway

to white ideals of entertainment, copying their ideas of dance for African Americans
and
losing the supposed racial originality she had possessed earlier. Dunham's flashier style,

her mulatto appearance, and perhaps her white husband (set and costume designer, John
Pratt),

brought her

racial "authenticity" into question.

While the reviewer Nora Holt declared comparisons "odious," she ranked Primus
as

one of the best dancers of the

era.

Deleighbur and Holt both heralded Primus for

expressing a "deep and sincere understanding of her people, of the Negro's struggles, his

frustration."

What Dunham

first

displayed so

brilliantly, "the natural

dancing technique of

the Negro," Primus expanded upon, "leaping from the heart of a dark continent and

spreading

its

symphonic beauty through an unbounded universe
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in

a story of

freedom...unstemmed and thunderous.'- The
debate over
"natural" racial expression that continued
from Africa to

questions which had concerned DuBois
and others

Was

their

dancing propaganda or arf^ In 1944,

between the two concepts,

titling his

in

who

better

conveyed

this

America brought back the

the pages of TheCrisi. in 1926.

editorialist

Abe

Hill revived the opposition

piece "Propaganda versus Art," but
ended up

recognizing that the distinctions and definitions
depended on "your outlook." Hill charged
that "certain circles"

frowned upon "and dismissed as propaganda. anything
.

show

the

dislike

Negro

in a

happy-go-lucky carefree capacity."

propaganda and

its

dark segment dislikes

designed to the show the Negro

From
responsibility

artists

in

it

He
This

too.

.

that doesn't

concluded: "Americans

is

especially true

when

it is

an inferior status."'^

the 1920s to the 1940s, questions of racial representation and
artistic

burdened African American

critics, artists,

and artworks reinscribed the questions so

that

and dancers. Responses to these

"Negro

art"

was never

free

from the

tentacles of representing "the race." For white reviewers, "natural" dancing ability

confirmed black Americans' closeness to "primitive"

and

sex.

White

critics

had

difficulty

societies, unsophistication, nature,

acknowledging African American dancers'

contributions to a "high" aesthetic project that included philosophical ideas about

They

did so occasionally only by upholding the advanced education of Dunham and

Primus. For Afiican American

into

art.

critics,

the debate between "high" and "low" transformed

one of "art" and "propaganda." They focused

how the

performances reflected "the

race. "

To

dance talent of African Americans as a unique

less

on aesthetic

this end,

on

black critics heralded the innate

cultural offering
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distinctions than

of Afiican Americans and

also as a racial tradition

Dunham and Pnmus

among peoples of the

African diaspora.

The concert dancing of

complicated these conceptions but ultimately
served as acts of "a

race revealing," re-creating racial
characteristics through anthropology
and performance,

Race/Nation
In the nationalist project of modem dance,
African

American concert dancers had

a marginal but critically defining role. Racism limited
their involvement in
as training, monetary support, and performance
opportunities
race,

As

were

scarce.

modem

Questions of

however, were crucial to the definition of modem dance as an
American

will

racism

dance

art

form.

be shown, white modern dancers specified the presence of Afiican
Americans and
in

American history as

part of their choreographic depictions of America.

But

that

presence remained one largely told and danced by white dancers. If Afiican
American
concert dancers were not often physically a part of these performances, their exclusion
also continued to be an inextricable part of definitions of America.

Afiican American

about

art

and

modem dancers were participants

racial identity

which DuBois and Locke

define a pluralistic American identity

~

one

in the

articulated.

impassioned debate

They attempted to

that included black Americans.

As those

intentions clashed with entrenched notions of America as white, Afiican American concert

dancers sought out and celebrated another

Graduate work

in

anthropology

tradition: that

lent authenticity

and legitimate an African American aesthetic

in

supported by white Americans.
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of Africa and the Caribbean.

and helped

Dunham and Primus mold

a dance field mostly populated and

Dunham

and Primus emphasized dance as

the centrality of dance in African
and

changing ideas of culture

From

being associated

in the

strictly

Canbbean

ritual

when they

societies.

exhibited and

In this, they contributed to

1930s which enhanced the importance of
modern dance.

with the

arts, "culture"

broadened to include

anthropological and sociological understandings.
Ruth Benedict captured the

of culture

in

her widely read book. Patterns of rnltnrP

first

new

That same year, Mordecai Kaplan wrote Judaism As
ties

rivili7;,| inn

1934 Art a? Expgrigngg removed

art fi-om artifacts

individual process of sensation and perception.

culture, revealing

As

in his

its

So, too, did

and

culture.

identity

more overt

John Dewey's

And Asadata Dafora gave
this

in the

a dancing

new

sense of

appeal and diffusion.

in

both

artistic

and anthropological realms,

strengthened the significance of dance but, more importantly,

Airican American

cultural nationalist

art.

a

and placed aesthetic experience

exposed the enduring constancy of race as a foundational element
art

became

1934 "Kykunkor." All these events asserted

Afiican Americans involved

Dunham and Primus

which stressed

religious rules. Religion

cultural construct in Kaplan's Reconstructionist Judaism.

of Afiica

beliefs.

between Jews and emphasized the importance of Jewish

communities over adherence to orthodox

portrait

sense

published in 1934, which

helped popularize the anthropological definition of
culture as social customs and

humanitarian and cuhural

promoted

modem

in structuring ideas

of

dancers' search for separate heritages amid the

movement of the 1930s uncovers how

a national

American

depended on the continued marginalized place of Afi^ican Americans.
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CHAPTER 4
DANCING POLITICS
Modern dancers were

political activists

on stage and

off.

dancers, vaudeville, or theatrical dancers,
they walked picket

choreographed
classes

on

political statements, held

social

both about the

and

arts

political theories,

Unlike most ballet

lines,

formed associations,

technique classes that were then followed
by

and appealed to the government to change
policies

and issues that had nothing to do with the

arts at

Three aspects of

all.

the politics of modem dance illustrate this activism:
the political causes

in

which

modem

dancers were involved; the kinds and purposes of
organizations they formed; and their
dealings with the federal government. Political causes
attracted

emphatically in the battle against Franco's regime

in the

modem

Spanish Civil

dancers, most

War

beginning

in

1936, and against war and fascism in general. Organizations ran the gamut
from a
repertory theatre of different companies to dancers' unions and most
conspicuously a

National Dance Congress

in

1936.

The Federal Theatre and Dance

Progress Administration of the mid- 1930s

and aid to
designed a

modem

dancers for the

political

formal government interaction with

Through these

modem dance has focused

dancers and the attention the

newspapers and magazines

Dance and

time.

Works

activities,

modem

dancers

presence and voice.

Recent scholariy work on

modem

first

initiated

Projects of the

Politics in

in the

New York

radical, revolutionary art

form

new

art

on the

political

sympathies of

form received from Communist groups,

1930s. Ellen Graff in her dissertation, "Stepping Left:

City 1928-1945," argues that

in the

modem

dance began as a

stmggle to overthrow capitalism. Graff claims that
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modem

dance differed from other

dance moved beyond

its

in the

leftist periodicals.

concerns

in

1930s

early 1940s.

dance, even

with any politics then and

Mark Franko

in his investigation

Franko argues

modem

forms because of these roots, even

this

in

that politics sufiftised the discussion

in

the case of Martha

Graham who

strictly

dance criticism

in

of formalist

resisted being aligned

since.'

ties to

Communist

1930s which rooted the development of modem dance

chapter focuses on

modern

reinforces the political nature of

of aesthetics debated

While Graff and Franko have shown the
in the

after

beginnings as a pohtical activity to an
art form ruled more

by aesthetic concerns by the

modern dance

art

how

leftist activities

activities

and concerns

in overtly political debates,

mingled with concem over national

identity.

If hope for a class revolution sparked political participation,
choreographic creativity,

and

fervent dancing, thoughts of America inspired and tempered
those passions.

The Case of Tamiris
In inftising politics into

Prominently involved

modem

dance Helen Becker

in political causes, organizations,

(later Tamiris) led the

and govemment projects, Becker

has since been overlooked or forgotten as an instmmental force

modem

dance.

modem

dance. Tamiris's political alliances

committed

She has been

leftist,

about dance, her

left

way.

in

the formation of

out of dance histories of the "Big Four" founders of

may have caused

historical amnesia.

A

she never admitted to being a Communist Party member, but her ideas

political activities,

and her choreography
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testify to her belief in social

justice

1930s.

and communitarian visions

Her

life tells

Born

m

that underlay

many modem

dancers' experiences in the

the story of many others.

1902 on the Lower East Side of Manhattan
to Russian Jewish immigrants,

Helen Becker grew up amidst poverty, squalid

living conditions,

and the endless work of

garment sweatshops. The early death of her mother,
when Helen was
family's difficulties.

creativity.

One

Along with two of her four

brother

was an

artist,

brothers,

three,

added to the

Becker found solace

in

another a sculptor, while Helen began her
dance

career with classes at the Henry Street Settlement
House.^

The Henry

Street Settlement House, founded by Lillian

like other settlement

Middle and upper

houses begun

class white

in the late nineteenth

women

Wald

in

1893,

was much

and early twentieth centuries.

created settlement houses as community centers in

the midst of immigrant neighborhoods to provide needed services.
They also promoted
cleanliness,

moral goodness, and proper roles for

girls

and boys.

Artistic activities

were a

vehicle for instruction. Influenced by the ideas of British artists and thinkers
John Ruskin

and William Morris, settlement house workers used
people together

creativity

and

in friendly

by grouping

ways, provide activity to enrich minds, and restore the

and beauty that was thought to be

New York,

art to serve a social role

lost in industrial society.

In Chicago, Boston,

the inclusion of dance in settlement house programs introduced a large

number of students, performers, and audience members

to dance,

and placed dance

in

another realm dominated by women.

Sisters Alice

and Irene Lewisohn ran the

artistic activities at

Henry

Irene took particular interest in dance. American-bom daughters of a
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Street and

German Jewish

immigrant

father, they directed their
attention to the

The Jewish population
approximately 510,000

m New York,
m

mostly settled

1900 to 1,713,000

m

new
in

the

-

1925

influx

of Eastern European Jews

Lower East

from 6.7% to

grew from

Side,

28%

of the

population of the city as a whole.^ Eastern
Europeans quickly dominated the Jewish
population

in

long resided

America. Like Jane

in

America hoped to

Addams and

other reformers,

instruct Eastern

German Jews who had

European Jews on how to

fit

into

society without disruption and without provoking
greater anti-Semitism. Beginning in

1906, the Lewisohn sisters hoped to bridge the different cultures
by putting on street
pageants, resplendent with the stories and costumes of
homelands. They soon became

more ambitious
just a

and, in 1915, built a theatre called the Neighborhood
Playhouse located

few blocks from the Henry

Street Settlement House.

"Jephthah's Daughter," based on the story in the

As

Their

first

production,

Book of Judges, drew mixed

responses.

Alice Lewisohn Crowley remembered, "The radically inclined were disappointed
that

the Old Testament

was used

as a source, rather than

conventionally minded were shocked

of varying values and

beliefs,

at the

Andreyev or Gorky, and the

bare feet of the dancers."^ In this maelstrom

dance had a place as a form of expression and

communication which did not require the same spoken language.

Lewisohn

~ many

sisters

hoped to subdue some of the

political activism

It

may be

of Eastern European Jews

of whom were vocal supporters of sociahsm, anarchism, or Zionism

promoting

that the

~ by

cultural activities rather than political ones.

Becker went from her dance

classes at

Henry

the Metropolitan Opera in the early 1920s. The
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Street to a job performing ballet at

artificiality

of ballet annoyed her and

work prompted

pointe

the

a scornfbl remark,

hands7- She developed

"Toe dancing .Why not dance on
the palms of

a reputation as "wild Becker"
because she

would not

stay

m

the lines of the corps and her
exuberance overtook others on the
stage. Ballet restricted

Becker

in

more than just movement. She sought out
new forms of art and

inspired by a romantic liaison with a
South

he

who

"Thou

would

christened her with a

By

modem
who

new name from

art Tamiris, the ruthless

try to live

up

American writer while on tour
a

poem about

queen who banishes

all

literature,

there,^

It

was

an ancient Persian queen:

obstacles."

It

was an

honorific she

to,*

the mid- 1920s, other dancers with backgrounds
similar to Tamiris turned to

dance rather than

ballet.

The bare

feet

of modem dance attracted poor dancers

could not afford pointe shoes, recalled Faith Rehyer
Jackson. Poverty mixed with

political ideals

have that

and early

modem dancers,

proletariat feeling

Many of these

of moving

dancers received their

Jackson stated, "did want to

move and

they did

a group and they could afford one leotard."'

in

first

dance training

at

Henry

Street.

Anna Sokolow,

Sophie Maslow, Edith Segal, Miriam Blecher, Lily Mehlman, Nadia Chilkovsky,
Fanya
Geltman:

all

took classes

came from Eastem European Jewish immigrant backgrounds and
at

Henry

Street or participated in productions at the

Playhouse.'" Brought up in this political atmosphere, these

movement
Party;

all

to express their social ideals.

participated in the

Neighborhood

women tumed

to

body

Segal and perhaps Blecher joined the

Workers Dance League or the

organizations that included communist and socialist ideals

at least five

New Dance

Communist

Group, dance

in their publications

and

performances; and Geltman was a rabble-rouser, along with Tamiris, on the Federal Dance
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Project, beseeching the

women

government for more recognition and money

for dance.

fomented a social movement of modern
dance as pohtical activism

choreographed and danced
be responsive to the

political

realities

They

statemems but they also prodded modern
dancers to

of employment, funding of the

arts,

and the need for social

changes. Defiant and confrontational, they
insisted upon a place for themselves

new American

art

in this

form; their backgrounds as children of Eastern
European Jewish

immigrants shaped their
political leaders

These

roles.

Led by

Tamiris, these

women became known

of the modern dance movement without being
considered

its

as the

most

talented progenitors."

"Dance

as a

Weapon

in the Class Struggle"

In the late 1920s and early 1930s,

Communist Party
workers

at

low

activities,

prices.

some modem dancers became involved

in

choreographing dances for pageants and teaching dance to

The Workers

Workers School of Music and

the

International Relief in

Dance beginning

New York

City housed a

September, 1930, which employed

in

Edith Segal, Lily Mehlman, and Nadia Chilkovsky. Edith Segal led a busy group, the Red

Dancers, which performed

and early 1930s.

modem

at

many Communist Party

Two new organizations were bom

dance with an adherence to

The Workers Dance League and

the

in

political goals that

1932 that blended the aesthetics of

went beyond Party propaganda.

New Dance Group

between dancers of The Wigman School
in

events throughout the late 1920s

in

New York

Germany, Mary Wigman was most well known
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grew out of political

City.

The foremost

for her methodical

alliances

modem dancer

choreography of

groups

Unued
school

Successful American tours
States and. ,n Septe.nber,

,n

Americans, they believed

As

it

is

to

that

con.nunusm and

New Dance Group m

was

a founding

the

,n

member,

They planned

at a

I'riends

"n.ass" of

in art.

Wigman

wake of the death of Harry Simms,

New

a

The dancers

Jersey

death and decided to create the

party functions, lidith Segal, Nadia Chilkovsky,

formed the Workers Dance League

the collect.v.st .deals

'

1032

his

llohn. set up a

and daughters of workers,'" from
the

New Dance

"The philosophy we agreed on

recalled:

to provide dance instruction for eveiybody. for
the masses

and Recognition Rally of the

lit

the

roncerned w.th the

shot and killed by the police in

parade commemorating

Group " Nadia diilkovsky,

soc.al.snv

Hanya

eveiyone should and could participate

young union organi/er who was
in a

talented protege.

Ibcus on group choreography

fabled, six dancers, "sons

school formed the

marched

the early 10U)s furthered
her inlluence

l.n, Wigman's

New YoA. The Wigman

of those dancers committed

.n

biom Communist

Anna Sokolow and Miriam Hlecher

Daily Worker-sp(Mison>M

of the Soviet Union

at

the

May Day

celebration

Bronx Coliseum

in

1032,

to provide an umbrella organization for difTerent performing
troupes,

increase communication

workers' movements

among

groups, and create a larger place for dance within

The goal was to realize

their slogan: to

use "dance as a

weapon

in

the class struggle."''

In the subject matter of dances and in political causes they supported,

the

Workers Dance League and

the

New Dance Group

concentrated on the plight of

workers. Particular kinds of movement enforced the theme
Belt

Goes Red," performed

at

the 1030 Lenin Memorial
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members of

at

Fdith Segal's dance "The

Madison Square Garden

sponsored by the Communist Party,
recreated an assembly Ime.
Segal represented the

machme

with dancers

in "stiff, straight

overtook the machine, covering
her group best captured the

The dancers lunge
Hard,

set

with a red cloth.-

it

movement used

in

arms pierce the

downward and

air,

A

1930 photograph of Tamiris and

these instigative dances, [Figure

deeply, feet planted to the floor as

straight, fisted

With chins

postures" and, at the triumphant
end, the dancers

if

7, p.

175]

nothing could force them to move.

one shooting upward and the other to
the

side.

a direct gaze following the direction of the
side arm, they

are defiant.

These stark movements (often
and

sets,

and a revolutionary narrative

But neither the theme of workers'
fi-om those

agit-prop style), the overt use of red in
costumes

filled

the communist and socialist-inspired dances.''

rights nor the forcefiil

movements were

of modem dancers not closely associated with

a writer for the Daily

for

in

working

radical political

Worker confirmed, "Martha Graham's technique

class motifs.""

attention to workers' rights.

Even

in

In the

theme,

Graham and Humphrey

is

that different

movements. As

eminently

participated in the

1929 "Life of the Bee," based on Maurice

Maeterlinck's 1901 study,

Humphrey dramatized

bee and the

of the worker bees.'' Graham's "Immigrant," composed

1928, had

modem

pitiless duties

two

the hierarchical authority of the queen

in

passages, "Steerage" and "Strike." In the late 1920s and early 1930s, most

dancers advocated the rights of workers (and even bees)

of hierarchical factory systems, the divisions
effects

fitted

of routinized

in society

labor.
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it

in

fostered,

showing the inequality

and the dehumanizing

namt

Ik

A REVOLUTIONARY

.

;

.

-

MARCH DANC'Ed'eY

TAMIRIS'

GROUP

Source: Theatre Guild Magazine (December 1930)

Figure

7;

"Revolutionary March" (1930) by Tamiris and Group
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Although there was sympathy for workers'
causes among most modern dancers,
differences remained and festered. Nadia
Chilkovsky, writing under the

Anyon, commented on Humphrey's

"Life

of the Bee"

Revolutionary Dance": "American dancers consider

Thus we have dance of 'the
periodicals such as the

life

in

an

New Masses,

the Dailv

article entitled,

their art as

of the bee' and none of the

pseudonym Nell

lives

Worker and

above

"The Tasks of

their actual lives.

of working men."^« In

New

Theatre

critics

and

dancers waged a battle over "revolutionary" versus "bourgeois"
modern dance. Attacking

modem

dance "steeped

in

pessimism, mysticism, exoticism, diversified abstractions,
and

other flights fi-om reality"^' (referring to Graham, Humphrey, and
others), Chilkovsky and

other revolutionary dancers and
policy that art "must

come from

critics aligned

themselves with the Communist Party

the collective spirit of the masses"^^ and promote a

revolutionary class struggle. The aim of the Workers Dance League
art "inspired

was

by and for the benefit of the working class."" Thus, even

in

to build a dance

recognizing the

appropriateness of Graham's technique for "working class motifs," the Dailv Worker went

on to

criticize

Graham:

"It is

unfortunate that Martha

Graham

herself misuses [the

technique] for religious ideas, serving the needs of the decadent bourgeoisie."^*

The debate between
of form and content

in art.

"revolutionary" and "bourgeois" dancers focused on the issue

Revolutionary dancers believed that the content of the dance

had to have relevance to workers. Chilkovsky (writing
Bourgeois dance schools are hard

at

work

as

Anyon) explained:

in leading their students into

sweet oblivion through a series of gymnastic and dance movements
suggestive of prayer, of mysticism, of a super-sophistication that

completely divorced from the harsh

reality
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of our actual

lives.

is

While they

mincingly speak of common ideas
and group feeling, they deliverately
[sicl
avoid reference to the common hardships
and struggles of the workers "

Jane Dudley, a
group, linked

member of the New Dance Group who

this

later joined

thematic attention to workers to form

(echoing her training

at

The Wigman School)

in

an

Martha Graham's

She advocated "mass dance"

m

article for NevN^rhfiMrfi

December,

1934. With large groups of lay dancers, Dudley
began with simple exercises such as

walking and moving

in particular directions together, in
unison; "the unity

movement should be worked

Then she described

for."

with three groups divided as picketers,

melded

in the ideal revolutionary art:

militia,

of every one's

a possible dance entitled "Strike"

and workers.^^ Here, form and content

workers (untrained dancers) dancing

in a

about workers' struggle using simple, accessible movements and
triumphing

in

dance
a class

revolution.

The revolutionary
accessibility,

of leftist

dancers'

and triumph. Acrimonious debates between

periodicals.

movement and

its

pages

who wrote

in

fought over the progress of the revolutionary dance

Workers Dance

depressing subject matter and especially the lack of inspiring

Ocko defended

the festival and the

movement

as progressing solidly

powerfijl revolutionary art form which "takes time," and castigated Gold

chance."^'

of unity,

radical dancers filled the

the role of criticism from 1933 to 1935. Gold attacked the

Festival for

dancing.

this ideal

Michael Gold of the Daily Worker and Edna Ocko,

Ngw Theatre and New Masses,

League

movement, however, departed from

The use of "bourgeois" technique

the radical publications.

Some,

like

also

"Give them a

drew passionate opinions from

Ocko, believed
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~

toward a

that the technique

critics in

of Graham and

others could be adapted to suit
revolutionary purposes. Others, like
Gold,

bourgeois technique ruined any chance
of creating an effective workers'
in

New Theatre

felt

art.

that the

Hariy Elion

supported Gold's view:

The workers' dance must

free itself from this influence
[bourgeois
and create a dance form that is expressive
of the workers'

techmque]

This form will

come

needs

as a result of the revolutionary
content, providing the
dancers free themselves from the idea that all
that has to be done is to give

the bourgeois dance working class content.
Critics Paul

Douglas of New Theatre and Horace Gregory of the

praised Tamiris as the dancer

who most

successfiilly

combined form and content and

bourgeois technique for revolutionary purposes.'' But
even Tamiris' standing was

utilized

challenged.

In

one review, Ocko accused Tamiris of changing a dance to
"play down" to

a workers' audience. Tamiris retorted hotly that she had
"Conflict" that "in

was not

made

a technical change in

no way affected the basic ideology of the composition

- and certainly

dictated by a desire to insult the intelligence of a workers' audience
by 'playing

down' to

it."^°

and dancers

Rarely were definitions and issues agreed upon even amongst those

who

Dance

advocated a revolutionary purpose for

critics

and Henry Gilfond,
the

New Mas«;e<s

of these

critics

publications (led by

of the Dance Observer

Workers Dance League

superficiality

leftist

solo recital in

,

modem
Ocko)

who had

dance.

also attacked

movement" and aimed

Ralph Taylor

disparaged a performance of

November, 1934 and warned against the

of the revolutionary dance works. Ocko charged that these

ways and means of discrediting

critics

critics

"evolve

the artistic standards of the revolutionary dance

to split the

modem

dance movement. The League even went so

as to ask Gilfond to stop reviewing them.^' Gilfond replied that he criticized the
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New

far

Dance Group

for the ^^'eahless

and commented: "The
politically,

of political content, not the inclusion
of political

New Dance

dancers and dancers

League has grown so

who

modern dance
care

and bourgeois

pieces, did audiences^

much about

It

remembered, "We had major problems

workers, and the

we came

real starving

in

among

seems

in

our rags,

in

workers. But,

politics

if

and

likely that

is in

the

way of its

feet."'^

an audience of workers did not

ballet

modem

modern dance

in

general

when we danced They

our safety

revolutionary

belly

questioned the success of revolutionary

trade unions

workers wanted

The combination of communist
following

critics

its

the debate over aesthetics and politics or

tap dancing, and here

with an infusion of confused,

offer not the slightest indication
of other than a

surface economic comprehension, that,
philosophically,
If both revolutionary

fat

issues,

loved

always being starving

pins,

dancers

all

Ocko

in tutus,

or tap dancers.""

dance never attracted a substantial

modem

dancers had difficulty attracting

the attention of workers in trade unions, they themselves often populated
the audiences of
the bourgeois dancers' concerts and prodded critics and

passionate purpose. They heralded, battled, and

-

modem

dancers to acquire a

most important

--

gave attention to

this fledgling art form.^*

Thus,

1930s,

two

at the

modem

beginning of the

dance movement

distinct but interrelated directions

in the late

1920s and early

emerged. The difference between

revolutionary dancers and the bourgeois dancers was essentially a difference of politics.

Revolutionary dancers and the

critics

who

supported them waged rhetorical battles over

the abstruseness and elitism of bourgeois dancers. They proclaimed the primacy of subject

and content over form and

style but

even that simplistic idea was rarely agreed upon.^^
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They

also debated

how to

amongst themselves about what constituted
good

art

and whether and

use the technique of bourgeois dance for
revolutionary purposes. Despite
these

disputes, revolutionary and bourgeois
dance

were decidedly interconnected. Dancers

performed with Graham or took classes with
Humphrey and also participated

Workers Dance League and
in their distinctions

and

New Dance

in the

Group. The two currents fed off each other
and.

their conflict, infused

modern dance with

political

purpose.

Grouping Together
Bourgeois dancers were not immune to the

criticism

of and debates between

revolutionary dancers even though the leaders of modem dance
were not part of the

Communist
1930s,

Party, the

Workers Dance League, or the

Graham and Humphrey

together.

Group.

By

the early

put aside specific choreographic comments on workers'

But the revolutionary

struggles.

New Dance

ideals

imbued

all

of modem dance with a desire to group

Although the various kinds of groups and organizations did not endorse a

revolution, they

were often

led

by

modem dancers who

did.

Tamiris was the motivating force behind The Dance Repertory Theatre.

combat the almost insurmountable costs of theatrical productions, her
the leading

In one

modem dancers rent

a theatre for a

week of performances, competition

week and perform on

for audiences, theatres,

idea

was

the

Dance Repertory Theatre
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to have

and dates would be

all.^^

Humphrey, Charles Weidman, and Martha Graham performed;

Agnes de Mille joined them. But

To

altemating nights.

avoided, costs shared, and Louis Horst's talents as accompanist utilized by

Tamiris, Doris

class

did not last

In 1930,

in 1931,

beyond

that

season.

It

in the face

espoused no overt

of intractable

political goals; its existence

financial difficulties

grew from the recognition

modern dancers would be more

receive social and artistic legitimacy
together. Nearly ten years

John Martin of The
because

it

was

New

York Times remarked

a cooperative

that

movement without any

overarching political goals, dancers maintained a
artistic

later,

likely to

writing in 1938,

The Dance Repertory Theatre
authority.^^

strict

that

failed

Because there were no

adherence to their individual

agendas. For the leaders of modem dance, the
authority of the individual reigned

supreme.

If artistic purposes provided the rationale for

was

at least

modem

one

dancers.

specific political cause in the early

The Dance Repertory Theatre,

there

1930s that gained the support of all

The Dance Repertory Theatre sought

to circumvent the

New York

state

blue laws that forbade any entertainment on Sunday, including
"cock fighting, bearbaiting

and boxing with or without gloves."^* Dancers took to the stages on Sundays because
they could rent the theatres more cheaply than on popular weekend nights, so they often

claimed that they were giving "sacred concerts.

more money. But dancers had
League,

who

Theatre owners, too, could

in other

fact that

more

salacious

venues such as burlesque theatres and nightclubs,

concert dancers were an easier target and did not have the

money

Forming the Concert Dancers' League, dancers banded together
successfiilly

a bit

to contend with moral guardians, organized as the Sabbath

roused the police to badger them. Despite the

dancing arguably occurred

eam

winning a permit for "concert and

recital

to

pay off the

to fight the blue laws,

dances on Sunday after 2:00p.m.

authorized by local authorities" in 1932.** The League then quickly dissolved.
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police.

if

Tamiris attempted to continue her

political activism.

headed and helped orgamze the Dancers
Union to
Claiming that dancers were overlooked

in relief

that jobs be reserved in the

newly formed

teachers and performers.''^

The continued

a

Dance

Works

Project in the

group together the bourgeois
Dancers Union most

find

Project Administration

modem dancers

Administration for dancers as

it

had no overt

modem

Union helped

(WPA). Unlike other

establish

efforts to

such as The Dance Repertory Theatre, the

of the revolutionary dancers

its

primary focus.

The Bennington Summer School of Dance was

modem

unemployed dancers.

party goals. Jobs and the economics of the dance
profession,

not aesthetic policy or class revolution, were

the bourgeois

for

protests of the Dancers

clearly demonstrated the impact

movement and Communist

November, 1934, she

programs, the Dancers Union demanded

Works

Civil

work

In

dancers in the early 1930s and,

political purpose.

the most noteworthy grouping of

like

The Dance Theatre Repertory,

The Summer School drew together the

leaders of

dance for a program of teaching and choreography with dance students and

teachers from around the country. The Bennington experience promoted the sense of
participation

1930s.''^

which the

cultural historian

According to many

and separate;

ideals

Warren Susman has described

participants, each teacher

of collaborative inspiration rarely

talk.

Leo Hurwitz,

visits

On

were

at least a part

of the

of husbands and boyfiiends prompted some

the husband of New

influential radical filmmaker.

and her devotees remained aloof

occurred.'*^ If no significant

coalition formed, however, political theories and ideas

Bennington experience. The

as "cmcial" in the

political

Dance League member Jane Dudley, was an

one of his

visits,
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he showed "Pie In the Sky," a 1934 film

he directed with Elia Kazan. The stoiy
concerned the transformation of two tramps
into

orthodox

priests for a

day and was, Kazan summarized, "a

satire

on

all

the orthodoxies."''^

Alex North, the boyfriend of Anna Sokolow and
brother of Joseph North, an editor of
the

New Masses
,

at

added communist ideas to conversations on

Bennington

in the

summer of 1937, remembered

get politically involved. That

Spain for the cause,"
regime.'' Another

the

in

summer

Alkire

that

wrapped

Anna Sokolow persuaded

tin foil into big balls to

summer

student,

Helen Knight, was asked to

Why

she

solidarity at

was excluded

abilities.*^

fi-om

Even without

Chicago chapter of

politics.''^

Bennington may have been due to Tamiris's

Bennington

still

remains obscure but

been because the directors of the summer school did not want her
organizing

fascist

worried that she would endanger her public school

job because of the League's association with Communist

The lack of political

start a

her to

"send to

support of the democratic forces fighting against Franco's

New Dance League but refused,

absence.

Helen Alkire, a student

politics.

it

could have

political influence

Tamiris, however, talk of radical politics

was

and

a part of

the Bennington experience.

Dancing for the Government

Modem dancers gained
government

in the

some

practical experience in

working for the federal

mid-1930s. The $4.8 million dollars appropriated for the

May, 1935, included designations

for four federal arts

programs

~

and Theatre. The "always embattled dancers," as they came to be

WPA in early

Art, Music, Writers,

called

by Hallie

Flanagan, the national director of the Federal Theatre Project, immediately demanded their
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own

Dance

project.

landed

first

in

Recreation Project, offering classes

two

places in the

in social, folk,

around the nation, and under the Theatre

WPA:

as a teaching activity in the

and square dancing

in

communities

Project, in theatrical productions
that included

concert dance.

Although dance
teachers

who

felt their

in

the Recreation Project caused complaints
by local dance

business

was being taken away by

the free Recreation Project

classes, the concert dancers raised the far
noisier ruckus.

From

the beginning of the

Federal Theatre Project, they asked that dance be
recognized as an independent

worthy of its own

project.

Eventually, in January 1936, the

Theatre Project granted dance

its

it

form

City Municipal

independent status under the direction of Don Oscar

Becque. The Dance Project lasted only a
until

New York

art

returned under the control of the

little

over a year, fi-om early 1936 to mid 1937,

New York

City director of the Federal Theatre

Project (FTP).

The Federal Dance

Project gave concert dancers a regular paying job, a place in a

larger organizational structure, and even a union to join.

They were workers

chosen profession. Previously paid only an average of ten
(despite

numerous hours of classes and

rehearsals),

now

dollars per

in their

performance

they received $23 .86 per

week

regardless of whether they took class, rehearsed, or performed. Before the Federal
Project, concert dancers had been involved in unions only by association with the

Communist Party or
protected dancers

in their

own

in musicals;

otherwise uncovered Public

attempt to organize

in late

1934.

Chorus Equity

Actors Equity covered actors. Formed

Works

Administration and
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in

1934 for

WPA workers, the Workers'

Dance

Alliance created a division devoted
to protecting white collar
workers
to professional unions called the
City Projects Council (CPC).

guidance and organizational support to
put labor

They
they united

did so with zeal.

in

Numerous

really the inefficiency

Don Oscar

endemic

did not belong

Concert dancers received

practice for the

issues angered the dancers

the fight to oust the director,

incompetence was

strife into

who

on the

first

time.

project, but

Becque. Becque's supposed

in this

newly formed and new kind of

bureaucracy. Delayed productions, continual
budget cuts, and changing mles about

personnel procedures were constant problems. In
response, dancers walked picket
outside his office shouting "Our project's a wreck with

remembered

that they

of Hallie Flanagan's
again

One

daily

memoranda

and

office;

and a record

included a typical complaint: "The dancers acting up

can't stand it."'° [Figure 8, p. 186]

big controversy occurred over the auditioning of dancers.
Because

came and went
hiring

Becque"; Becque

threw desks out of the 14th floor window of his

Mr. Becque says he

--

Don Oscar

sporadically, according to federal

firing

lines

government subsidies and

money

cuts, the

of dancers caused most of the problems on the Project. After

initially

hiring eighty-five dancers off the relief rolls quickly in the spring of 1936, Flanagan
and

Becque
audition

They

instituted an audition policy

~

opening up the

possibility

interpreted the policy as a

project and

felt

it

also gave

dancers picketed the

of losing

City

New York

their jobs.

Dancers erupted

in protest.

to get rid of the political "troublemakers"

Becque too much

New York

and Philip Barber, the

way

and required those dancers already on the project to

FTP

City

control.

offices,

FTP

fi-om the

CPC,

and demanded meetings with Flanagan

director.'^
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With guidance

on the

— Don
•Lookit, I'm paying 55* for standing room and a *eek ago
the same dancers on the picket line for nothing.'

I

could have seen

Source: Federal Theatre (14 June 1937)

Figure

8: Political
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Cartoon

freeman

The

auditioning continued despite the
protest and

throughout the
removal; he,

fall

of 1936 for

that policy

in turn, called for the

Becque remained under

and many others. Dancers called for

fire

his

removal of the choreographers Gluck-Sandor
and

Tamiris because of their "insubordinate" behavior.
The disputes themselves also

concerned

political issues outside the

dance world conflicts of audition policies and

production delays. The dancers and choreographers employed
on the project included

many of those
1930s and

involved with the politically active Workers Dance
League of the early

its later

reincarnation, the

New Dance League.

Fanya Geltman, Nadia

Chilkovsky, and Tamiris led the struggles against the Dance Project
leadership, with
training and goals

from the revolutionary dance movement and the CPC." Geltman and

Tamiris became the notable spokespeople of the Dance Project.

Teamed

as the "long and

the short of it" because of Tamiris's height and Geltman's lack thereof, they stormed

Federal Theatre offices in Washington, D.C., and

removal." Geltman and Tamiris's
Project.

political credentials

coincided with most others on the

Becque's perceived incompetency, on the other hand,

lack of radical political credentials

Government

more than

attention to the arts

time, too, and included dance for the

of Representatives. The
Art,

New York City demanding Becque's

first, in

and Literature" with an

popular and

feasible,

his inefficient

may have come from

management.'*

went beyond the WPA-sponsored projects

first

time.

In 1937,

his

two

bills

appeared

in the

at this

House

January, proposed an Executive Department of "Science,

officer

on the

President's cabinet.

The second

bill,

more

asked for the establishment of a Bureau of Fine Arts with a

commissioner to be appointed by the President and
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six directors to

head divisions of

theatre, music, literature, graphic arts,
architecture, and dance.

But the inclusion of dance
it

was modern dance, not

in these bills

bespoke

ballet, that led

American Dance Association claimed

in

its

Neither

rising status in the

the dance category.

modem

dance there:

The

at the

White House

in

And

St.

Denis was

first

Martha

performance of

the nation's capitol.

in

inclusion and prominence of modem dance in the Federal
Theatre Project and

American

art

supported

in the 1930s.

and

artists

and

it

a

new

modem

legitimacy.

The

significant

WPA was devoted to promoting

dance was the kind of dance the government

This happened because of the political maneuvering and vocal

protests of modem dancers themselves but also because

American dance form of the

era.

The

modem

federal

dance as an original American

art

dance was seen as the

government support,

tum, not only fijnneled money and allowed time for productions

The

arts.

"Dance and Allied Arts.""

February, 1937, for the

dance was prominently displayed

these legislative proposals gave

most

American

far.

February, 1938, to be the "present
headquarters

as the Chair of the National Division of

Graham appeared

got vei^

The modern dance-led

of the dance division of the Federal Arts Commission"
and Ruth

recommended

bill

~

it

sanctioned

in

modem

form.

Politics of American Identity

The two
by rooting
Project,

currents of revolutionary and bourgeois dancers merged in the mid- 1930s

politics in things

modem

American. Through organizations

dancers formed a united

fi-ont in

like the

the years 1935 to 1937. Despite

continued bad economic conditions of the Depression, an energizing
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Federal Theatre

spirit

emerged. For

dancers

who had

always been struggling to survive

reinforced their sense of mission.

What

financially, the desperate
situation only

they could contribute

perseverance, worthiness, and uniqueness.
As shown

in

attempted to turn woes into American heroics
on stage

was evidence of America's

the next chapter,

in their

choreographic themes and

movements. Alongside the choreographic pictures
of America, the

modern dancers
Changes

Communist
to

modern dancers

political activism

of

off stage cohered in support of nationalist
causes.
in

Communism

contributed to the

shift.

International called for a Popular Front to

embolden Communist

parties within nations (and

In 1935, the Congress of the

combat the

make more

rise

of fascism. Seeking

friendly those nations'

relations with the Soviet Union), the Popular Front
took a broader approach to doctrinaire

Communist

policies.

The Popular Front

fostered an Americanization of Communism with

an emphasis on cultural questions and issues rather than party
policy and

Echoing the Popular Front

strategy,

modem

discipline.

dancers with radical or proletarian

sympathies moved fi-om a revolutionary, international emphasis to a

cultural,

American

one
In 1935, the

Workers Dance League renamed

itself the

New Dance League.

That

year even the radical political devotee Nadia Chilkovsky admitted that the Fundamentals

of Class Struggles course offered by the Workers Dance League (with one hour on

economic theory and another hour on revolutionary
though she

still

reiterated the need for "mass dance.""

organization and pronounce their difference as

their

was "very poorly

culture)

The

effort to recreate the

"New" meant

taking the "Worker" out of

name. Diminishing the association with Marxist-influenced
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attended,"

politics, the

New Dance

League hoped

"for a

social level, for a

significantly,

mass development of the American dance to

dance movement that

a

No

longer

means toward a

dance"

highest artistic and

against war, fascism, and censorship.

"^^

More

however, the reformed group called for members
"regardless of other

political or artistic differences."^^

dance.

is

its

itself the

was

political

political end.

primary

In 1937, the

The new organization centered more narrowly
around

ideology the defming, agreed-upon principle
with dance as

Now that

line

was being

subtly shifted to

make "American

priority.

New Dance League joined

with the Dance Guild and the Dancers'

Association to form the American Dance Association. The
offered low priced performances and classes; the

New Dance League had

Dance Guild sponsored forums and

lecture-demonstrations; and the Dancers' Association, headed by Tamiris, had been

instrumental in attaining a

Dance

Project from the

WPA. The American Dance

Association planned to combine these efforts and bring together amateurs, educators, and
professionals in the dance worid.

It

seemed

logical

and worthwhile to forge interests to

create a stronger movement. But a lack of interest and small numbers of people actively

involved

and

may

also have contributed to the union of these groups

identity, politically radical

Under a

national

name

groups merged with others more devoted to dance

education.

The

three organizations talked of merging on the occasion of the 1936 National

Dance Congress

in late

May

in

New York

City.

Hosted

at the

92nd

Street

YMHA,

the

Congress included days of talks and nights of performances. Each night was devoted to a
kind of dance: folk dancing, modern,

ballet,

experimental, and theatre dancing. Fourteen
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hundred people attended; two hundred
performed. Although
organization, inadequate publicity, and

New York City focus,

criticized for its

rushed

the Congress displayed a

broad spectrum of dance. In addition to the
variety of performances, lectures
varied from

"The Economic Status of Dancers" to "The
Museum
in

Sweden,"

as a

Dance Center" and "The Dance

A contemporary focus and an insistent purpose to improve the

dance and dancers pervaded

all

the lectures.

It

provided a forum

in

which

status

of

different voices

could be heard. ^°

In forming the congress, dancers followed artists
of other genres grouping

together in congresses

at

the same time. In

met; in February 1936, the

and the

first

first

American

May

Artists

1935, the

first

National Writers Congress

Congress convened

in

New York

City

National Negro Congress met in Chicago. Instead of joining explicitly

political organizations,

such as the cultural branches of the Communist Party, they formed

organizations defined by their art form or race and worked for the betterment of their
status.

Sometimes

this

goal included political issues. The

policies against discrimination

on the basis of race,

encouraged Afiican American dancers);
fascism, war, or censorship, but

time."^'

By this

These
time,

it

it

policies demonstrated the

most

modem

dancers

left

it

endorse any organization believing

would hold "no

paradox of politics

behind

Dance Congress supported

color, or creed (and specifically

refijsed to

stated that

first

strictly

in

political affiliation at

dance

in the

in

any

mid- 1930s.

propagandist notions of using

art

only to relay a political message but they did intend to incorporate social relevance within

their mission as artists.
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The National Dance Congress was

many of whom were

active in

Ocko, and Miriam Blecher.
which they

felt

led almost exclusively

leftist politics,

Two

including Tamiris,

Lloyd warning, "And

if

Anna Sokolow, Edna

leading dance critics attacked the political
activism

distorted the activities of the Congress.

limes and Margaret Lloyd of The

by modern dancers,

John Martin of The

Christian Science Mnnitnr scolded the

New York

leftists,

with

the left-wingers continue to run the whole show, as
they did this

one, they will only succeed in turning the remaining liberals into
fascisti."" Battles within
the dance world raged and often mixed differing political views with dance
issues. At a
lecture entitled "Ballet Today," Lloyd coyly stated that Anatole Chujoy, the
lecturer, "was

nearly

mobbed by
The

condemned

battle with ballet incorporated a variety

as

elitist

fantastical flights

tradition

objections not always closely related to the subject.""

and catering to wealthy patrons interested

from

reality.

and love of ballet

Aima Sokolow

of complaints. Ballet could be

But, for

in the Soviet

traveled to the Soviet

"she disapproved, of course, as any

some Communist

in art as escapist,

sympathizers, the strong

Union complicated the condemnation of elitism.^"

Union

in

1934 and

in finding

modem revolutionary

only ballet offered,

dancer would. "^'

She was

forced to recognize, however, that most Russians, including the working classes, loved

ballet.

Her modem dance performances "bewildered"

audiences. Furthermore, Stalin

officially

banned modernist influences from Russian

art in 1938.^^

then, the

embrace of modem dance as an American

art
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radical dancers,

form, rather than an intemational

revolutionary one led by the example of the Soviet Union,

pertinent.

For

was now more appealing and

Broader

of political

definitions

beliefs inspired

loosened up categories so that Communists and
those they condemned

of Graham's new

earlier.^^

political

This

awareness

was most
in the

by the Popular Front policy

Socialists, in particular,

notable in

could embrace

modern dance

in the heralding

mid-1930s. The Americana subject matter
of

such dances as "Frontier" (1935) and "Chronicle"
(1936) allowed Communist
sympathizers to place her behind the banner of the Popular
Front. In 1936, the Daily

Worker

alluded to

outstanding

Graham

modem

in this

dancers

cause of abstract and pure

in

art

endorsement of contemporary modern dancers:

America today, who

for years had been

"...all

championing the

forms, have joined forces with progressive culture and

elected to deal in dance terms with matters of social import."^"

Graham's 1935 "Panorama" for

its

social

Edna Ocko

praised

commentary but already recognized

concentration on Americanism overwhelmed radicalism. "Panorama's"

final

that the

movement,

the "Popular Theme," "sought to remain too conscientiously within national confines.
feel, at this time, that

on a

a peoples' theme which has broad, universal implications must end

distinctly national note

Almost
in the

all

To

modem

is

unprophetic, or else evasive.

"^^

dancers, including Graham, coalesced in opposition to fascism

mid- 1930s which the Popular Front had begun. In

late 1935, the

Committee to

Boycott the German Dance Festival formed, headed by Jane Dudley, Lily Mehlman, and
Winifi-ed Widener.

to

accompany the

The German govenmient was planning an Intemational Dance
Berlin Olympics in the

summer of 1936 and

stopped American dancers fi^om participating. In a
the persecution of German artists and found

it

letter

the boycott successfiilly

of March, 1936, Graham decried

"impossible to identify [herself], by
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Festival

accepting the invitation, with the regime
that has made such things
possible

-

Acknowledging the Jewish members of her company,
she wrote, "some of my concert
group would not be welcome
than

Graham

dance

cause.

the

Germany

-

More

did, but

Mary Wigman and Rudolf von Laban,

saw them

The

the innovators of modern

as "persecuted," as

resistance to

Nazism continued

performance of the German

modem

in the fall

The Hanya Holm School

in

of 1937 when the newly merged

corralled dancers to boycott an

upcoming

dancer Harold Kreutzberg. They condemned

Kreutzberg for representing the Nazi government

lamented

to

to change

1936.'''

American Dance Association (ADA)

The

ftirther

as willing organizers of the festival and
supporters of the Nazi

name of her school from The Mary Wigman School

1937.

dancers went

Wigman's seeming complicity with Nazi policy prompted Hanya
Holm

November,

at the Paris

Exposition

in the

summer of

ADA sent a telegram informing him of its resolution against fascism and

his position as a representative

Chapter of the

of the German government. The

New York

ADA asked its members to boycott his performance.^^

Modem
The

politically active

Germany. They did not view Wigman and von Laban

in

Graham

in berating

in

dancers also vehemently spoke out against the Franco regime

subject of dances by

Graham, Sokolow, Tamiris, and

brought out the humanitarianism of most

Graham choreographed

three solos

(1937) and "Deep Song" (1937)

—

--

artists

and

in Spain.

others, the Spanish Civil

intellectuals in the

War

mid- 1930s.

"Imperial Gesture" (1935), "Immediate Tragedy"

which portrayed grief over the

of individual freedom. Anna Sokolow's "Excerpts from a
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loss

War Poem"

of lives and the

loss

(1937) contained no

battle scenes,

poem by
poem

melodrama, or preaching, but

the Italian poet

FT.

its

five sections,

organized around lines fi-om a

Martinetti, contrasted the heroics of
war celebrated in the

with the chaos, despair, and suffering caused
by war

Sokolow choreographed

picture of physical distortion in the third
section of the piece to the lines
"because
realizes the long

a

it

dreamed of metalization of the human body." Dancers
moved

spasmodically, contorted by pain,

fi-antic in

the choreographic picture of distortion "in which

symbols which pretended to

A critic of the Dance Oh.ervPr praised

chaos.

human

idealize those values."

and passionate indictment of the madness bred by
Joining writers, painters, and musicians,

values are crushed by the very

Sokolow had created

"a final

stem

fascism."''^

modem

dancers danced

in benefits to raise

awareness and money. The American Dance Association sponsored two concerts

entitled

"Dances for Spain" where a percentage of the proceeds went to the Medical Committee to

Aid Spanish Democracy. Edna Ocko, head of the Dancers Committee of the Theatre Arts

Committee which was formed
Spain.

to aid victims of fascism, raised

money

for

ambulances for

Instead of debating practical policy points, artists championed humanitarianism and

highlighted the

human

destruction inevitable in war. But nationalist elements

this universalist impulse.

Fascism was nationalism gone awry,

dancers held up America and

its

Document" (1938) championed

response,

entered

modem

version of democracy as the ideal. Graham's "American

pluralistic

xenophobic European fascism. Ocko, the

American democracy
radical revolutionary

impassioned against bourgeois dance just a few years

importance of the

in

still

in stark contrast to

dance

critic

earlier, succinctly

summed up

fight against fascism in 1938: "by fighting fascism outside
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so

our

the

ovm

country

we

are defending

democracy within our borders.

democratic tradition, modern dancers found
a

In trumpeting

political position

America and

on which almost

all

Its

could

agree.

Ethnic and Racial

Politics

But did everyone

participate in this heralding of the political

democracy? In modern dance, the

political

views and experiences of two groups show

variations within the unifying front of nationalism.

modern dancers used

example of American

Both Jewish and African American

the art form to further their political ideas about
America, each with

varying success.

Predominantly as children of immigrants, Jewish

Americanness on stage often
Americanness of the
political

art

form

at the

--

and

modem

expense of their Jewish
their rightful place in

component of modem dance and comprised a

dancers displayed their

tradition.

it.

They promoted the

Jewish dancers led the

significant

number of the dancers

in

the leading companies.

The

Modem

larger Jewish

community

dancers, not just those

Street Settlement

House

in

who were

and, later, the

by a group of German Jewish

New York

City also participated in

92nd

Street

philanthropists, the

YM-YWHA.

92nd

leadership of Dr. William Kolodney, the 92nd Street

home

for the arts for the

whole

dance.

Jewish, received critical support from the Henry

Street

Originally built in 1874

Y offered English classes,

vocational training, and only occasional cultural events. In 1934, under the

cultural

modem

city to enjoy.
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Y

new

took on a new role as a smaller

Modem

dance immediately took up

residence.

In 1935, a subscription series for
dance concerts started and soon
thereafter

classes, lecture-demonstrations,

and public interviews with famous
dancers and

choreographers followed. Dr. Kolodney
explained the appeal of modern dance
to the

Jewish community:

it

flised "the intellectual

population which found

its

and

spiritual

needs of that element of the

recreation primarily in the worid of ideas."
And, in the era of

the 1930s and 1940s, the 92nd Street Y's
program emphasized American cultural
traditions and, secondarily, Jewish ones.''

paralleled the change in

its

founded community center

modem

their

rise

in the

in the

1930s

midst of the slums, to the 92nd Street Y, a
in a middle-class

prominent position within the

dancers fought for

of modem dance

Jewish institutional homes: from Henry Street, the
Jewish-

predominantly cuhural Jewish institution

From

The

foil civil

and

modem

neighborhood. ''^

dance movement, many Jewish

political rights for African

Americans. Edith

Segal's "Black and White, Unite and Fight" ended in triumph over
machines and bosses

only

when white and

Add Bates

African American laborers realized that "strength

lies in unity."'''

played the "black" role and claimed to be recmited into the Communist Party

by Segal and danced with her group, the Red Dancers, which offered a rare opportunity to
see African American and white dancers on the stage at the same time.'*

Dance League concert
groups, including the

at the

Brooklyn Academy

Modem Negro

in

The Workers

1934 showcased a variety of dance

Dance Group, and

advertised a talk by Asadata

Dafora on "The Negro Dance" a few months before Dafora became famous through
"Kykunkor."'' The Dance Collective of Chicago, a member of the

New Dance League,

performed "Black and White, Unite and Fight" and "Southem Holiday," a work about
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lynching also choreographed by
Segal, at the

first

National

February, 1936. At the second National
Negro Congress

Anna Sokolow

performed.^" Tamiris'

"How Long

Dance

in

New York two

in

Chicago

years

in

later,

Brethren^' (1937) was the most

popular treatment of African Americans' struggle
and
presidency, the American

Negro Congress

history.

And, under Tamiris'

Association's newsletter published articles
by African

American modern dancers Allison Burroughs, Edna Guy,
and Katherine Dunham.^^

One
dancers,

link

between African American modern dancers and the
revolutionary

many of whom were

Both groups

Jewish,

was

the constant debate over art versus
propaganda.

suffered from the condemnation of using

modern dance merely

propaganda, which lacked aesthetic value. Within each group,

critics

for

tackled the issue and

discussed what art and propaganda meant, what purpose the labels
served, and which

dancers overcame the obstacle of being only one or the other. But a crucial
difference

remained between Jewish revolutionary dancers and African American dancers on
issue.

For white,

politically radical dancers,

becoming a revolutionary

modem

this

dancer was

a passionate choice; there was no difference between art and propaganda. White

bourgeois dancers, on the other hand, neatly picked
the question

was

concerned with

thrust

art,

upon them. Even

if

art.

For African American dancers,

Dunham and Primus

claimed to be most

they were never free from being part of propaganda for "the race.

Revolutionary Jewish dancers and African American dancers inspired debates on
the propagandist attributes of art but the yearning for

discrimination really connected them. In this

more

more opportunities and

new American

art

less

form, Jewish dancers were

successful in creating a place for themselves. Anti-Semitism persisted but a
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comparison to African Americans accentuates
the overwhelming importance
of skin

The place of African American dancers

in the

WPA was a case in point:

dancers were relegated to the Federal Negro
Project, housed

Harlem.

Add Bates danced on one Dance

"Candide"

in 1937,

In

Humphrey, rated

the

the Lafayette Theatre in

1938, the possibility of a "Negro

Dance Audition Board, which included Tamiris and
Doris

fifteen dancers, giving

Dance Group never

African American

Project performance, in Charles
Weidman's

November and December of

Dance Group" arose and

at

color.

Edna Guy

a "B."^^

Even

after this effort, a

Negro

materialized and Afiican American dancers were not
used in the final

dance productions.
Afiican American

dancers themselves were political

1940s when they came out more vocally than before against

in the

Very

modem

early in her career, in April 1943, Pearl Primus found a

downtown Manhattan,

home

most notably

activists,

racial discrimination.

at

Cafe Society

a rather "earnest club" with radical political leanings.

On

in

a small

stage cramped by a low ceiling. Primus performed her variety of dances with blues' pieces
often accompanied by Josh White, the political folksinger." While in an atmosphere

where white

liberals

Primus with an entry

expressed "their strong color sympathy,"*" Cafe Society also provided
into

and support from the small community of politically active

African American singers and entertainers, including Teddy Wilson, Hazel Scott, Lena

Home,

Billie

Holiday, and Paul Robeson.*'

The Negro Freedom

Rallies during the

Negro Labor Victory Committee, promoted
as around the world.

In the June, 1944

war

years, primarily sponsored

the fiilfillment of democracy at

program
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at

by the

home

as well

Madison Square Garden, Owen

Dodson and Langston Hughes wrote and
Coming"

in

which Primus appeared.^

directed a pageant entitled

Similarly,

Katherme Dunham took more vociferous

stands against discrimination in hotels on tour
and even on stage
Louisville, in October, 1944, she spoke to
the audience: "I

discovered that your management will not allow people
us.

am

I

hope

sure

politics,

that time

we will

"New World A-

After a performance in

must protest because

like

you to

sit

I

have

next to people like

and the unhappiness of this war for tolerance and
democracy, which

win, will change

African American

some of these

modem

overthrow of capitalism but

in

things

-

perhaps then

dancers took a radical stance: not

we
in

I

can retum."«^ In

advocating the

changing society by demanding inclusion within American

democracy.'*

Radicalism

Wanes

African American dancers' political voices stood out as most Americans and

modem

dancers embraced a more conservative vision of democracy

government support of the

arts

tumed

to criticism by the end of the 1930s.

Committee attacked the WPA, accusing the Writers

Communist

infiltration.

It is

in the 1940s.

Federal

The Dies

Project and the Theatre Project of

possible that the outspoken, politically active dancers greatly

contributed to the image of the radical Theatre Project. Hallie Flanagan wrote to John

Martin of The

New York Times

beseeched Project dancers to contain

young dancers not

an

article

he had written which

their political stridency,

"Your

article in

in January, 1939, praising

to confuse their politics with their pyrotechnics

may be enormously

helpful.

The two

final

comes

at

urging our

a time

dance projects displayed some of the
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when

it

political

views of their choreographers. Tamiris
choreographed "Adelante," a piece

inspired by poetry written in Spain
during the war.

who was

The

story concerned a peasant soldier

executed, the reaction of the peasantry to
his death, and ended "with
a

courageous,

spirited,

triumphal march of the peasantry

The long delayed

.

first

musical

of the Theatre Project, "Sing For Your Supper,"
with choreography by Anna Sokolow,
contained material "rumored to be both timely and
topical, on the

political, theatrical,

and

idiosyncratic events of right now."^^ After a year
and a half of rehearsals beginning in the
fall

of 1937,

Project lost

The

it

its

finally

opened

in April,

1939 for a very short

run.

The Federal Theatre

funding and ended on June 30, 1939.

suspicious, critical look at theatre and dance occurred
alongside other political

changes within

modem

dance.

The experience of dancers

in

unions in the late 1930s and

eariy 1940s reveals the ironies of their political activism. In
1939, representatives fi-om

the American Guild of Musical Artists

(AGMA),

a union which primarily protected

singers and instrumentalists in the opera and concert fields, attempted to organize
concert

dancers under their aegis. L.T. Carr, the union organizer, disclosed
concerts: an

extra pay for

AGMA closed shop,
more than

$45/week

his plan for

for dancers during performing

eight performances per week),

dance

weeks (with

$20/week for 35 hours of

rehearsal/week with overtime pay for additional rehearsals, and a ban on motor transport

on tour

in

favor of railroads. These were the demands that dancers had fought for over a

decade: to be recognized professionals and earn livable pay. Ballet dancers quickly joined

AGMA but modem dancers did not.
Lincoln Kirstein, and

ballet

was

Ballet companies had

weahhy

also incorporated into opera,
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patrons, such as

which had an

institutional

home and

stable finances in

someone on
the

New York.

With

ballet dancers, the

the other side of the bargaining table

AGMA contracts.

Modern

representation. Editors of the

union more often had

who had money

dancers, on the other hand, resisted

Dance Observer noted

in

meet the demands of

to

AGMA

October, 1939 that the threat of

AGMA representation had reduced concerts, curtailed productions, and
bookings "because the

financial return fi-om

Mr. Carr demands." The

salaries

training

editorial

and performance experience

this

dance

postponed

recitals is not sufficient to

went on to lament the

of opportunity

loss

posed for younger dancers,

pay the

in

AGMA was risking

the "future of the American dance. "^^

AGMA itself only gave dancers junior status so they were unable to vote or hold
office in the union.

In 1941, an

enough action to change
as vocal as

modem

their status within the union.

dancers.'^

institutional foundation

AGMA representative scolded dancers for not taking
Ballet dancers,

it

The absence of modem dancers revealed

of their

art

form and the idealism of their

seemed, were not
the shaky

earlier political activism.

Although they protested mightily for economic support for dance and dancers throughout
the 1930s, they were unable to secure large sources of funding beyond the federal

government and,

thus,

Theatre Project gone,

were unable to support dancers on a

modem

payroll.

With the Federal

dancers went back to lone, occasional concerts,

unconnected to each other and no longer buffered by a weekly paycheck for dancing. The
question and

title

of the 1941

have been merely rhetorical
the

AGMA article,

"Are Dancers

five years earlier as dancers

WPA.
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Good

Politicians?,"

waged sit-down

would

strikes against

Tamiris and the America of HUAC

By

the early 1940s,

modern dancers

lost their political force but
the political

environment had also changed, Agam, the
case of Tamiris provides a good
example.

During World

War

II,

she joined the committee "Artists' Front
to

by Charlie Chaplin and the actor Sam
did.^"

Her

political alliances

late

aflfairs.^^

join, but

1940s and especially

member of the New Dance Group and

Martha Graham's group, remembered

Communist

the War," headed

and beseeched other dancers to

began to haunt her by the

1950s. Jane Dudley, a founding

herself with

Jaffe

Win

then a

in

activities

that Tamiris "got clobbered later" for
involving

The hearings of the House Committee on Un-American

larger roles in the

McCarthy

Communist

period," although there

"cruel" to her.'^

many

and Communist-fi-ont organizations. Tamiris was the

most-oft cited dancer even though others

much

the

member of

Activities during the late 1940s and early 1950s identified
Tamiris' participation in

suspected Communist

few

--

Party.

is little

such as Edna

Ocko and Edith

Tamiris herself in a

fight for

--

had

letter referred to the "cruel

evidence to indicate specifically

Although Tamiris continued to

Segal

modem

how

it

was

dance, she received

little

attention and died in 1966, lonely and poor.'^

Modem dance ended up

in the

HUAC hearings in the many mentions of Tamiris

but also in the proceedings of the only dancer

1953,

when he spoke

some

repute.

before

HUAC,

who

testified,

of the

May

Robbins had achieved fame as a choreographer of

Creating works for musical theatre and

Artistic Director

Jerome Robbins. By

ballet,

he became the Associate

New York City Ballet under George Balanchine in

testimony, Robbins admitted to being a Communist Party
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1949. In his

member from 1943

to 1947.

He

joined because of the Party's fight against
anti-Semitism, having experienced
himself

moments of "minority

prejudice" (he had changed his

Never very involved, he became disenchanted with
seemed to occupy the meetings, and the pressures

remembered being asked by someone how
choreograph "Fancy Free"

-

Committee members during

name from Jerome Rabinowitz).

policy shifts, the petty bickering which

to justify and explain his

dialectical materialism

art.

He

had helped him

a question he said he found patently absurd
then (as did the

his testimony).

Robbins offered names of others

who

attended meetings, although the only person he named from the
dance world was the

dance

critic

of New Theatre, Edna Ocko. He completely

even expressed

his

reftited his earlier beliefs

disappointment with the Party's lack of attention to minorities.

Representative Scherer's opinion "that the Communist Party

is

way." Robbins

work

won

high praise from Committee

as a choreographer.

As Robbins

American

"It's

"It

appears to be

for his honesty and his

"Fancy Free" drew considerable praise for

explained to the committee,

as a particularly

members

its

Americanness.

always been identified everywhere

piece, indigenous to America,

To

as anti-Semitic as the Nazi

Party ever was," Robbins, contradicting his earlier statement, replied,
that

and

and that

its

it's

played

theme has great heart

and warmth."'* Congressmen's embrace of "Fancy Free" demonstrated the extent to

which

ballet

had become the most celebrated American dance form. As Tamiris "got

clobbered," Robbins gained accolades. Those dancers

action to American patriotism flourished, while those

who went from

who

"outdated" and discredited political radicalism floundered.
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Popular Front

remained dedicated to

The radicalism of the

early "revolutionary"

modern dance wing, spawned by the

Jewish backgrounds of the dancers, had shifted
from an international focus to a national

one

in the

mid-1930s. But the concept of America

in the late

1930s, with

liberalism and qualified pluralism, did not hold
majority support in the
II.

For most modern dancers, the

loss

political

modem

New Deal

wake of World War

of government funding and the turn from federal

government recognition to suspicion only further exacerbated a
not until the 1960s that

its

dance would recover

environment flourished. Conceived

its

fragile existence.

importance when a more

in political radicalism,

relevance and impact in times of political conservatism.
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modem

dance

It

was

liberal

lost its
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Naming Names (NY:

silent

about

this issue

and

CHAPTER 5
AMERICAN DOCUMENT"
On the

humid, languid night of August

6,

1938,

in

the makeshift theatre of the

Bennington, Vermont Armory, dancers entered
a stage walicing
following another. They stopped

they took

bows

when

in a canonical fashion, a

the

The time

is

now -

one

whole company faced the audience. After

man

"Ladies and Gentlemen, good evening. This
States of America.

in a procession,

stepped forward and spoke to the audience:
is

a theatre.

tonight."

He

The place

is

here in the United

introduced the group of dancers as

•The dance group, led by Sophie [Maslow]," himself as the

Interlocutor, and the principals

Erick Hawkins and Martha Graham. The music resumed,
the company exited as

it

arrived

and a short "Duet of Greeting" between Hawkins and Graham
ensued. The performance
space had been defined generically as "a theatre"; specifying the nation
was more
important than the exact locale. As

in

Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" of the same year,

the gap between the audience and the players had been bridged by direct
contact with the

audience by an intermediary. So "American Document" began.

^

"Patterned freely after an American Minstrel Show,"^ Martha Graham's 1938

"American Document" deliberately displayed the philosophical roots and movement
elements of modem dance as fundamentally American. Drawing upon performance
techniques of plays, pageants, minstrelsy, and works of other choreographers, Graham's

"American Document" presented an episodic narrative of American history

in a

combination of spoken words and solo, duet, and group pieces. Exploratory and
interrogative,

Graham and

other

modem

dancers
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wed

their

new movement vocabulary

with commonly accepted American
characteristics, firmly tying their
foundling

art

form

to

a national base.^

The movement and approach
evolved

in the

in direct contrast to that

Americanness of their

choreographic structure

America

in

art

built

to

body motion which

of European-imported

ballet.

But

modem

modem

dance had

dancers' belief

form went beyond techmque. Subject matter,
theme, and

upon new dance techniques

motion. Three subjects in particular

up throughout dances of the 1930s and 1940s.
theme of the Americana works: the
performance brought a

constituted

-

to form a

religion, race,

full

performance of

and the west

All three subjects elaborated a

individual and society.

Viewing a

modem

- showed
dominant
dance

different perception to debates about the individual
within, against,

or separated from society. Groups moving together, in harmony
or conflict, initiated a

new way of seeing
politics.

this

theme commonly invoked

For example, "masses" became

forward toward the audience

power

in the unifying

in

in

American

visible as a large

literature, history,

and

group of women moved quickly

Graham's "Panorama" (1934), manifesting both threat and

movement of a crowd.

Modem dance performances utilized defining Americana elements of more famiUar
art

forms such as an American folk song as musical accompaniment; a poem by Walt

Whitman might be
a

modem

cited as an inspiration for the dance and reprinted in the program.

dance performance of "America" offered something beyond other

moving bodies

as the integrative place

art forms:

of emotions and thoughts about America.''

Spectators were a necessary part of this unifying process. As Grraham explained.
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But

for the audience to finish

It IS

what

essentially a conversation between
the dancer and itself [the audience]. The
dancer must be magnetic She
does not throw roses to the audience like a ballerina.
She draws the public
to her, so that their emotion can complete
her work. That is the essential
-- that the audience should enter
in and feel what the dancer is
trying to
express.^
is

Modem dancers believed in this active participatory theatrical

process as a form of

democracy. They were not ballerinas patronizingly stooping
to recognize the audience
fi-om a lofty pedestal

of otherworldliness. They also differed from Isadora
Duncan's

populist "Vision of America dancing" as the "vibration of the
American soul striving

upward through Labour
America on stage

to

for the

bounding leaps implied

Harmonious

Life."^

The new modem dancers wanted

view of others instead of inspiring the nation

in

in

to create

spontaneous

Duncan's amorphous picture. They strived to carve out a new

kind of cultural event, utilizing the theatrical conventions of ballet performances
but
deriving the meaning of their

The

work

in a

more

active involvement with the audience.

inspiration of many artists, including Isadora

Whitman was modem

dancers' guide in documenting America in dance. Helen Tamiris

created the fullest exposition of his poetry in "Walt

of the dance named for
Electric,"

Duncan and Ted Shawn, Walt

particular

poems

--

Whitman

Suite" (1934) with sections

"Song of the Open Road,"

"I

Sing the

Body

"Halcyon Days," and the most popular one often performed separately, "Salut

Au Monde."

Whitman's passionate patriotism mirrored

that

of modem dancers. In

his

sensuous embrace and explication of bodies, sexuality (and homosexuality), and the rights

of women, Whitman offered

modem dancers

them

Sing the

to exploit on stage.

"I

Body

a literary

model of American

Electric" with
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its

declarations

physicality for

~

"And

if

the

body does not do

fully as

much

as the soul?," "If any thing

is

sacred the

human body

- gave modem dancers an explicit celebration of bodies articulated

sacred"

Whitman's praise of American democracy and

artistic

in

is

words.

expression helped define the

Americamiess of modem dance. His resolute belief in
individualism with a concomitant
belief in the "mass" paralleled

Whitman
that

was

set

modem

dancers' credos. Recognizing their
contradiction,

about the task "to reconcile them."^

modem

incontrovertibly American for

And

it

was

this

notion of democracy

dancers and that they attempted to

choreograph.

Religion

modem dancers because of their philosophical

Religious topics appealed to
universal importance. Unlike

Ruth

St.

Denis' fascination with Asian religions,

and

modem

dancers of the 1930s investigated the specific religious practices of America.
Martha

Graham delved
late 1920s.

into Native

Around

the

American

religiosity,

aided by a trip to the southwest in the

same time Doris Humphrey

Shakers of New England. In a

letter to

initiated a lifelong fascination

her parents in September 1930,

with the

Humphrey

her interest:

I'm interested in doing a dance based on religious cults

being Shakerism. They did a dance, you
gestures and music.

The

subject

is

know

~ the general theme

with definite formations and

fascinating to read about

chiefly important as a standing point for the composition.

never

is

the point you know.

I

agree with Robert

[sic]

The

Fry

Cezanne's apples are as important as Raphael's Madonnas.*
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~ but

is

subject

who

insists that

laid

out

This conuncu IVa.uai
witliin tl.o aesthetic

Roger

I'ry

world

1

hnuplucy's

a.ul othc.s' u.tocst u,
pa,(,a.lar sub,cv.

which Ihcy opc.atcd

in

lUnuph.oy's .cfo.onco to

a.t

.nailcs

cni.c

underscores .uoden, dances' bel.eC.n eniphas./.ng
abstraction over conveying

a "real" picture of the subject

C\vanne and

liis

break IVo.n

in the tlist part

of the twentieth century. Vvy praised

realistic representation

and advocated

that othe. aitistic

genres Ibllow Ce/anne's lead and concentrate on using
foiiu to express ideas and

emotions

"point"

which

'

was

This viewpoint

became

not the apple oi the

a defining factor of

Madonna,

as

Modernism

Humphiey wiole.

in art

hus. the

I

way

but lathei the

in

elements composed meaning

foinial

Similarly,

many modern dancers

believed

tliat

the

new ways of moving expiessed

the most important "point", the subject matter was meiely a vehicle
for lelaying the

underlying emotion or idea

such as Loie
dancers

l

Stories such as ballet's "Ciiselle" oi lepiesentations of natuie

ullei's "l iie" (IS^).S) dul not

In essence. Ciiaham's

of a woman

in

sorrow,

it

was

landmark solo "Lamentation" (l^U)) was not

grief itself

Susan

I

othei s as the belief that the

communication, with expiession undei stood as the levelation of an

meaning of

individual's

thoughts and emotions, and the body of the ilancei as the instiument of this
expression

a depiction

eigh I'oster persuasively explains the

American modern dance movement of (iiaham and
art is

modem

imparl gieat meaning, accoiding to

mnei

holistic

The dancer's subject was a universal statement most oflen derived fiom a

personal, subjective experience

their identification

The purpose,

then,

was

to

evoke empathy

of the universal piinciple within the peisonal disdosuie

21S

in

viewers by

These general
the Americana

beyond

principles

of producing, performing, and viewing dance
underlay

works of the 1930s and 1940s. But Humphrey's claims

Foster's generalizations, subject matter counted

on

its

reinforcement of broader themes and issues which concerned
interested

doctrines.

many

for the universal principles

Spirituality and,

more

spiritual practices, attracted

it

ritualistic

modem dancers.

was

human body and

religiosity

Religion

scriptural

movements

its

religious expression in

garnered particular attention. For Graham, the Indian

deepened the

terms and also as a

which they believed lay beyond

specifically, the

them, and

own

to the contrary and

in

America which

of the southwest

elements of Catholicism which charmed her as a

child.

Unlike

Catholicism, however, Indian rituals incorporated dance and body motion,
thus sanctifying

bodies themselves as fleshly dwellings of spirituality.

Humphrey
letter to

turned to the Shakers for similar reasons.

As

she mentioned in the

her parents quoted above, the inclusion of dance in Shaker rituals engaged her.

The pronounced

equality

between men and women, the

founded by a woman, and especially the commitment to
sect said,

"we make everything except babies"")

fact that the religion

had been

chastity (or, as an Eldress

of the

intrigued her.'^ In fact, the interplay

between dancing as a bodily pleasure and the requirement forbidding sex formed the
dualistic tension in

their bodies free

Humphrey's "The Shakers" of 193 1

from

dancing absolved

sin.

sin."^^

.

Dancing was a way of "shaking

Thus, bodies retained sinfulness but body movement through

The good effects of dancing probably appealed

because most Christian religions had regulariy promulgated the

evils

to

Humphrey

of dancing by tying

to licentiousness. Graham's look at Native Americans and Humphrey's portrayal of the
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it

Shakers offered ways to link

religiosity

with the joys of body movement. They
neither

denied the connotations of sex in body
movement nor confined body movement to
only
that interpretation. Instead, they gave
expression to both possibilities through
the

medium

of modem dance.

A work for thirteen dancers,
the rigid separation of men and

stage right and

above each

wound

men on

in the skin,

split

circle.

Walking

straight like a long plank

side

in

men, "The Shakers" maintained

down

Toward

and magnetic

replace longing.

The

drudged steps

downward

and angled

inevitability

pull

and

was

like

between and
a cleanly cut

in its clarity.

sides

line

slightly pitched forward, their

fisted,

oneself for desires of the

doom of desire

of the body. The

along the boundary, a

arcs to opposite sides of the stage in an

gaze

at their partner

across the divide.

Body movement

The dance

of the stage each
bodies rigidly

locked arm against the

flesh,

hoping for pain to

laced the heavy reluctant walk,

circles

of men and

women worked

unison, strained toward one another, but remained separate and not touching.

dancers then formed a

on

stayed

the middle of the approximately nine minute

women on their respective

if punishing

Women

far upstage,

the middle of the stage

of wood, each dancer pounded one

of his or her body as

stare,

six

characterized the sect.''

in its painftilness

composition, the groups of men and

formed a

and

and the Eldress often remained

left

both repellent

this incision.

women

women which

on a bench. The

side

evolved around

stage

seven

woman facing

The

a man, and peeled off in

awkward and agonizing back bend with

Humphrey

a steady

depicted carnality in anguish.

also expressed a rapturous religiosity alongside this torment,

suggesting that the joy came because of this distress.
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As

in

if inspired

and pulled by

something above, high, bounding, seemingly
spontaneous jumps a
intermittently throughout the dance.

to a crescendo toward the end.

seconde exploded

la

The jumps occurred throughout

The Eldress

the dance but built

started the final series with small

hops and

the other dancers eventually joined her. Finishing
in a circle facing the victoriously

all

tall

Eldress on her bench, the dancers' backs to the audience.
"The Shakers" ended with the
entire

company

bursting skyward in these jumps of release and joy
and concentrated

energy.

Like the jumps, words punctured the piece. Experimentation
with spoken words
or texts happened

social -- often

fairly

frequently in the dances of the 1930s. Messages

prompted the addition of spoken words

to a performance.

-

political or

For some

dancers, particular topics begged for clarity and accessibility; both the political
dances of

the communist-inspired dancers and the Americana dances carried this import for many.

Following the pattern of Shaker worship which often inspired spontaneous shouts of

Humphrey

"hosanna" and

"alleluia,"

exclamations.

A man burst out, "My life, my carnal life, I will lay

depraved," and a

woman, "The Lord hath

be shaken clean from

movements

included this tradition but added

sin."'^

it

more pointed

down because

declared that thou shalt be saved

~

it is

thou shalt

Redemption followed the declaration of sin. Words echoed

as the recognition of the sin of desire gave

way to

the physical outbursts of

religious ecstasy.

The

first

formal premiere of "The Shakers" was on February

received unanimous praise.

The

restraint

1,

1931 and

it

of movement and concise choreographic form

showcasing the bursting passion underneath

chastity, order,
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and control prompted

critics

to herald the choreography's precision in
blending content and form.
signified the

work

were well known
or

as

American since the Shakers began and remained

for the furniture and products they made,

communal customs. Humphrey

form

in

if

in

subject matter

America and

not their religious doctrine

relayed the simplicity of design and
ftinctionality of

her sparse, powerful choreography. But the
conflict of Christian physicality

desire and sin

entitled

The

-

categorized the piece as American.

"Americana" that played

in

It

Philadelphia in the

works by Weidman and Humphrey,

was included
fall

in

-

a musical revue

of 1932, along with other

including Weidman's "Ringside

-

Madison Square

Garden" on boxing. The dance offerings made the show a success, according
to the
reviewer of Philadelphia's Public Ledg er

An
in the

abstract, spiritual Christianity sufflised

1930s. Despite the relatively large number of Jewish

modern dance, Judaism surfaced only
communist-inspired dance groups

issue of the

like the

Indian and

presence

Negro

,

cultures.'"

in society but,

claimed that interest

Moscow Habima

in

religion

and men involved

most often

in

in the

Workers Dance League whose member Miriam

Dance Observer even went so

of indigenous American material

women

occasionally, and then,

Naum

Blecher choreographed works on Jewish themes.

list

most of the dances concerning

far as to

for the

Rosen argued

Rosen, a

critic

writing in a 1934

add the Jewish tradition to Graham's

new modern dance which had
that the

more important, each had

only

named

Negro, Indian and Jew had an active

a long past on which to draw.

He

Jewish dancing had surged because of the recent successes of the

Theatre production of The Dybbuk

Yiddish Art Theatre's production of Yoshc Kalb
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in

in

1926

1933.

in

New York

and the

In these theatrical productions,

dances played a prominent
dances

Thg Dybhuk and

in

Benjamin Zemach emerged as a master of
Jewish

part.

Shapero, a

Lillian

member of the Martha Graham group,

choreographed dances for Ypghg Kalb. But Rosen did
not further

Americanness of the Jewish

Negro, Indian, and Jew
in

each

tradition.

-

heritage.

folk

clarify the

In fact, his depictions of all three figures

-

the

mainly highlighted the universal element of spirituality
ingrained

For Rosen, the

convergence and longevity

in the

religious element in each tradition

and the geographical

United States of these three groups ultimately

determined their Americanness.''

For many Americans, though, the Negro,

Indian, Jew, and Irish

were figures

against which American identity was defined. Isadora Duncan and Ted Shawn
articulated
the nativist view of America prevalent in the 1920s, the

Negro and Indian revealed one of the key

differences

of Duncan and Denishawn and

modem

that

qualifications existed within this

of the

more

between the

in

interest in the

eariier

dance movement

dancers of the 1930s. Significant

pluralistic vision

dancers did not embrace the Jewish tradition

new moderns'

of America, however.

Modem

any significant way despite Rosen's claim

of the Americanness of Jewish themes and folk dances and the number of modem dancers

who were

Jewish. In fact, for most leading

American. In 1928, Ruth

"all

units

St.

modern dancers, Judaism was

clearly not

Denis wanted to re-form the Denishawn company to make

of school or production.

.

.

90%

Anglo-Saxon," perhaps following the

governmental dictum of 1924 creating similar immigration quotas. According to

Humphrey,

this

was

"to insure the art

is

American and
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is

recognized by other countries as

American." Humphrey went on to

number of Jewish women

Humphrey

left

in the

clarify that this

Denishawn because of this demand and others and both
Graham

Latvian Jewish immigrant raised

many of the Jewish women

Weidman

in

at

it,

which they

felt particularly

into their groups.

Gertrude Shurr, a

Brooklyn since she was nearly two years

Denishawn

and Graham praised the "emotional
put

women

new company because

in their

explicit attempt to limit the

company.^"

and Humphrey accepted many Jewish

that

was an

left

to join Doris

old, recalled

Humphrey and Charles

"they stuck up for us."'' In fact, both

intensity belonging to the Jewish race," as

suited Jewish

women for the

new, dramatic

Humphrey
Humphrey

modem

dance.'' Interpretations of the supposedly essential qualities of the "Jewish
race"
persisted, with both positive

of Jewish

"piles

girls" in

can be sure your school

and negative connotations. Humphrey remarked on the

her classes, claiming, "but they have their

is

a success in

New York when the Jews

always sure of getting the best for

their

Jews

Denis'

especially lingered.

Ruth

St.

money."

good

fit

into a picture

A focus on the physical differences of

comment

of America (as

You

come, because they're

that the art

form needed to be

recognized by other countries as American implied that Jews had a

which would not

qualities....

also,

visual, physical identity

though unstated but

clearly

understood, African Americans would not). Seemingly more important than an American

way of moving was

simply a particular type of static, physical appearance. Whether

referring to facial characteristics, darker hair or skin, St. Denis' picture of America

undoubtedly resembled her

own fair-skinned

and high cheek-boned
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features.'^

Similarly, a

former member of the Humphrey-Weidman
group of the 1930s

remembered hearing Humphrey and Weidman comment
on the
Jewish

woman who

"what do

we do

"didn't have a

with a face

company.^'* Thus,

WASP face."

like that?"

Despite

Humphrey and Weidman

this reservation,

they accepted her into the

its

quota system." Humphrey, Weidman,

others certainly did not act on the anti-Semitic beliefs they

Ruth

St.

some

particularly based

Denis and Ted Shawn

did.

on physical

But

distinctions

characteristics.

may have

held as

between Jews and others remained,

Another Jewish

Humphrey-Weidman group summarized, "You could be Jewish
if you didn't

reportedly said,

modem dance may have been more welcoming to Jews than other

realms of society, such as higher education with

Graham and

audition of a beautiful

look Jewish. "^^ The large number of Jewish

modem dancer of the

[and have an easier time]

women compared

to the lack of

recognition and fame they achieved suggested that anti-Semitism in a more subtle form
persisted."

Race
Another

qualification in

Afi-ican Americans.

particularly

combined
past.

White

modem dancers

modem

~

case of

claimed parts of Afiican American tradition as

American but segregation on stage continued. Dancing to Negro

spirituals

dancers' interest in religiosity with an enduring element of the American

The legacy of slavery and

separation

modem dancers' vision of America occurred in the

the unique coupling of races in America

stood as a defining feature of America for
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~

modem dancers to

and

their

capture.

The dancer most
Tamiris

who

felt

more

own Russian Jewish

choreographing Negro Spirituals was Helen

inclined to explore this part of the

immigrant heritage.

performances to Negro

Negro

identified with

Spirituals,

And

despite

vista than that

many Afncan American

Tamiris received the

Spirituals in 1928, another indication

American

first

of her

dancers'

broad notice of dancing to

of the wider acclaim which white

modem

dancers achieved.

"How Long Brethren?"(1937) was the
dance worid and

in

her interest in Negro

Federal Theatre Project,

women to

travels into the

spirituals.

was produced again

in 1938.

Project's biggest success in

Tamiris choreographed a dance

seven Negro Spirituals, songs which had been collected through

South by a white man, Lawrence Tibbet. As white

stage, an African

American choms sang,

an orchestra

in

pit

women

below the

"How Long Brethren?" was
As

a

in Tamiris' eariier solos to

movement motif

In

"How Long

fiiller

Negro

theatrical experience than

Spirituals, the

orchestra and

weighted body was the central

Brethren?," heavy, slow steps, with feet barely off the

the shoulder joints downward, hanging

in a

full

"The Shakers."

ground displayed the gravity of weight and burden. Arms followed the

given movement upward

danced on

stage, invisible to

the audience. Lengthier, with differing sections, and accompanied by a
chorus,

modem

in the

Put together under the auspices of the

"How Long Brethren?" became the

dance, ran for weeks, and
for twenty

peak of Tamiris' success

listless.

legs,

swaying fi-om

The head was often the only body

part

beseeching gaze, yearning for answer and relief

"How Long Brethren?" began

in

muted

light

and ended with a march into a "red

dawn." The lighting plot revealed the message of the whole work: "There
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is

a change

from desperation to a

certain

was drawn out and given a

amount of defiance. "^^ The

narrative

tense, gradual climb in crescendo.

of the

rise to

power

Photographs, the only

extant visual documentation of the 1937 version
of the work, depicted this transformation
in

movement

too.

Some

sections featured a figure

but most of the poses highlighted angles: arms

elbows jutting out of the

in

circle, legs in attitude,

on a block, as

an angular

if ruling

circle held

over the group,

over the head with

and often bodies pitched forward or torsos

leaning backward from a kneeled position on the fioor.
Angles bespoke conflict. Unlike

the continuity of a straight line or a curve, angles broke the
implicit harmony of continuity.

The break

in the

movement

unlike the sense of equanimity projected by a straight line out to
space or

body

itself held the

contained in the space of a

eye and was the source of the tension

As Humphrey

circle.

described

in the

an "angle makes for

it,

contained power.

Tamiris reinforced the conflict and tension inherent

hne of the angle of arms with

fists.

The

final section

in angles

by often ending the

of "How Long Brethren?" depicted

the rising defiance in a long diagonal line of women, offset at the end of the stage fiirthest

away from the audience by

the figure of Tamiris standing apart from the

women's bodies pitched forward,
looking back

at Tamiris.

in

line.

an open-legged stance, one arm bent and

At the end of the

line,

Tamiris stood

tall

The
fisted,

and

and regal v^th one arm

overhead and another wrapped around her waist.
Tamiris depicted the growth of defiance

in the face

of injustice as prototypically

American. Not the internal struggle of sin of "The Shakers,"

"How Long Brethren?"

messages and body movements displayed the great psychological
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toil

in its

of oppression but

showed

that the cause

externally

imposed

clarified this

of the struggle did not come from

restrictions.

Even more than

in

self-restrictions but

"The Shakers," words reinforced and

message through the songs sung by a chorus on

strength and the joining together of the oppressed

from

stage.

won freedom

In the end, inner

and justice.

This staged struggle became a real protest on the night of
May 20, 1937, in a
to decry budget cuts of the

WPA. The

dancers asked the audience to stay with them in

the theatre after the performances of Charies Weidman's "Candide"
and Tamiris's

Long Brethren?" Having planned
friends and family

good

in

of the

who

this,

sit-in

many of the dancers populated

"How

the audience with

stayed through the night. Although the protest ultimately did

stemming the WPA's declining budget, the

publicity

little

and continuing vocal defiance

WPA dancers mirrored the onstage demonstration of protest in "How Long

Brethren?""

But the hard economic struggles of the
of slavery

in

"How Long

WPA dancers did not compare to the story

Brethren?" If freedom from oppression was the more general

American theme which Tamiris emphasized, she placed
American case of racial discrimination and
social

and

political segregation

slavery.

by skin color as an

that abstraction in the specific

"How Long Brethren?" acknowledged
indelible part

of the American past but

the glaring absence of any African American dancers in the production reinforced the

continued presence of racial segregation

in

American

life.

Even more

"Candide" (playing on the same program directly following

"How Long Brethren?")

employed the African American dancer Add Bates. Well known

on the

ironically,

for his political activity

WPA and an admitted Communist, Bates performed a number of important roles in
228

Federal Theatre Projects as an actor and a dancer
in the Federal Dance Project,
the Living

Newspapers, and the Federal Negro Project. Fanya
Geltman Del Bourgo, another Federal
Theatre Project dancer and a member of the cast of
"How Long Brethren?," remembered

Bates as the "token black"
her group so

it

may

in Project productions.^^

Tamiris had not yet included

not have been reasonable to expect Bates to be
part of the

men

cast.

in

But

African American female dancers were also a part of the
Project, including Edna Guy, one

of the more prominent African American dancers who had made an
entrance

into the

white dance world. Tamiris did not seek out these dancers for the work.
Seeing

Bates

in the

production following

"How Long Brethren?"

of African American dancers from a piece about

Add

perhaps highlighted the absence

racial injustice.

Tamiris solicited the accompaniment of African American singers for the chorus,

however. They sang songs collected by Lawrence Tibbet,

Negro

Spirituals in the 1930s.

Project, described

"How Long

who

spread scores and lyrics of

Hallie Flanagan, the director of the Federal Theatre

Brethren?" this way.

and collected songs of the Negro

race.

"A white man went

into the

South

Those songs are now being sung on the Federal

Theatre Project by a chorus of Negro voices, while the emotions of the songs are
portrayed by a group of white dancers.... You cannot
bodies. "^^ Flanagan

saw

this as a

tell

where black voices become white

melding of black and white, which exemplified for her

the goal of creating an American theatre through the Federal Theatre Project. She went

on; "Thus,

'How Long

Brethren?' in

its

conception, execution, and implications becomes

not only a powerful social document, but an epitome of that freedom from racial prejudice

which must

exist at the core

of any theatre for American people."'"
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In black freedom from slavery and oppression,
white

modem dancers

American dancers found common American ground. Katherine
Dunham
(1938) (and

later, in

woman in a lynch mob

in

American south. Primus danced the

the applause the dance received:

"Do people

to the poor, socially upset, frustrated

role

of colored person and

man

let it

Allen.

of a

really get the

at that? I

message, and do they transfer

Do

in the street?

go

In 1944, Primus worried about

want

they simply accept

my dance to be

me

mind: "The hurt and anger that hurled

me

translated into an anger that took

to the

me

ground

it

as a

a part of the

conscience of America. "^^ "Strange Fruit" and "Hard Times Blues" were linked

were

Hands"

"Strange Fruit" (1944), which was accompanied in the

program by the poem of the same name by Lewis

different type

in "Field

"Southland" [1951]) and Pearl Primus in "Hard Times
Blues" (1943)

also depicted the struggles of slaves in the

white

and African

in Primus'

in that solo [in 'Strange Fruit']

into the air in 'Hard

Times

Blues.'"^^

For

Primus, the conscience of America needed to include the rancor and injustice of "Strange
Fruit"

and the

will to survive

of "Hard Times Blues."

After these dances very early in her career, Primus turned almost exclusively to

dances of Africa.

filled

Dunham beginning

1930s and Primus

in the

1940s more often

the Americana section which ended their performances with choreographed

renditions of social dances.

Spirituals, a jazz

As

in the late

Dunham's Americana

suite included

dances to Negro

dance piece entitled "Barrelhouse" (1938), and the "Cakewalk" (1940).

anthropologists, they

saw the importance of restoring and

dances as a crucial part of American cultural

identity.

Primus called jitterbugging

"America's only folk dance."" Instead of choreographing
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highlighting these "folk"

modem dance pieces

about the

place of African Americans in American society,
they shifted attention to the cultural
contributions of African Americans themselves.
Abstract choreography of injustice and

oppression were less important than demonstrating the
continued presence of African

Americans.

Modem dancers,

both African American and white, acknowledged and
promoted

the influence of African American culture in contemporary society.
White dancers
especially noted the similarity of struggles against oppression

and the formation of the United
people so well!

-- their yearnings...."^*

racial struggle into

linkage.

As

States.

white bodies.

It

Tamiris proclaimed:

which had defined slavery
"I

understand the Negro

Thus, dancers transferred an identification with

was

generally white

discussed in chapter one, white

women who conveyed

women modem

this

dancers beUeved they could

symbolize humanity and the abstract individual, including Afiican Americans. White

women may have

succeeded

in taking

on these

physically distinct roles because of their

long association with the "body" side of a westem mind-body dualism,
1930s. White

crucial racial

women

symbolizing Afiican Americans in

and ethnic differences with a

veil

still

potent in the

"How Long Brethren?" masked

of whiteness. But the guise convinced and

succeeded through women's bodies.

While transference may have occurred, however,
scholar Susan

Manning argues

that "whereas the white

it

went only one way. Dance

body could represent a

universal

body, the black body could represent only a black body."^' Primus' portrayal of a white

woman in

"Strange Fmit"

of the dance concerned

is

the exception and perhaps

racial discrimination in the
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it

succeeded because the context

United States. Tamiris and her group

(despite the black singers) and

indelible African

Dunham and Primus

American elements

in

American

segregation remained a significant part of the

presented similar messages about
but they did so separately. This

identity,

modem dance

staging of America.

"American Document"
Graham's "American Document" (1938) replicated

modem dance

present in most

this configuration

of race

concerts. Graham's inclusion of racial injustice in the

narrative of American history collided with her use of the minstrelsy
format in "American

Document" and

the performance did not include African American dancers.

Document," however, combined many subjects considered

modem

dancers, including the battle against slavery. Its

Drawing upon

specific texts

Americans of their proud

and providing a

heritage.

The

terrifying

country

words

~

action.'"*"

sent over the air

our democracy
Thus,

~

itself

work

came up with

It

remembered

that she

new

the idea for the

own

men and move them

to

as a celebration of American democracy in

in

March 1938 and

the rise of fascism in

principles in general, she

American heritage as separate, unique, and ultimately

In 1989, at the time of a

to remind

occurred to her that our

Although she saw her task as heralding democratic

also set off the

purpose.

Graham hoped

has words, too, with power to hearten

the

its

"She had been listening to the vicious and

from the Axis countries.

Graham conceived

American by

proclaimed

script for the dance,

response to the Nazi invasion of Czechoslovakia

Europe."**

title

story of how she

dance became an integral part of the piece

particularly

"American

rendition of "American

superior.

Document," Graham

had never seen a minstrel show but claimed that she was intrigued by
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the

word

"Interlocutor."^^

by continual references

James Joyce) make

GrahanVs

in her

interest in the

oeuvre to poets and writers including Modernists
such as

this a less tar-lctched possibility

stayed with the minstrelsy form, however, because
episodes. Like

workings ot language (demonstrated

"How Long

than

it

it

might seem

way

offered a

Brethren?," "American Document"

She probably

to connect dilTcrent

was

a relatively long

by modern dance standards of the time, probably running about twenty-five
or

work

thirty

minutes long. Graham's version of a minstrelsy's walk-around, a parade of
the company
strutting with upliHed knees holding onto the middle

up and down

in this

of their

skirts to let their legs

processional march, added structure to the whole dance by providing

an obvious transition from one section to another. Iiach episode was
incorporated into the whole document by

Graham
the piece

more

also

felt that

accessible

Unlike other times

when

at

this

set

olVbut also

moving promenade.

using the popular theatrical form of minstrelsy would

fhe Interlocutor provided

a certain ambiguity might

wanted "American Document"
doubt

move

any time about what

to be clear, "I

is

a

way

to

make messages

make

overt.

have been her intention, Graham

want the audience to

feel

no obscurity or

happening on the stage"" She wanted a readable and

understandable document of America available to a wide audience.

As
the whole

explained

company and

some of the group."
a duet

in a

at

the beginning of the chapter, the piece began with the entrance of

the spoken introduction of the Interlocutor

naming the place and

After the words, a similar introduction occurred

between (iraham and Hawkins took

place, followed by the

i

in

movement

cturn of the

"group movement of strong, airirmative action using leaps to enter and
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I'irst,

company

exit."

Immediately after

this vibrant display, the Interlocutor
proclaimed:

"These are

Americans." Yesterday they were Spanish, Russian,
German, or English
Europeans), but
did not matter

now they were

where you came

(significantly, all

Americans. The implication was that to be an
American
fi-om,

although Europe was the named as the homeland

and black peoples were ignored. The amount of time

in the

United States did not matter

an American was a question of belief.

either; qualifying as

"Declaration," the

first

episode, defined just what "these Americans" believed.

Graham chose

text fi-om the Declaration

reinforced the

drama of the moment when the words "Declaration 1776" were spoken,

of Independence to introduce the

four panels at the back of the stage flung open and four dancers
visual trumpets."*'

Moving from

episode evoked the land

itself

in

piece.

She

blue appeared "like

the ideological foundation of the country, the second

Called "Occupation" and accompanied by words fi-om

Jacket of the Senecas, this scene displayed the Indians' "lament for the land."

danced as a "Native Figure." [Figure
sides

it

9, p.

235] Her long, straight hair slicked

Red

Graham

down

the

of her face covering her ears and a downward focus of the eyes and head conveyed a

sense of drawn-out

loss.

Slightly bent legs

Graham's body moved slowly and with
resignment kneeling center stage facing

exited.

Three

grounded the movement to the earth as

deliberation, ending in a

fi-ont.

pose of accepted

The group took up

this

theme as Graham

A portrait of three groups on stage exhibited the yearning and the resignation.
women

stood

in

an open stance,

upwards and the other to the

fially

facing forward, with one

side, curved, as if hoping to

arm extended

embrace the

sky.

Their averted

faces turned to the side and imploring gazes followed their extended arms. Another group
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Source: Dance Observer (April 1939)

Figure

9:

Martha Graham
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as "Native Figure"

knelt

on the

floor,

bent over from the waist toward the floor with
one arm bent at the

elbow and the other extended sideways.

A third group also knelt on the floor but bent

backwards from the knees, turning the torso toward the back of
the stage but echoing the
arc of the

body with the

arc of one arm.

The

rise

and

fall

of the eye from group to group

and ground to sky and the emotions suggested by the various groups
relayed the

of accepting defeat while retaining

belief in the holiness

of the land and

its

conflict

domination

over any person.
This episode continued Graham's interest
different aspect than the

(193

1).

deep

spirituality

in

Native Americans, portraying a

she depicted in her eariier "Primitive Mysteries"

This scene also differed from another piece about the American land, her quite

popular solo of 1935, "Frontier." "Frontier" was Graham's depiction of the heroic
individual banishing obstacles with courage, righteousness, and a certain innocence,

typical elements in the

myth of a pioneer or cowboy. In "Occupation," she presented the

other side of that picture. Both works celebrated land

in the definition

of an American

vista.

itself and

The wide spaces of the west

seen through eastern, urban eyes) represented beauty and

divinely sanctioned. In 1930,

new American
fertility

~

its

Graham recommended

dance: '"know the land'

great

sweep of distances

machinery of its invention. From
Dance.

it

suggested

— its exciting
—

will

its

this

importance

(in these cases

possibility,

always

even perhaps

emphasis as a

way

to construct a

strange contrasts of barrenness and

monstrous architecture

come the

its

great

—

mass drama

and the divine

that

is

the American

Incorporating the negative view of pioneer struggles by focusing on the

conquered Indians, however, "American Document" was Graham's attempt to present a
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more balanced
government

historical

view of America which included a moral assessment
of

actions.

She continued

this effort in the

next section, "The Puritan."

often to the theme of repression which she

she had experienced in her childhood).

Graham condemned what
Puritans.

felt

More judgmental

felt

than Humphrey's "The Shakers,"

she interpreted as the sexual and physical restraint of the
the sentence of sin in the episode,

spoken by the Interiocutor "as though delivering a judgment."

Graham and Hawkins provided

alternated with phrases fi-om the biblical

Document." This scene was a departure
between a man and

A sensuous duet by

a bodily counterpoint to the impassioned

with Erick Hawkins, Graham employed a

differences

returned

the Puritans exemplified (and which she

The words of Jonathan Edwards began

Edwards which

Graham

woman

more entwined movements. Graham

man

for the

"Song of Songs." Newly

first

some

slithered

lifts

in love

time in her career in "American

fi-om her previous style.

for

words of

She used the physical

and represented romantic love with

around Hawkins' body landing

at his feet

on

the floor as he stood resolute, like "Grant Wood's Americana gentleman" as the

choreographer Alwin Nikolais put

Gothic."'*^

Movements

it,

like this laid

a reference to the famous 1930 painting "American

bare sexual desire, particularly of the

woman.

Suspensions also punctuated the duet. At one point, Graham held both arms up, stood on

one leg and leaned

into that hip with the other leg in a

low back

attitude while

captured one of her upper arms, steadying her and allowing her to deepen the

Hawkins
plie.'*^

tension of suspensions and their dependence as partners bespoke the tension between

and

woman

and between repression and

desire.
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Love won out

in

The

man

Graham's view. The

two dancers

left

the stage together to the

beloved's/And his desire

The next

is

words from "Song of Songs,"

"I

am my

toward me."

episode, "Emancipation," began again with the
question of what

America. The Interlocutor named "things

we

are

was

ashamed of ..Sacco-Vanzetti,

sharecroppers, the Scottsboro Boys.""' Perhaps in a dynamic
effort to

move from that

shame, the group danced to fast-moving music, composed by Ray
Green, which suggested

Negro

Spirituals "only in a kind

of tone-cluster. "'° The dance included jumps, one with

the torso pitched forward and the arms reaching backward, perhaps portraying
in

its

awkwardness the hypocrisy of a system of slavery within a system of democracy.

A

semicircle of dancers ended the section, arms reaching out to the side embracing freedom

and unity

fiirther illustrated

The

final

episode

by words from Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation.

moved from

"lament for the living." Three

known

women

that liberation to the present day and

in red (originally

members of Graham's company

for their leftist sympathies) danced the sorrow of the Depression.

their first

move opened

the right leg from front to side

began with a

on the

floor with

As

if in

a cry,

arms open

sideways and curved and the torso and head arching backwards. Erick Hawkins followed
this

group of three with a solo to a

of the whole work. [Figure
"you," this

man had

10, p.

"faith... fear...

faster

drum

beat that started the crescendo to the finale

239] Representing "one man," "one million men," and

The

[and] need."

Interlocutor spoke

words from

Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address ("With malice toward none...") and then

initiated the

To

Dance of Invocation,

the beat of their

own

feet,

later joined

these

by Hawkins and the

words rang
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out:

rest

Graham

of the company.

DANCE O BSERVER
—

Source: Dance Observer (June- July 1939)

Figure 10; Erick Hawkins as "Every Man*'
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America!
America!
America!
America!
America!

Here

is

Name
Name
Name
Name
Name

that

me the word
me the word
me the word
me the word
me the word

that

is

that

is justice.

that

is

power.

that

is

freedom.

that

is faith.

courage.

word —

Democracy!

The cHmax of the

was here with

piece

around ended the piece as

it

began with a

full

farewell to the audience by the Interlocutor.

this

word and

this

hope.

A final walk-

view of the company and a

Graham presented

direct,

spoken

a cycle through shameful

periods as well as proud ones in American history ending on a triumphant note of
hope

and optimism about democracy. In Graham's view, democracy succeeded

overcoming oppression as seen

in the

in eventually

progression from Occupation to Emancipation.

Solos, duets, and group numbers, linked through the intermittent walk-around,

symbolically connected the individual to society in harmonious and enriching ways with

democracy allowing freedom

for

all

and communal support and

Lincoln Kirstein, the philanthropist

this

same time and was most often a harsh

Document" a profound

piece.

surface finish resembled

and functional
relaying

for

and

style

America to

some

He

praised

who

fostered an American ballet tradition at

critic

of modem dance, declared "American

its

sincerity

of purpose and stated that

of the Shakers invoked another element of Graham's success
itself

"its

useful Shaker wood-turning. "'' Achieving the simple grace

Kirstein

went on: "Grraham

which the vanishing America has waited three
ritual

unity.

movement. In the end,

in

in her Indian solo

centuries, buiU

in

was a monument

from native folk gesture

a plain bright red dress, with her dancing balance of
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suavity and abruptness, her somber levity and steady
stops, she seemed an incarnate

we

question of everything

fear

and hope for

in

our daily lives.""

While Kirstein saw Graham's piece as bringing back the

Document" more

past,

"American

accurately invented a version of the American past."

reconciled conflicted and harmonious episodes,

it

When

it

conveyed a balance not necessarily

present in American history. Graham's view of the past incorporated elements
overlooked
in other

American

historical narratives.

It

included a

critical

view of the Puritans and the

conquest of Native Americans, thereby questioning the innocent vision of the pioneer's
resolve in her eariier "Frontier." Via texts and themes, she acknowledged ethnic and racial
diversity

of America. But the performance

"American Document"

in

1938 also continued discrimination.

utilized cultural traits attributed to African

Americans, the

minstrelsy form, narrated episodes in Native American and African American history, and

lacked the presence of Native Americans and African Americans on stage. Graham's view

of the American past reflected a quite accurate picture of contemporary

racial segregation

and appropriation.

Graham's usable past also differed
representations in the

arts.

in

important ways from the era's other historical

Painters of post ofilce murals and of the Regionalist style used

conventional male and female roles to portray the happiness of the hearth and the nation.

Barbara Melosh argues that
pioneer

life,

with

women

New Deal

art

and theatre presented a domesticated version of

as pacifist mothers, and the complementarity of male and female

as representative of genial collectivity .'" In the 1930s,

dancers did not celebrate the harmony between
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Graham and

men and women

other

in their

women modern

homes. Their

settings

were the workplace, an open

prairie, or the

"American Document" celebrated an active

American

nation.

role of women in these public settings
rather

than in the private home. "American Document" also
portended a

women

relationships that

Graham foreshadowed her growing

use of

interest in

Graham achieved

in

"American Document" the active

participatory theatrical experience which she envisioned

Burke, a dance

critic

writing in the

"American Document"
its

male-female

would dominate her grand works of the 1940s and 1950s.

In 1938, though,

collect

shift in this

as representative individuals with the role of Erick
Hawkins. Particularly in the

"Puritan" episode,

that

"Frontier" and

strength,

for democracy, that

elicited: "that

remember
it

New Masses

,

modem

Owen

picked up on the demand of the audience

the American people

that their country

dance to be.

remember

its

was conceived and molded

tradition,

in the struggle

carry forward." Overt address of the audience by the Interlocutor

enhanced the urgent summons. Audience members contributed to the hope of democracy
in their

necessary role as witnesses and in answering the

call

Odets' "Waiting for Lefty" similarly enticed audiences with

to action. While Clifford

its

and summons, "American Document" as a dance performance

added

~ gave a more abstract view of America and,

therefore,

inclusive vision of America

~

even with spoken words

one

in

which the audience's

completion of the interpretation mattered more.

The piece premiered

in

a small

Vermont town on a makeshift

stage in the State

Armory. Trappings of Americana and America's government could not have been more
obvious. Turning a military building into a theatre

fit

the piece as well in emphasizing the

creative and unifying aspects of democracy rather than the militaristic elements of
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government. The work went on to great success
the country.

Many of the

leftist

committed turn by Graham to

Carnegie Hall on October

of Graham on

comment on

modem

its

social justice

and

political

New York at a benefit for the New Mas<;e<;

in

1938, and the weekly

9,

it

a tour around

commentary. Graham and

leftist

magazine featured a caricature

cover by Al Hirschfeld that week as well. [Figure

the piece,

dance

New York and then on

papers embraced the work as evidence of
a more

company premiered "American Document"
at

in

declared; "'American

Document'

is

1 1,

p.

leading the

244] In

way

its

in bringing

the people.""

"American Document" was a

America of modern dancers

--

but

it

forcefiil

statement of the broad, idealistic vision of

was something of a

A

last gasp.

1937 proposal for

the Federal Theatre Project exemplifies the conftision within the nationalist thrust
of the

modern dance movement

that eventually led to

its

dissolution.

The

proposal, entitled

"America Dances," was put together by the choreographers working on the Federal
Theatre Project, Doris Humphrey, Tamiris, Felicia Sorel, Gluck-Sandor, and Charles

Weidman. The
culture."

intention

was

to express an "Anti-War Motif," as

war was a "destroyer of

Although the primary theme was largely a response to contemporary

politics,

the piece presented a historical look at dance in America, starting with the Indians and

moving through Pilgrim and Colonial

periods, the Revolutionary

War, the

Civil

War, and

ending with the Modern Period of Industrialization. The question of what was American

dance persisted

~

and was answered

the Federal Theatre Project

some

in a variety

of ways. Hallie Flanagan, the director of

who had been promoting just

such a production for quite

time, recognized three different approaches to "American dance" within this
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Mo Peace"
Vlth an
Editorial

Answer

Dewey
forD.
PAUL

A.!

MoMANUS

G.

A New

Deal on

the X^mtsus
HOWARD SELSAM

Wanted:

A Theater
ROBERT FORSYTHE

Songs Before /
Sunset
C.

DAY LEWIS

Return
A Short Story
SAUL LEVITT

Hogben's ''Science
for the Citizen*'

HENRY >IART
Cartoons and Drawings
by. Cropper, Birnbaunif
Gellerty RIohter, Others

ON TRI COVER

Martha Graham

1

TURN TO PAOI 29

(DT.

IBf

1938

Source:

Figure

1 1

:

New Masses (18

October 1938)

New Masses caricature of Martha Graham
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proposal: the use of dance to reenact a historical
scene, in the vein of dance in
pageants;

the thematic or symbolic use of dance to convey
an idea such as industrialization; and,
the

use of actual folk dances such as Indian dances or French
court dances that had appeared
in

America's past. Flanagan advocated the third approach;
"a historical American dance

defined in terms of its

own medium. "'^

Despite Flanagan's continued push for the production no work
materialized. As a
collaborative project, the

start.

to

its

But the

number of choreographers involved probably doomed

different kinds

of "American dance"

demise. In their effort to

American concert dance,

it

fi-om the

tried to incorporate also contributed

show American dance

modem

it

in all its variety

dancers weighted the nascent

art

and create an

form with burdensome

and unclear goals. While some dances successfully combined these two purposes, often
with the help of words,

this effort

move beyond

a pedantic

Ballet Takes

Over "The West"

could not be sustained

if the art

form was going to

style.

Ballet choreographers began to offer audiences appealing pictures of America as

modem dancers

fumbled over the Federal Theatre Project production "America Dances."

Ballet choreographers had a simpler task than

entirely

new

art

modem dancers.

Instead of inventing an

form with a new philosophy of movement and technique, they reshaped a

previously existing philosophy and technique.

An unsympathetic judge of modem

Lincoln Kirstein had a great impact on the development of an American

ballet,

dance,

mainly in

the financial support he gave to promising choreographers." Believing that the "future of
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Ballet lies in America," he convinced

from France (where he had

fled to

George Balanchine

to

move

to the United States

from Russia) and begin an American

ballet in the fall

1933. Balanchine's original idea, according to Kirstein, was
to "take four white

four white boys, about sixteen years old and eight of the
same, negros
the

Negro

of time

part of it

[sic]

would be amazingly supple

- the combination

superb. Imagine them, masked, for example.

[sic]

.

.

.

girls

and

.He thinks

of suppleness and sense

They have so much abandon

and disciplined they would be nonpareil ...."^^ This inclusion of African
Americans
Balanchine's early ballet school and

of

--

in

company never occurred, perhaps because

Balanchine's belief changed in the face of the prevailing view in America that
African

Americans did not have the correct body structure to succeed

comment exposed
would be

in ballet.

the belief that an essentialized African American

a defining

American

characteristic for a national ballet.

But Balanchine's

movement

In fact,

existed and

Brenda Dixon-

Gottschild argues that Balanchine's trademark movements, such as a protruding hip

causing off-balance extensions, ultimately came from Afiican dance elements that were a
part

of African American

culture.

Kirstein's

comment

suggested, too, that even

if

Afiican Americans had been included in the company, they would have been separate, as
"the

Negro

part"

of it.

Balanchine's effort to create an American balletic style

and

his style did not

become widely accepted

until the 1950s.

was a

long, diffrise process

In the 1930s, other ballet

choreographers created works with notably American subjects. Leonide Massine, once a

choreographer for Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, created one of the

"Union

Pacific" in 1934.

The

ballet told

first

Americana

ballets,

of the linking up of the eastern and western
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railroad tracks at

Promontory

Point, Utah.

Even with

a libretto by Archibald MacLeish,

it

fared badly, being criticized as a Russian and therefore
unauthentic and superficial view of

American

America.''"

ballet

choreographers proved more convincing. In the

and early 1940s, they presented a hopeful, affectionate view of
America

in

late

1930s

abundance. In

Chicago, Ruth Page created "An American Pattern" (1938) and
"Frankie and Johnnie"
(1938); in Philadelphia, Catherine Littleficld choreographed "Barn Dance," and
"Terminal"

(1937)

,

in

New

York,

Lew

Christensen

(1938) and Eugene Loring followed
,

American

Goof

made "Pocahantas" (1936) and

his

popular "Billy the Kid" (1938) with "The Great

(1940) and "Prairie" (1942)

Beginning with Massine's "Union Pacific"

in

1934, the iconography of the west

inspired ballet choreographers interested in creating an

of Aaron Copland contributed

Copland flavored

"Filling Station"

a great deal

his orchestral

reminiscent of jazz.

American

ballet style.

of Americana flavor to these

ballet

The music
works

music with embellished folk tunes and syncopated rhythms

Sparse harmonies, simple orchestration, and

niythologized the honest practicality and freedom of space

in

lyrical

melodies

the countryside and the

west.

In 1940, the

American

with music by Copland, to

p.

Dancing

cowboy

to

acclaim as a truly successful American

boots, Loring created stylized utilitarian

evoke the horse-back

women

critical

performed Eugene Loring's

"Billy the Kid,"

ballet.

248] "Billy the Kid" portrayed the story of a legendary Western outlaw.

[Figure 12,

in

Ballet Theatre

riding

moves such

as a

hopping step

of the pioneer west, a countiy swing between men and

conveyed the flavor of a southwestern town.
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In fact, traditional ballet technique

DANCE OBSERVlK'

KL'OF.NE

LORTNG

at Uilh

the Kid.

Source: Dance Observer (October 1938)

Figure 12: Eugene Loring
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(C'-n-fc

I'l'in

r.yin

was nowhere

to be found. Instead, Loring

as the parallel orientation of feet and hips,

getting

on and off a

horse."'

coming across the stage

The framing of the

in a

The

on which he fused the cowboy actions of

began and ended with a "parade of people"

ballet

diagonal

borrowed some modern dance elements, such

line, in

slow poses to the dramatic Copland score.

piece by this fugue-like procession

was reminiscent of the walk-around

of "American Document.""^

Agnes de

Mille's

"Rodeo" (1942) featured Copland's music, looked westward,

depicted a clear story, and celebrated the taming of the individual

woman's viewpoint.

~ all

told

from a

A woman wanted to be a cowboy but also wanted to lasso a man.

In

the end, she gave up the former for the latter by putting on a dress and becoming a more
traditional girl.

Although
gestural

far

Graham's "Frontier" pioneer became de

more rousing and funny than

movement more common

Mille's domesticated girlfriend.

"Billy the Kid,"

in acting

"Rodeo" also mainly used

than a modified

~

or Americanized

- ballet

technique.

"Billy the

tradition

of such

Kid" and "Rodeo" offered appealing narratives

classic ballet

works

as

"Swan Lake" and

also portrayed a different kind of heroism.

in the

"Giselle."

same

storytelling

Loring and de Mille

In "Billy the Kid," the individual

fell

as "a

casualty in the establishment of order."" Kirstein wrote, "Billy represented the basic

anarchy inherent

and society

was

in individualism in its

most rampant

form.""'*

— the threat of the anarchic individual and

a different reconciliation than

west, Sophie

Maslow

modem

This view of the individual

society's

subduing of him or her

—

dancers had imagined. In other views of the

(leader of the group in the premiere of "American
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Document")

explored American folk traditions

"Dust Bowl Ballads" (1941) and "Folksay"
(1942).

in

Maslow's trenchant accounts of the

difficulties

of poverty

in rural life contrasted sharply

with ballet choreographers' western works. Critical
views of America,
present, and choreographic visions of democracy

fell

away

in the

new

its

past and

ballet

works, which

instead offered humor, reinforcement of conventional
gender roles, and regulated order.

The American

subjects of ballet pieces and ballet choreographers'
free use of

modern dance movements
late

signified the beginnings

of an American

1930s and early 1940s, while some distinctions

Maslow and de
began to

blur.

Mille, for instance), the boundaries

The term

"ballet" for

when Copland composed

a

dancers.

called the

new dance

Martha," which became much better

for

of ballet.

In the

approach remained (as between

between

both traditional

became common usage among modern
group of African Americans was

in

style

ballet

ballet

and modern dance

and modern dance works

Eugene von Grona's 1937 modern dance

American Negro

Ballet.

In the early 1940s,

Martha Graham, he named

known under Graham's

title,

it

"Ballet for

"Appalachian Spring."

In technique, the

new

deux partnering.

Instead, they featured stylized folk dances and everyday motions to

convey character and

The

ballets rarely

focused on delicate pointe work or traditional pas-de-

narrative.

influence of modern dance on ballet

was obvious

in the

loosening of ballet

technique and nationalist themes but ballet choreographers also affected

modem

dance

choreographers. In another view of the west, Graham's "Appalachian Spring" (1944)

borrowed

balletic

moves and a sweet

newly-wedded couple forging a new

spirit.

life in

[Figure 13, p. 251]

The dance celebrated a

a pioneer setting. Elements of tension arose
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and Company
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Source:

Dance Observer (January 1945)

Figure 13; "Appalachian Spring" (1944)
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with the return of the specter of Puritan
fanaticism and repression
"Revivalist" originally performed

(in the role

of the

by Merce Cunningham). The work, however,
presented

a harmonic resolution of those tensions with the
solidity of the motheriike Pioneer

Woman

and the promise of the Bride and Husband. The piece
expressed a sense of domestic

bliss

and personal happiness rather than the communal view of
unity which ended "American

Document." "Appalachian Spring" represented an anomaly
its

pervasive gentleness and sweetness.

attributed

to the

it

May O'Donnell,

peak of the romantic

relationship

in

Graham's oeuvre because of

the original Pioneer

Woman,

between Graham and Erick Hawkins

(who played

the Husband)."

personal

onto the stage to counter the tumultuous times of war with a reminder
of the

life

Graham

transferred the happiness and security found in her

survivability

and warmth of the American hearth. The essence of the work, Graham wrote

in a script to

Copland, should be the soul of America: "This

It is like

bone

the

moved from

structure, the inner

is

a legend of American living.

frame that holds together a people. "^^ Graham had

a historical narrative of conflict in "American Document" to an evocation of

America's domestic "soul."

The
Graham's

conciliatory picture with

earlier

movement was
dominated

its

Americana works and those of other

less aggressive than in other

"How Long Brethren?,"

Large, long skirts of the Pioneer

cast remained

works.

modem dancers. Even the
Instead of the angles which

for example, circles reigned in "Appalachian Spring."

Woman and the Bride greatly widened the arcs of turning

movements. Dancers moved around a

The whole

emphasis on domesticity contrasted sharply with

on stage

circle

and traded partners

in folk

dance patterns.

for the piece, creating an aura of insularity
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unbroken by

entrances and exits or direct appeals to the
audience. "Appalachian Spring"
ended with a
final portrait

of the Husband standing behind the Bride

preacher and his followers knelt

The Bride motioned out

in prayer,

who

sat in

with their backs to the couple and the
audience.

to the horizon, and gaze of the Pioneer

followed her vision. The

home had

a rocking chair; the

Woman and Husband

replaced the risk of the open land of "Frontier"
and

"American Document." These pioneers were content to
In "Appalachian Spring," the Pioneer had

sit

become

inside

and look out.

the Pioneer

Woman and the

dance centered on the Bride. Native Americans and Afiican Americans
were absent

theme as well

was

untroubled.

sweeping

which
past

as

stage.

Except for the sanctimony of Puritanism, the pastoral scene

Graham had reduced

historical narrative

traditional

was

on

and

her imagination of the American past fi-om a

political statement to a portrait

gender roles reigned. Even more,

past, distant.

in

in

of a genial home

in

"Appalachian Spring," the invented

"American Document" had moved from the past to the present,

demonstrating continuity and connections between then and now. As the Interiocutor had
said to introduce the piece,

dancing picture of the past

"The time
in

is

now

--

tonight."

"American Document"

removed and

intended that her

affect the present.

Spring" lacked that immediacy and passionate relevance.
picture of the past,

Graham

It

"Appalachian

comforted by being a hermetic

safe fi-om the confiising and tumultuous social problems

of the present.
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World War

H and the DifTusion of Modern Dance

In 1944, the

same year of the premiere of Graham's "Appalachian
Spring,"

Ballet

Theatre danced Jerome Robbins' "Fancy Free." Robbins
extended the theme of adventure

and

possibilities prevalent in the

seamen on a short leave

western-theme

in a big city.

show and 1949 movie "On

the

Town

ballets to

(This dance

")

was

an entertaining

the basis for the 1945

To music by Leonard

and musical

styles, including

between three

theatre.

modern dance and jazz dance. Organized around

sailors vying for

womanly

affection,

flashy than traditional ballet with an emphasis

movement

style

The

"Fancy Free" continued and

halls.

The movement was

on bravura jumps and
its

built

jazz

riffs

balletic

seemed

less

upon modern and
it

social

dance

differed

celebration of American military and leisure exploits in "Fancy Free"

documents of America,

frivolity replaced seriousness

in

America. In the

and documentation

itself

important than a capricious, playful sketch.

The new American
1945, the

turns.

and syncopated rhythms.

allowed for no impassioned explorations of the democratic tradition

new

in

a dance contest in a bar

(thereby expanding the category of ballet), in theme and subject matter

drastically.

ascendancy

its

"Fancy Free" evoked the tap

Bernstein's music added to the vernacular spirit with

If in

Broadway

"Fancy Free" also fused movement elements from a variety of

competitions in Harlem bars and the swing rivalry of the dance

more

of three

Bernstein, "Fancy Free"

cemented the end of the Americana era of modem dance and heralded
ballet

tale

leftist

ballet

periodical the

garnered wide praise even from unexpected places. In

New Masses heralded the arrival

claiming,
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of an American

ballet,

Their works are modern and American
because American concepts of
tempo and humor, of uninhibited rhythms and
color, pervade the patterns
of movement they create, and each work
sparkles, in its own way with the
authentic gleam of our unique national brand
of youth, sprightline'ss and
wit....[I]t ought to be appreciated for
what it is, modern American
ballet,

and greeted happily as a long awaited phenomenon
Ballet took over the concert dance scene

modern dance and

in

the art world.'"

by using the freedom of movement opened up by

attention to popular stories and themes of the

American

past.

Ballet

choreographers' whimsical Americana dance works ultimately
triumphed over modern

dance choreographers' more

critical visions.

The

shift

was

artistic

and

political, as

conservatism rose and liberalism declined.

World War

movement

in

II

demanded

unity and celebratory patriotism, a

which modern dance did not have a

modern dancers

for entertainment for the troops nor

enough of the scarce funds during

Summer School of the

the

war

to put

The

clear role.

new

USO

nationalist

did not seek out

were modern dancers able to procure

on many productions

Arts stopped after 1942 because

oil

The Bennington

shortages forced the college to

close during the harsh months of the winter and hold courses through the summer.

both male and female modern dancers joined the war

effort, in the

armed

And

forces, in the

WAC (Women's Army Corp) or WAVES (Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency
Service), or

working

in factories.

There was limited touring and few concerts

in

New

York.
In addition to these practical limitations.

already present in

figured out

ways

modern

to

World War

II

heightened contradictions

dancers' artistic nationalism. In the 1930s,

combine

their ardent

modern dancers had

embrace of individualism with group movement
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and comnn.nal goals

Despite their successes, the behefin individual
creativity

expression reigned and the unity necessary

in

wartime pressed modern dancers to

recognize the hmits of their poHtical or ideological
individualism,

modernism and

a.ul

beliefs.

In their

devotion to

abstraction, and reconfigurations of social
conventions

(particularly regarding roles for

men and women), modern dancers may have been more

radical than creators in other cultural forms such as
regionalist painting or social protest

novels.

A

visions of

and

commitment

to creating an

modern dancers

artistic portraits

--

form held together the disparate
of World

War

of America of patriotic dedication rather than
to respond to the

new

11

called for cultural

most

social critiques,

nationalist call

modern dance choreographers turned away from

the late 1940s, most

earlier concentration

art

When demands

loosely.

modern dancers were unwilling

By

American

on Americana subjects and became much more abstract

their

Alkr

the

alVectionate "Appalachian Spring," (Jraham resolutely delved into the unconscious and

male/female archetypes, peaking

Greek inythology and tortured
mythology.

I

in

the cvcning-long dance-drama "(Mytemncstra"

relations

replaced American

lumphrey remained on course as the most conceptual of modern dance

choreographers and kept her distance from story-telling
theatre choreography almost exclusively during the 194()s

define an American dance had

"Inside U.S.A." (1948), the

more

first

support.

in this

i

amiris turned to musical

where her continued

a

ellort to

She choreographed the musical revue

musical with an integrated cast.

America which had been previously only
stage reality

women

between men and

in 19.S8

theme

show.
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in

The

Americana works

racial

mix of

finally

became a

A new generation of modern dancers emerged and,

as believers in unique artistic

visions, they attempted to define themselves
against the early moderns.

they did so

form.

was

to

eschew the

nationalist goal

of creating an

identifiable

Merce Cunningham, Jose Limon, and Paul Taylor avoided
both

narratives of the 1930s and Graham's turn to
psychological dramas.

innovations in modern dance.

method which divided

He began

One of the ways
American

the

art

Americana

Cunningham

led the

experimenting with chance, a choreographic

steps and then rearranged

them according to a draw

directly before

a performance. This method subjected the dancers and the movements
to a variable
intellectual process.

The

intellectual idea

became the focus of the performance

rather than

the display of each dancer's expressiveness. Instead of using art to reveal
cultural and
national identity, the

new

generation of modern dancers insisted on the autonomy of art

and the iconoclasm of the individual

Modern dancers had

artist.

increasingly substantial roles in the avant-garde.

"Happenings" grew out of the collaboration between Merce Cunningham, John Cage, and

Robert Rauschenberg and these
visions formed the basis of a

ascended

in universities

live,

simultaneous performances of different

new genre of art, performance

and colleges,

virtually usurping

art.

artistic

Modem dance also

dance curriculum so that tap

dance, folk dance, and ballet were rarely taught.

The

diffusion of modem dance after

dancing, ballet, other

its

artistic genres,

World War

II

~

into

Broadway show

and throughout universities and colleges

~

revealed

strength as a malleable technique, able to be used in a variety of ways. That strength

also contributed to

its inability

to cohere as a

movement, gain
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institutional

support and

financial stability,

and retain and market

its

beginnings as an original American

(something jazz music has been able to do more
successftiUy).

Center began

in the

Lincoln Kirstein

in the

And when

venture assured that the

home

for his and

one

art

form

~

plans for Lincoln

new venue would

host only ballet and

George Balanchine's company, the

New York City

the Ford Foundation decided to underwrite dance in
the early 1960s,

they gave an almost eight million dollar grant
to

form

1950s on the upper west side of Manhattan, the prominent
role of

furnish the permanent

Ballet.

When

art

--

the single largest foundation contribution

exclusively to ballet companies.
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On the
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New York City Ballet premiered George Balanchine's

To music by John

"Stars

Philip Sousa, ballet dancers displayed
military precision in

and unison movements of the corps. In Cold

War

America, the Russian

emigre Balanchine celebrated America's military prowess and
apparently unified (and
uniform) populace. The
to the times by

New York

waging a dance

battle

aggressive and speedy American

ballet

was

City Ballet reigned supreme in the dance world,
suited

on the European turf of ballet

style.

After World

War

II,

-

and winning with an

the American takeover of

the powerful cultural weapon. Wresting dominance from the
Soviet Union, the

success of American ballet was the more important

artistic battle rather

than upholding the

disparate, experimental, and confrontational style of modern dance.

The Revelations

of Alvin Ailey

Despite ballet "winning" the dominant place

changed

political

dynamics

made

his

in

in

American concert dance

in

a

environment, the success of Alvin Ailey points to changing social

modem

dance

itself

choreographic debut

in

American Dance Theater formed

The same year

"Stars and Stripes" premiered, Ailey

New York City at the 92nd
in

1958 fused

in

Street Y.

movement and theme

focus of the 1930s with the racial heritage of America

~

The Alvin Ailey
the nationalist

thus embracing and altering

American modern dance.
Alvin Ailey was born

new American modern

in

Texas

dance. Ailey

in

1931, just as the "moderns" were solidifying the

grew up amid
266

fierce racial segregation;

when he was

five, his

mother was raped by a white man. Ailey moved to
Los Angeles as a teenager and

there began his fascination with Bill Robinson, Fred
Astaire, and the Nicholas Brothers.

He took

gymnastics

company

at

in

school and went to a performance of the Katherine

which time, he

Soon

recalled, he

became "completely hooked" on

in

Los Angeles. By the 1940s, exclusion of African American

students from dance classes had diminished slightly with the
City and Lester Horton in Los Angeles leading the

Some of the most famous

African Americans.

Carmen de
travel an

the

New Dance Group

way

New
of

African American dancers, including Ailey,

Lavallade, and Janet Collins, received training from Horton.

vital

in

in active integration

hour and a half on the bus each way to Horton's studio

he received

dance.'

Ailey sought out dance lessons at the school of Lester
Horton, the

after,

progenitor of modern dance

York

Dunham

but,

support and opportunities. After Horton's death

in

Ailey had to

once he was there,
1953, Ailey

became

company choreographer.
The year 1954 marked

"Carmen Jones," Ailey caught
up Ross's

a transition for Ailey.

the attention of its choreographer Herbert

invitation to appear in his next

simplistic rendering

of love and

life

common

for

shows. Ailey had

modern dancers
his first concert

with the debut of his

now famous

in

the movie

Ross and took

Broadway production, "House of Flowers,"

on a Caribbean

with Graham, Holm, Humphrey, Sokolow, and the

quite

From an appearance

at the time,

appearance

island.

In

New

ballet teacher

York, Ailey trained

Karel Shook.

he performed primarily

at the

92nd Street

piece, "Blues Suite."
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a

in

As was

Broadway

YM-YWHA in

1958

i

Ailey focused on the theme of African Americans'
struggle for freedom and
opportunity, employed African American, Asian, white,
and Hispanic dancers in one

company, and fused African and Caribbean movements with
modern dance technique
under an American banner. Ailey's Americanness differed from
that of the

Broadway dancing which had
dance by the

late 1940s.

successfully taken over the

American

Jerome Robbins' robust choreography

label

ballet

from

-- all

and

modem

for "Fancy Free" (1944)

and "West Side Story" (1957) and the thrusting high kicks and pronounced
hips

movements

that

became

the signature style of George Balanchine borrowed African

American and African movement
for African

traits

without acknowledgment, employment or support

American dancers. Nor did they give thematic attention to

discrimination.

I"

(1951), dealt with this theme in other contexts.) Ailey

deliberately placed the experience and

American dancers themselves

at the

movement

dances that defined

his

States],

"a

of African Americans and African

career, Ailey

composed two

signature

American dance: "Revelations" (1960) and "Blues Suite" (1958).

Both these dances focused on

was

styles

core of his American dance.

At the beginning of his choreographic

Suite"

and

(Although "West Side Story" and another Broadway show choreographed

by Robbins, "The King and

I

racial injustice

the experience of African Americans. Ailey

somewhat angry statement about

and that "Revelations" was a very

felt that

"Blues

the racial conditions [of the United

positive, very spiritual expression

of our

j

creating an environment in which

views of the

fuller vision

we

of America

could survive."^ That combination paralleled Primus'

in

"Strange Fniit" (anger) and "Hard Times Blues"

(survival).
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m movement terms, "Revelations,"

choreographed

first

in

1960 and edited

substantially during the 1960s (primarily in cutting
the length and changing fi-om simple

voice and guitar accompaniment to that of chorus
and orchestra), combined the dance
technique contributions of Martha

Dunham and

Pearl Primus.

plies a la seconde,

floor.

Graham and Doris Humphrey with those of Katherine

"Revelations" begins with a solid group center stage
in deep

arms spread sideways, arcing

The winged image

at the

elbows, and heads focused on the

subtly shifts as the spiritual "I

arms and heads angled downward

lift

Been "Buked"

upward, swaying, to the

sky.

plays on.

From

Winged

this gentle

transformation, the piece grows in intensity and excitement through
solos and duets and

ends

in a rollicking

church scene to "Rocka

My Soul."

Ailey uses the sunken torso

contractions of the early moderns throughout "Revelations" but places them on the

musical beat and in rhythmic succession. Agonizing modern dance

ground surface

it

is

in the

duet "Fix

Me Jesus"

falls

where the man catches the

backward to the

falling

woman. But

repeated in a quick series that emphasizes the upswing of the movement rather than

the gravity laden force of the

fall.

costumes, shoulder isolations, and

The
fiiU

section

"Wading

in the

Water" features

colorfiil

body contractions reminiscent of Dunham and

Primus. Even more, the joy and hope of survival of the piece align Ailey with

and Primus. Invariably, "Revelations" rouses the audience to

Dunham

their feet in the final section,

clapping and swaying along with the dancers on stage.

Beginning

in

1962, as part of the John F.

Kennedy

Program, The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre was a
government. In 1970, they were the

first

International

cultural

envoy of the U.S.

modem dance company to
269

Exchange

perform

in the Soviet

Union

since Isadora Duncan.

political

The support of the

environment. The government was

racial injustice

and defending

Alley's dancing portraits

redefinition

its

federal

now engaged

in a

mounting

fight against

claims as exemplars of "fi-eedom" in the
late Cold War.

of America resounded during an era of political
liberalism and

of the United States as fundamentally,

Ailey's

government revealed a changed

ethnically diverse.

work, though, contrasts with that of other

The modem dance movement burgeoned

work of the Judson Church

innovators,

modem dancers of the

1960s.

again in the early 1960s with the experimental

who

included Robert Dunn,

Yvonne

Rainer, Steve

Paxton, and Trisha Brown. Influenced by the collaboration of Merce
Cunningham and

John Cage, the Judson Church choreographers forsook the technical precision
and
nationalist

concern of the 1930s

modems and

formulated a

They celebrated pedestrian motions, challenged

new phase of modem

dance.

the strictures of choreography with the

use of improvisation and chance, questioned the dependency of dance on music, and

eschewed narrative and

postmodem dance

theatrical elements

of performance. The development of

paralleled the rebellion of Pop Art to Abstract Expression and, within

the avant-garde of New

York

City, the continued experimentation

of the Judson Church

innovators contributed to the rise and definition of postmodernism in the

however, retained the attention to narrative and

theatricality

between music and dance, consciously evolved a

drew audiences outside

postmodern dancers and choreographers used the

Ailey,

and a harmonic dependency

nationalist style

New York City and the avant-garde.

arts.

of modem dance, and

If the

modem dancers

Judson Church and

of the 1930s as a

springboard against which to rebel, Ailey incorporated and carried on their tradition.
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Alley's

begun

prominence further

in the late 1940s.

in the 1930s.

By the

solidified the leading role

Women - both white

1960s,

men - both

the leadership roles even though

modem

of gay

Trisha

for

Brown and Twyla Tharp

women

leaders

--

and

still

men

dance

led the

white and African American

-

had taken over

dance continued to

in dance.

And

demonstrate that

more so than

attract far

influential

modem

ballet.

could usurp the leadership

What made

modem

-

still

movement

more women than
contributes to the

choreographers such as

dance offers a welcome place

But the prominence of men

dance, particularly relative to their small numbers, suggests that once
the art form,

in

and African American

men. The association of women with bodies remains powerful
and

huge numerical dominance of women

men

in

modem

women legitimized

roles.

the difference between the postmodernists and Alley

was

race.

From

the segregation and marginalization of African American dancers and choreographers in
the 1930s

movement of cultural

nationalism, Ailey

now

led that

movement

in the

1960s

and successfully secured a place for African Americans within self-consciously American
cultural works.

But

it

was

at a

The emergence of Ailey

time

when white modem

in the trajectory

characteristics mattered and shaped

dancers shunned that tradition.

of modem dance illuminates

movements of cultural nationalism

in the

how physical
United

States in the twentieth century. In the 1930s, dancing pictures of America remained

white; the depictions of Africa and the Caribbean by Afiican American dancers only

reinforced the whiteness of physical portraits of America. Racial integration in the dance

world occurred slowly and correlated to the increasing
In 1944, Martha

Graham employed Yuriko,

political activism for civil rights.

a Japanese- American
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who came

to the

Graham

school from a California internment camp. In
1951,

Turney, African American

Graham company.

women trained

at the University

Mary Hinkson and Matt

of Wisconsin, joined the

Janet Collins and Arthur Mitchell broke color
barriers in ballet: Collins

performed with the Metropolitan Opera Ballet from 1951 to
1954 and Mitchell debuted as
a soloist in the

He formed

his

New York City Ballet in
own company,

called

it

1955. But the rise of Alley

was more

definitive.

American, and proceeded to choreograph

"America." The U.S. government's choice of Alley to represent
America's concert

dancing prowess abroad

and practitioners

in

finally

sanctioned African Americans'

place as creators of

American dance works.

Alley's success in the 1960s rests

Dunham, Primus, and
in the 1930s.

rightfiil

on the foundation established by Dafora,

other African American dancers and the expansion of modem dance

Dunham and Primus

insisted

on a place

for African

Americans

dance and

their roles as dancers-cum-anthropologists also contributed to

definitions

of "culture" that changed and took hold

definition

of culture encompassed

shifts in social stratifications.

of cultures and the anthropological
race, gender, sexuality,

in the 1930s.

definition

in

concert

and manifested

This broadened

Anthropological studies

of culture loosened

rigid social categories

and class during the 1930s. The grouping of white

of whom were Jewish), gay men, and African American men and

women (many

women in modem

dance

abetted the popularity of anthropology and this broadened view of culture. But the
history of modem dance reveals the limitations that remained within this

cuhural

relativist

more

tolerant,

view. Division of artistic creations into "high" and "low" went largely

unchallenged and perpetuated class and

racial prejudices.
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And

in this art

of

form

that

attracted physically distinct groups of people,
those distinctions

-

particularly of race

-

fractured ideas of a national culture.

Modern dance
and national

momentum

gathered such

in the

1930s because a focus on bodies

identity coalesced with predilections for an
experiential

need to unify the country

American place

in

in the

an impending

approach to

art,

a

midst of an economic depression, and a desire
to find an
crisis in

Europe. The diversity of America made defining

a national identity a strongly comparative process; definitions of
American culture and
nation rely on comparisons to distinguish what

nemeses

that

most helped to define the

Modern dancers

rejected

European

and denigrated the African

is

American. Europe and Africa were the

cultural nationalist

ballet,

movement of the

even though they emulated

arts as "primitive,"

its

1930s.

"high" art status,

even while they appropriated certain

movements.
In this

movement of cultural

nationalism, the evolution of modem dance in the

1930s provides one example of how "culture" and "nation" overlap but do not necessarily
coincide in America. For white

both social and

political

demands and

femininity and white gay

modern dance

modem

men

to allow for

dancers, ideas of America successfully captured

ideals.

White

women rejecting

stereotypes of

countering notions of effeminacy molded an American

new models of gender and

sexuality.

For African American

dancers, "culture" and "nation" most often were not the same. While they fought for and

pushed Americans to

realize ideals

of equality of opportunity and open democracy, they

embraced the culture of Africa and the Caribbean to which they
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felt

they

more

truly

belonged. "Black" dance arose alongside

modem dance,

a separate though requisite

partner in the black and white tango of American
culture.^

The ephemerality and

compounded by

individuality inherent in

historical conditions

movement, ever seeking funding and

of its growth to

modern dance has been
result in a constantly struggling

larger audiences.

That openness has also afforded a

rare place and inspired bold freedom of expression for many.

its

appeal.

And

despite

its

fleetingness,

dance resonates as an

historical practice.
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The

elusiveness of dance

artistic vision

and a

is

ENDNOTES
Alley quoted

Lynne Pauley Emery, mMU^mK^LEri^^
(1972 rev ed
Princeton, NJ: Princeton Book Company,
1988): 274. See also Alvm Ailey withA
Peter
^^'•^y' t^gve'ations The A utobiograp h y of Alyin
,Ail£y (NY: Carol Publishing Group
1995) and Jennifer Dunning, Alvin Ailcv A Life in n^nr.^
(NY Addison-Weslev^
1

in

Publishing Co., 1996).
2 Ailey quoted

in

Masters," at the

catalog to the exhibition "Black Visions

Tweed

Gallery,

New York

City: 9.

'89:

Catalog,

Movements of Ten Dance

DC/NYPL.

Susan Manning makes the point about the two tracks of "black"
dance and modern
dance which developed in the 1930s, although without a full
analysis of the nationalist
pulls of white and African American modern dancers;
"American Document and American
Minstrelsy," in Gay Morris, ed., Movine Words: Re-writing Danm
(NY Routledue
1996) 183-202.
3.

'

:
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